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Summary
You have the option to invest time in reading this dissertation. Imagine that you know
the author better than most, and that this makes you more knowledgeable about the true
value of actually reading it than you circle of acquaintances. You know that the dissertation
is not worth clearing your calendar for and instantly read. Not because you are not sharp
enough to easily understand it, nor because you cannot read it quickly, but simply because
you know that the dissertation is rubbish. Your circle of acquaintances has noticed that a
printout of the dissertation lies neatly on your o¢ ce table, and all of your acquaintances
could get hold of their own copy, if they put some e¤ort into it. Your acquaintances are
however quite familiar with the literature on the theme of the dissertation, so it will only
be of interest to them, if it has something exciting and new on o¤er. They do not know
the author as well as you, and are well aware of this fact. You know that they are lurking
around, and observing when, if at all, you decide to read the dissertation. You realize that
you will have to cancel a meeting, if you are to …nd time to read the dissertation, and that the
other meeting participants would know that you are cancelling for exactly that reason. You
expect them to forgive the inconvenience, if you present a brief summary of the dissertation
for them; the summary would of course have to be useful to them, otherwise you better be
prepared to do all the grunt work in future meetings. Them, with the exception of one your
acquintances that is also a meeting participant, being unfamiliar with both the literature
on the theme of the dissertation and the dissertation itself, a summary would be of use to
them, if either the literature on the theme is great (even if the dissertation itself is rubbish)
or the dissertation is great (even if the literature on the theme is dull and useless).
Does the attention that you acquaintances direct at your decision (when) to read the
dissertation, a¤ect your decision if and when to read the dissertation?
If yes, does the attention make you more or less prone to reading the dissertation? Would
you rather have no acquaintances?
Are you bothered that your acquaintances do not know whether you are the type of person
that could decide to read a rubbish dissertation, if only the theme covered was interesting,
or the type of person that would never consider reading a rubbish dissertation no matter
how interesting the theme?
If you knew that your reading experience would not be a¤ected by your acquintances
reading it, would that make you more or less concerned with their decisions?
Do you feel con…dent in answering these questions? Would you feel con…dent, if the
investment was billions of dollars (of your own money) rather than the time needed to read
a dissertation?
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I did not feel su¢ ciently equipped to make, or analyze, such decisions con…dently, nor
could I …nd the equipment in the existing literature on corporate strategy and …nance to
build that con…dence, thus I decided to write this dissertation and craft some new purposebuilt equipment; read the dissertation, understand it and use it, and you will have learned to
con…dently answer the questions above, not only when it concerns reading dissertations, but
also when it concerns large-scale corporate investments. The value of such user-friendly, yet
powerful, equipment for the business world should be immediately apparant; whether a hedge
fund strategist is trying to identify winners in the equity market, a wholesaler is trying to
avoid retail-customers on the verge of bankruptcy from exploiting its consignment concept,
a CEO is trying to decide when to give green light for a new R&D project, a bank is trying
to avoid being fooled by ruthless imposters, a small-time real estate developer is trying to
learn about an expected political decision regarding urban planning from the well-connected
local big-time developer, or an owner is trying to decide when to IPO his high-tech start-up,
the equipment will help strategically improve the decision-making and maximize the pay o¤
from the investment-related real option by making optimal use of the information the (lack
of) exercise of it releases.
The dissertation was written under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Peter Ove Christensen
at Aarhus University, and has been profoundly a¤ected by this; the feedback on the ongoing
presentation of the work-in-progress at the Finance Seminar Series at Aarhus University
(initiated and regularly attended by especially Prof. Dr. Hans Frimor, Prof. Dr. Claus
Munk, Prof. Dr. Bent Jesper Christensen, Asso. Prof. Dr. Leonidas Enrique de la Rosa,
Assi. Prof. Dr. Zhenjiang Qin, Dr. Christian Bach, PhD student Martin Schultz-Andersen
and PhD student Jens Riis Andersen) has also profoundly a¤ected it.
The dissertation is a coherent study comprised of two parts under the common theme of
strategic investment and is throughout driven by the same fundamental research question:
how does informational asymmetries in the presence of product market competition a¤ect
corporate investments?
Answering this question evolves into a process of identifying the best existing, critically
acclaimed platform in the literature on corporate strategy and …nance to build new theory
onto, and then gradually building and understanding the add-ons. The platform chosen
is the real options-based model developed by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011); in light of
the research question this dissertation de…nes as its goal to answer, the platform’s lack of
attention to e¤ects from the product market’s reaction to information release, motivates
the special justi…cation case studied in the …rst part of the dissertation, where a product
market is added to the platform, and which was the basis of a quali…cation exam under
the committee constituted by Prof. Dr. Peter Ove Christensen, Prof. Dr. Bent Jesper
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Christensen and Prof. Dr. Kristian R. Miltersen (Copenhagen Business School).
The …rst part of the dissertation, titled Exogenous Perception of Perceived Signal Content’s Direction with the subtitle Asymmetric Information in Corporate Investment under
Uncertainty, develops a new theory on information in irreversible timing-‡exible uncertain
corporate investment. The key di¤erentiation point of this part of the dissertation from the
existing literature is the study of multiple types of asymmetric information simultaneously
in a real option-approach. By considering not only the asymmetric information between an
investing corporation and the capital market, but also the asymmetric information between
the corporation and the product market, this part of the dissertation contributes with novel
insight and better pricing models and exercise strategies than known in the existing literature. It is well-known from the literature on information economics that aggregation of
information and e¤ects from this, by no means is as trivial as intuition misleads into thinking; this is apparant even from the special justi…cation case of the general model introduced
in the …rst part of the dissertation, since even the slightest of e¤ect from the (new) second
recipient of the information release will impact the mechanisms behind the corporate investment decisions drastically. The special justi…cation case of the general model developed in
the …rst part of the dissertation (where the main technical contribution is the -function)
is also implemented, such that it is demonstrated both numerically and theoretically how
signi…cant, quantitatively as well as qualitative, the second information recipient is for corporate investment decisions (and thus not just the mechanisms that drive the decisions).
Results that fully characterize the optimal strategy in the special justi…cation case reveal
how the second recipient directly a¤ects the optimal behaviour in any given equilibrium,
but also indirectly a¤ects the optimal behaviour, since it a¤ects which (type of) equilibrium
will be prevailing. An immediately (that is, without full implementation) applicable key
take-away from the special justi…cation case is that, despite the prevalent perception that
asymmetric information accelerates good investments, what really matters for real options
and their value and exercise strategy is not the mere presence of asymmetric information, but
essentially the skewness of it. Reaching, through the study of the special justi…cation case,
the conclusion that even when the direct competitive e¤ect is small, the e¤ects of asymmetric
information stemming from the product market cannot be ignored with the risk of serious
investment mistakes, the general model of this part of the dissertation is motivated. The
general model which was developed during a stay hosted by Prof. Dr. Eduardo S. Schwartz
at UCLA Anderson School of Management and was on-goingly presented for and discussed
with the faculty there, looks into how the product market’s reaction to the information
release that occurs as (no) investment is observed is a key determinant of this skewness.
Uniquely the general model developed in the …rst part of the dissertation contributes with
7

the theory that competitors reaction to information conveyed through investment timing
(distortion) is based on two dimensions, the content dimension and the direction dimension.
While the content dimension is well-known in the literature, both the decomposition of the
signal and especially the direction as a concept, di¤erentiates the …rst part of the dissertation
from existing literature. The direction intuitively is meant to re‡ect that a content can have
di¤erent causes: an attractive investment opportunity can be attractive for very di¤erent
reasons, with the one extreme being that the holder of the opportunity is an extremely …t
and fat corporation (such that the content is inward directed (corporation speci…c)) and the
other extreme being that the investment opportunity falls within a market that is booming
and makes pro…ts idiot-proof (such that content is outward directed (market-wide relevant)).
Intuitively the reason that this new dimension drives interesting new results, is that while the
direction is critically important to the product market, it is not directly of any importance to
the capital market; investors are only interesting in getting a fair return on their investment
in the investing corporation, but not really bothered with why they are able to get the return
(of course there will be an indirect e¤ect, since the product market’s reaction will most likely
a¤ect the corporation and thus the return). The general model developed in the …rst part of
the dissertation describes the mechanisms that drive the investment decision based on this
decomposition, and implicitly contributes to the literature with a new structural model of
how a product market reacts to signals based on the two dimensions (such that the main
technical contribution of the general model compared to the special justi…cation case is the
-parameter that re‡ects the direction). An important new insight o¤ered by the …rst part of
the dissertation is that the direction dimension controls the strength and the direction (pull
towards acceleration or deceleration of good investments) of the product market’s reaction
to new information released by investment decisions as well as the relative strength of the
e¤ects of asymmetric information from the capital market and the product market respectively. The relative strength of the e¤ect from the two markets is of high interest, since in a
model like the one developed in the …rst part of the dissertation, these are the only e¤ects,
and thus the relative strength will be a key determinant of the skewness of the asymmetric
information. The general model developed in the …rst part of the dissertation supports the
statement that aggregation of information and the e¤ects it has is highly non-trivial, since
a very peculiar result in this part of the dissertation is that the new information recipient,
the product market, can ‡ip the capital market’s reaction to good content around (such that
the best raw investment opportunities are not accelerated the most as existing literature
would suggest; they are not even accelerated, but rather postponed and in fact they are the
investments that are decelerated the most).
The second part of the dissertation, titled Endogenous Perception of Perceived Signal
8

Content’s Direction with the subtitle Playing the Informing Investment Game, pursues a
loose end from the …rst part of the dissertation; studying the general model of the …rst part
lead to the conclusion that the direction dimension is important, and develops a theory and
a model for how any exogenously given direction would a¤ect investment decisions, however
it leaves the question of determining the direction open. The second part of the dissertation
aims at addressing this open question. The part introduces the concept of an investment
game between the investing corporation and the product market about the direction of the
signal’s content. Technically the game in itself follows standards in the classical literature
on game theory, however adaptation, especially of the interpretation, to the setting of a
real option surrounded by multiple informational asymmetries and competitive reactions
is needed. The prior distribution of direction beliefs in the product market (technically
captured by ) and the product market’s misperception and-or misconjecturing ex post loss
function (technically captured by the "-function) are the main di¤erentiation points of this
part of the dissertation to the existing literature (including the …rst part of the dissertation).
Introducing the investment game e¤ectively endogenizes the direction dimension of the signal,
and thus answers the question about how this direction is determined. Futhermore, the
second part follows this through and investigates the impact of the game on the optimal
exercise strategy and the resulting option value, and presents semi-closed-form solutions for
these. Although full implementation of the model is not carried out, the second part of
the dissertation also guides how to estimate the new parameters, and in particular o¤ers a
procedure to estimate the e¤ective direction based on analysis of the style of competition in
the product market (Cournot-style versus Bertrand-style). The estimation guide is especially
important given one of the unique key contributions of this part of the dissertation; an
investment game determines the product market’s direction perception, and thus the e¤ective
direction. This is shown to imply that the true direction of the content can be overruled by
the game, and that the risk of a gap between the e¤ective and the true direction is higher
when the investing corporation is ex post indi¤erent to losses due to misperceptions and-or
misconjectures in the product market. This latter is a key take-away for practitioners without
resources and knowledge to fully numerically implement the model, but in need of intuition
on how to make the best investment decisions; probably seemingly counterintuitive, knowing
the true content and the true direction of the private information, that is the actual potential
and the reason for this potential of an investment opportunity, is not enough to make the
best decision, especially not when the decision-maker does not care about outsiders realizing
the true potential and the true reason. The second part of the dissertation furthermore
discusses how empirical tests of the novel feature of the new theory can be conducted.
Both parts of the dissertation present (semi-)closed-form solutions to characterize the op9

timal investment strategy and the resulting value of the investment opportunity, and given
the insights on how to estimate the new parameters, implemention and numerical application
of the theories and models is possible. Thus the key progression and key contributions in
this dissertation can essentially be summarized; the special justi…cation case of the …rst part
contributes with the insight that is it not the mere presence of asymmetric information that
a¤ects corporate investment under product market competition, but rather the skewness
of the asymmetric information. The general model of the …rst part then contributes with
the insight that the perceived direction of the signal content in the product market is what
matter for the skewness, thus completing the study of how exogenously given perception of
the direction amongst product market participants of the investment timing signal’s content
matters for a strategically conscious investing corporation. The second part of the dissertation contributes with the insight that an investment game between the corporation and
the product market will determine the direction, thus essentially endogenizing the direction
perception of the product market to information released through investment decisions. The
structure of the dissertation is very clearly one of smooth progression, since theres is gradually being build further and further onto the platform seen in is simplest form in the special
justi…cation case discussed in the …rst part of the dissertation. Advantages of this structure
is the natural ‡ow of the dissertation and the impact of the progressions being very easy
to identify and grasp. This however also leads to disadvantages such a signi…cant amount
of overlaps and repetition that is necessary to keep the related, yet di¤erent, models and
cases somewhat self-contained, but almost unnecessary when reading the entire dissertation
consecutively; so, I hope the joy of repetition really is in you, otherwise I apologize for the
inconvenience, which I have tried to minimize by sticking to the same structure and notation
across the models making skipping some of the cases and-or some of the models as easy as
possible.
Having summarized the essence of the story in this dissertation, placing it in the context of the vibrant existing literature follows. For years researchers have been interested
in corporate investments, and since Myers and Majluf (1984) the e¤ect of asymmetric information on these investments has been generally accepted. Their display of how adverse
selection by capital markets a¤ects incentives in investment decisions has triggered a volume
of research on capital structures and corporate investment based on the underlying idea
that the adverse selection is unavoidable and that the pecking order theory suggested by
Donaldson (1961) holds. Empirical studies of the pecking order theory however are all over
the place (compare Frank and Goyal (2003), Leary and Roberts (2010) and Baskin (1989)
for instance), and Fama and French (2005) conjectures that the informational asymmetries
are somehow circumvented. Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) develops a theory that supports
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this conjecture, since by using a real options-approach that captures the dynamic nature of
corporate investments, they demonstrate that distorting the investment timing could be a
valid signaling vehicle. Essentially decision-makers have the option to burn value through
their decision and thereby resolve the asymmetry in the information structure to gain access
to the cheapest source of …nancing (typically equity) instead of having to exhaust the least
information-sensitive sources …rst (typically debt). Though this marks an advance in the
understanding of how asymmetric information a¤ects investment decisions, it still neglects
considerations on (potential) competitive reactions to the information. A consequence of
this is that the notion that asymmetric information has a very clear and one-sided e¤ect
prevails in the literature on real options (seen as recent as Bouvard 2012), and that this
notion has lead to questioning of the value (of the concept) of real options pionereed by
Brennan and Schwartz (1985) (since asymmetric information supposedly erodes the option
value (such as the value of waiting studied by McDonald and Siegel 1986) and makes the
classical 0-NPV-approach su¢ cient).
This dissertation is also related to the literature on the magnitude of investment distortions caused by con‡icts of interest between inside equity holders and outside investors; that
literature (Mello and Parsons (1992) for example) does not examine the e¤ects of adverse
selection on the cost of external …nance and corporations’investment and …nancing strategies, but focuses on how known con‡icts of interest distorts investment decisions. Studying
the e¤ect of moral hazard between owners and corporate decision-makers (like Grenadier
and Wang 2005), produces similar results (though for di¤erent reasons). Such studies also
reveal that other e¤ects from asymmetric information than the adverse selection of the capital market can occur, and in the case of moral hazard it would seem that the e¤ect works
against the e¤ect of adverse selection. However until this dissertation no careful study has
been conducted of the simultaneous e¤ect of multiple types of asymmetric information on
corporate investment, and not even a careful study of how the product market can also cause
an information-related e¤ect in a real option-setting has been conducted. The main contributions of this dissertation introduced above, rely on the use of game theory; this dissertation
is however not the …rst use of game theory in relation to neither asymmetric information (see
for example Christensen and Feltham (2003) that studies information economics) nor real
options (Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) considers a game-like race between R&D projects,
Grenadier (1996) studies real estate development games with a real option-approach and
Grenadier and Malenko (2010) develops a model like the general model in the …rst part of
the dissertation however with a continuum of types, an agency component in utilities, no
product market and only a content dimension in the signal, and studies four di¤erent games
using this model).
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Empirical results from event studies of investment announcements are clearly related to
the dissertation, and it sheds new light on the variation in these results across industries
(Chan, Gau and Wang (1995) and Chung, Wright and Charoenwong (1998) for example
…nd that positive abnormal returns following increases in capital expenditures should often,
however not always, be reserved corporations of good type, while McConnell and Muscarella
(1985) …nd that unexpected increases in investment generally lead to increases in stock
prices).The dissertation not only develops new theories that help make more sense of the
empirical studies on annoucement e¤ects and capital structure choices in general, but is
also so precise and specialized that it relates to the study of the particular capital structure
choice of IPO’ing. Adding to the model and empirical …ndings in Bustamante (2012), this
dissertation ultimately explains how product market characteristics ( , , " and ) a¤ects
IPO-decisions, and thus explains variation in post IPO stock performance across industries
and helps identifying winners based on the maturity of the corporation at the time of the
IPO (pending empirical performance tests do not be surprised to see a new hedge fund,
Rix-Nielsen Capital LLC, in a not too distant future).
Clearly the dissertation adds something new to the existing literature and builds new
bridges between di¤erent strands of the literature; does this dissertation present the answer
to end all answers on the research question? Not really, but the dissertation does advance
the literature by contributing with useful new theories, models, results and insights and the
approach to corporate investment presented in this dissertation is far from exhausted, so the
dissertation also leads the way for future research to even better answers.
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Dansk resume
Denne afhandling er et sammenhængde studie i to dele, der bevæger sig inden for området
strategiske investeringer og er drevet af det overordnede spørgsmål: hvordan og hvorfor
påvirker asymmetrisk information og konkurrenceforhold virksomheders investeringer?
For at besvare dette spørgsmål har afhandlingen identi…ceret den stærkeste platform i
den eksisterende litteratur til at bygge videre på. En model med en real options-tilgang
blev således udgangspunktet for første del af denne afhandling. Udgangspunktmodellen
ignorerer imidlertid konkurrenceforholdenes betydning for virksomheders investeringsbeslutninger, og har efterladt litteraturen med en fornemmelse af, at den blotte tilstedeværelse
af asymmetriske informationer, altså at investorer og konkurrenter ikke ved lige så meget
om potentialet i investeringerne som virksomheden, der foretager dem, vil fremrykke virksomheders investeringer. Teorien er, at denne fremrykning vil skille fårene fra bukkene, idet
kun virksomheder med stærke investeringsmuligheder, der nok skal klare at blive iværksat
på et ikke helt gunstigt tidspunkt, vil være villige til at brænde værdi af blot for at få investorer til at forstå potentialet af investeringen og dermed opnå adgang til billig …nansiering
på kapitalmarkederne (eller helt ækvivalent booste sin aktiekurs). Omend der …ndes nogen
empirisk støtte for denne udlægning, så er det klart af andre empiriske studier, at dette langt
fra er en tilstrækkeligt nuanceret forklaring af, hvordan asymmetriske informationer påvirker
investeringsbeslutninger.
Første del af afhandlingen bidrager gennem studiet af et særtilfælde af den model, der
udvikles i første del, med en teoretisk-funderet demonstration af, at selv de svageste konkurrenceforhold er stærke nok til kvalitativt og kvantitativt at udfordre resultaterne fra modellen og teorien, der tages udgangspunkt i. Essentielt viser særtilfældet af modellen udviklet
i første del af afhandlingen, at asymmetrisk information også mellem en investerende virksomhed og dets konkurrenter spiller en afgørende rolle, når der skal træ¤es beslutninger
om nye investeringer; det fører til at investerende virksomheder ikke bør fremrykke investeringer så ivrigt, og at det væsentligt sjældnere kan betale sig at bruge sin investeringsbeslutning til at afsløre sin private information, hvilket har en klar e¤ekt på værdien af
investeringsmulighederne. Den fremherskende teori om, at asymmetriske informationer fører
til fremrykninger af gode investeringer, udfordres kraftigt, og af særtilfældet konkluderes, at
forståelsen af hvordan asymmetriske informationer påvirker irreversible og tids‡eksible investeringer er for snæver; det afgørende er ikke om, der er asymmetriske informationer, men
derimod om der er en skævhed i de asymmetriske informationer. Med motivation fra denne
konklusion udvikles en generel model, der dykker dybere ind i denne skævhed, og undersøger
hvordan konkurrenternes reaktion på den informationsfrigivelse, der opstår ved en (mangel
15

på) investering, er stærkt styrende for denne skævhed. Særligt bidrager den generelle model
i første del af afhandlingen med teorien om, at konkurrenterne reagerer på informationssignalet ud fra to forskellige dimensioner, dels indhold og dels retning. Hvor indholdet, der
svarer til den investerende virksomheds opfattelse af potentialet i investeringen (om det er
stort og godt eller lille og dårligt), er velkendt for denne del af forskningslitteraturen, så er
både selve opdelingen og særligt retningen, som et nyt koncept, unikke bidrag til litteraturen fra den første del af denne afhandling. Retningen dækker intuitivt over, at årsagen
til en investerings potentiale kan have forskellige forklaringer; et godt potentiale kan i den
ene ekstrem skyldes en særligt opstrammet og parat virksomhed og i den anden ekstrem
et boomende, idiot-sikkert marked, og mens årsagen, altså retningen, ikke har investorernes
interesse - de interesserer sig alene for, om de får et passende afkast af deres investering i den
investerende virksomhed -, så er den af afgørende betydning for, hvordan konkurrenterne
reagerer på virksomhedens investering. Dertil kommer, at første del af afhandlingen viser, at
retningen er bestemmende for styrkeforholdet af e¤ekten fra den asymmetriske information
mellem kapitalmarkedet og den investerende virksomhed og e¤ekten fra den asymmetriske
information mellem produktmarkedet og den investerende virksomhed. Netop dette styrkeforhold bliver i en model med alene disse to typer af asymmetrisk information, som modellen
udviklet i første del af afhandlingen, til skævheden af den asymmetrisk information, hvilket
studiet af særtilfældet viste var det afgørende for, hvilken investeringsstrategi en virksomhed
skal vælge, og hvilken værdi virksomheden får af investeringen, når den følger denne strategi.
I forhold til den fremherskende teoris mangler, er det særligt afslørende at fremhæve, at første
del af afhandlingen viser, at asymmetriske informationer faktisk kan føre til, at de allerbedste
investeringer ikke fremrykkes mest, men tværtimod udskydes i forhold til, hvis der ikke var
asymmetriske informationer!
Anden del af afhandlingen forfølger, hvordan denne retning så bestemmes. Der introduceres et klassisk spil mellem den investerende virksomhed og sine konkurrenter som mekanismen, der beskriver og bestemmer, hvilken retning konkurrenterne vil opfatte indholdet af
signalet, der opstår ved (mangel på) investering, til at have. Det vises, hvordan dette spil får
konsekvenser for, hvordan virksomheder skal optimere deres investeringsbeslutninger; blandt
de unikke, og sikkert umiddelbart kontraintuitive, forudsigelser fra denne del af afhandlingen,
er, at særligt de virksomheder som ex post ikke bliver påvirket af, om konkurrenterne gætter
indhold og retning rigtigt, skal være optagede af, hvad konkurrenterne tror, når de fastsætter deres investeringsstrategi. Anden del af afhandlingen viser desuden, hvordan fremtidige
empiriske tests af den nye teori kan gennemføres, og vejleder om, hvordan denne retning kan
estimeres til brug i implementeringer, ud fra hvorvidt produktmarkedet er kendetegnet af
Cournot- eller Bertrand-konkurrence.
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Fælles for begge dele af afhandlingen er, at de udleder direkte, (semi-)lukkede og anvendelige udregningsmetoder til at …nde de optimale investeringstidspunkter og de værdier, optimal invetseringsadfærd fører til, samt at de udvikler brugbar intuition omkring de mekanismer, der er i spil, så forskere, beslutningstagere og analytikere kan udnytte teorierne uden
fuld implementering, og så teorien derfor ikke har karakter af at være en black box, men
en tool-box. Under ét, bidrager denne afhandling med adskillige nye vinkler på hvordan
og hvorfor asymmetriske informationer og konkurrenceforhold påvirker virksomheders investeringer, og skønt den næppe besvarer det ønskede spørgsmål fuldstændigt, så besvarer
den det bedre end tidligere muligt, og den åbner for og er forberedt til fremtidig forskning i
spændingsfeltet mellem strategi og …nansiering, der kan give endnu bedre svar.
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Part 1: Exogenous Perception of Perceived Signal
Content’s Direction
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Abstract
The purpose of this part of the dissertation is to nuance the view on real options under asymmetric information by introducing modeling of the product market to the best
existing real options-based model of investment in the literature. Recently Morellec
and Schürho¤ (2011) developed a model with an one-sided (skewed) asymmetric information structure, and concluded that the value of investment timing ‡exibility would
(always) be burned by (good) corporations through investment acceleration in order
to credibly signal their private information to outsiders. This part of the dissertation
recognizes the product market as another source (besides the capital market) of effects of asymmetric information, argues that this source of e¤ect should not be ignored
even if direct e¤ects seem small, develops a model of the product market’s reaction
to information release and derives optimal investment strategies and values of investment opportunities in this model. These theoretical results are analyzed and discussed
leading to applicable intuition and insights, and numerical implementation as well as
empirically testable implications are brought forward and related to recent empirical
…ndings on investment decisions. The contribution of this part of the dissertation is
the justi…cation of including product market considerations in investment decisions,
the demonstration of how to actually include them and the applicable insights and
intuition to be taken away from this research. A key take-away is the realization that
the value and optimal exercise strategy of real options under asymmetric information
depends on the extent of informational asymmetries being skewed, not merely on the
presence of asymmetric information as indicated by earlier research. The argument
is carried through by studying a special justi…cation case of the general model corresponding to a simple, reduced-form model for product market reactions to information
resolution, thus introducing a value of keeping private information private and creating
a tension between the two fundamental signaling incentives in the model. The general
model contributes with the introduction of a simple structural model for the product
market, captured by the function , and especially introduces a parameter, , for the
product market’s perception of the signal-direction governing their behaviour to the
signal content,

, and strives at improving the insight (to applicable take-aways) and

intuition (about the mechanisms that drive the take-aways) into the e¤ect of competitive interactions and being directly (economically and analytically) interpretable and
easily (numerically) implementable, when valuing and strategizing a real option under
asymmetric information with investment timing as endogenous signal to two recipients
(the capital market and the product market). How, why and when does competitive
interactions matter? Answering this will be of great use in value assessment and risk
management of corporate investments and their …nancing. In the setting studied, a
corporation has private information about the prospects of its speci…c investment; com-
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petitors in the product market can perceive this as pertaining to conditions speci…c for
the investing corporation or market-wide conditions. The investing corporation is faced
with the decision whether or not to reveal its insight to the public including potential competitors and capital markets. Revelation will occur through the corporation’s
choice of investment strategy; its choice of investment timing will serve as a signal
conveying its private information to outsiders. This choice of timing will be made by
trading o¤ payo¤-erosion caused by product market competition with access to the
cheapest possible …nancing recognizing the potential value dilution in‡icted upon current equity holders if private information is not conveyed succesfully or the sacri…ce
of value caused by distorting investment timing to succesfully convey private information. The important insight learned is how and why the direction that the product
market perceives the information as pertaining to, is critically important both qualitatively and quantitatively to the value of an investing corporation as well as the optimal
investment strategy for that corporation, and that it a¤ects these through (obvious)
direct as well as (not so obvious) indirect channels. Another equally important contribution of this part of the dissertation is that it serves as an useful framework for future
work on either making the product market’s signal direction-perception stochastic or
endogenously determined by game theoretical considerations between the types.
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1

Introduction

Understanding the role of asymmetric information in corporate investment has been an interest for as well researchers as analysts and corporate decision-makers at least since Myers
and Majluf (1984) building upon Nicolás Majluf’s doctoral dissertation convincingly demonstrated the necessity of integrating thoughts on informational imperfections into corporate
…nance to handle the potentially severe incentive-distortions in corporations’ choice of investment and …nancing strategies caused by the rational use of private information and the
rational defense of those without it against being exploited. It has since been studied how
these distortions can emerge in forms as di¤erent as corporations not pursuing apparently
pro…table investment opportunities, managements’self-interests’misalignment with owners’
interests causing asset substitution, and corporations adhering to a pecking order in …nancing sources. While the immense interest in how and why informational asymmetries a¤ect
corporations has generated signi…cant insights, until recently the dynamic nature of these
problems has been largely ignored. The real options-based model proposed by Morellec and
Schürho¤ (2011) advances the literature with leaps and bounds, since, opposed to static models often focusing either on the …nancing or the investment decision and not producing any
link between the decisions, it very neatly and e¤ectively captured the dynamics of investing
corporations’ decision-making and linked …nancing choice with investment choice through
essentially the endogeniety of the …nancing constraint stemming from adverse selection in
the capital market. Although, amongst much more, it was able to justify the empirically
documented lack of adherence by corporations to the pecking order proposed by Myers and
Majluf (1984), the model completely ignored the product market (thus not straying too
far away from the …nancial options-thinking just like (too) much of the literature on real
options).
The dynamic real options model developed by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) where corporations’ investment and …nancing strategies are jointly and endogenously determined is
the starting point for this part of the dissertation. It should thus be noted that while standard real options models assume that corporations have enough resources to fund investment
internally or has access to fairly priced external …nancing, the model used in this part of
the disseration recognizes that corporations often need to raise …nancing, or equivalently,
are aware of and interested in the short-term stock movements, on capital markets with
less-informed investors, whom are keenly guarding themselves against being exploited by
the informed corporations. Moreover, the model developed in this part will also - which is
new to the existing literature - recognize that corporations are often faced with potentially
changed competitor behaviour in the product market, and that informational asymmetries
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are just as likely to appear in this market as they are in the capital market.
This part of the dissertation sets out to demonstrate the importance of including considerations on the product market in this line of modeling, and tries to do so as convincingly as
possible, since it will be studied if the inclusion of just the slightest of competitive e¤ect of
the information revelation following an investment decision by a competitor has the power
to qualitatively as well as quantitatively change the optimal strategy and value of any investing corporation. If just the slightest of competitive reaction (intentionally restricted in
size, intended to be small compared to the well-known capital market e¤ect and modelled
as a marginal extension to existing acclaimed models) to information release is su¢ cient for
the product market e¤ect to be non-negligible in terms of optimal investment strategy and
value of investment opportunities, ignoring the product market in these models - as done in
the existing literature - is a critical ‡aw. This will be studied through a special case - the
special justi…cation case - of the general model developed.
The ambition of this part of the dissertation however is further than just justifying
including the product market in real options-based models of investment. A structural model
of the product market, designed to model the actual behaviour in the market, opposed to
the reduced-form model, designed to have as little direct e¤ect as possible to maximize
the justi…cation, is introduced. That this model is very closely related to Morellec and
Schürho¤ (2011) is worth noting, since this allows easily identifying exactly where and when
the contributions of this part of the dissertation matter. To ease this process, and considering
the model developed in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) as the best existing real options-based
approach to corporate investment behaviour, this part tries to follow the structure and
notation of Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) as closely as possible to hopefully easilier reveal
the insights and intuition o¤ered by introducing a structural model of the product market
on classical corporate …nance questions.
This part of the dissertation develops a dynamic real options-based model where corporations’investment and implicitly …nancing strategies are jointly and endogenously determined,
and is thus also related to the literature on the cost of external …nancing, since it endogenizes the …nancing constraint and, new to most parts of the real options-literature, assumes
that investing corporations require external (equity) …nancing to pursue new investment opportunities, and raises this in a capital market that is less informed about the prospects
for the investment than the investing corporation itself. Entirely new to the literature is
the structural model of the product market in which an investing corporation will generate
its pro…ts if investment is pursued. Relying on the special justi…cation case as motivation
for digging deeper into the e¤ect of simultenous asymmetric information between an investing corporation, the capital market and the product market, the structural model captures
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how the product market forms beliefs about the content of signals based on their investing
competitor’s private information and uses this very di¤erently depending on which direction
they perceive the private information as pertaining to (that is, whether the product market believes the corporation to be privately informed about conditions speci…c to their own
corporation or conditions that are market-wide relevant determines how they react to good
respectively bad news from the investing corporation). Essentially the setup is one with two
recipients, the capital market and the product market, the investment timing decision of
the investing corporation as a signaling vehicle, and an informational structure similar to
a discrete version (type-wise) of Christensen and Feltham (2003) chapter 14.3.1. While the
purpose of studying the special justi…cation case is to shed light on the importance of the
product market in this setup, the purpose of the general model in this part of the dissertation
is to bring better answers to when, why and how this importance can manifest itself - and
will thus help identifying the optimal investment strategy, determining the resulting value
of investment opportunities and analyzing how investment decisions re‡ect informational
advantages of corporate insiders.
Being rooted in a setup similar to McDonald and Siegel (1986), this part considers a
corporation that has a valuable real investment opportunity. If the investment opportunity
is to be carried out, the corporation will need to raise external …nance by issuing securities
in the capital market, and will derive pro…ts of the investment in the product market.
The corporation is not only given the choice of whether to invest or not, but it is also
given ‡exibility in the timing of the investment. Completing the investment will generate
a stochastic in…nite stream of cash ‡ows to the corporation that depends on corporation
characteristics and the competition in the product market. The corporation characteristics
are condensed into the partition of all corporations into two types: good and bad. That is,
good corporations are those with the highest raw ability to exploit the underlying stochastic
cash ‡ow determinant to cash ‡ows, before taking changes in competition into account. It
is the prerogrative of the corporations’insiders to be fully informed about the corporation’s
type, hence players in the capital market and the product market are less informed (and
well aware of it). Even if questionable in light of anecdotal evidence, is it throughout this
part assumed that corporate decision-makers are fully incentive-aligned with the incumbent
equity owners. This serves an equivalent restatement of requiring investing corporations to
…nance investments with new equity; corporate decision-makers put full weight on shortterm stock performance (perhaps because their compensation is incentivizing them to do
just that). This possibility for reinterpretation of the setup, explains why this part only
wants to consider equity …nancing, and does not give corporations the choice of equity, debt
or any hybrid of them.
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The model accomodates the well-known behaviour that di¤erent types choose di¤erent
investment strategies under perfect information (issuing fairly priced equity). Under imperfect information this needs not be the case. In the presence of asymmetric information
corporations of the least valuable type will have incentives to mimic corporations of the
most valuable type to (falsely) qualify for cheaper …nance, while the fundamental signaling
incentive towards the product market is much more blurred, since it depends on whether
competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to conditions relevant only for the investing
corporation or conditions relevant for the whole product market. For instance, when the
product market considers the signal to be one of strength (that is, the timing decision
made by the corporation leads the product market to update their belief of the investing
corporation to more likely be of good type), if the signal is perceived as pertaining to corporation speci…cs (that is, the reason for the investment is that the corporation is especially
lean), it will most likely scare o¤ competitors, while if the signal is perceived as pertaining
to market-wide conditions (that is, the reason for the investment is that the corporation’s
private information leads them to believe in the market), it will most likely attract competitors. However, deciding on the optimal investment strategy (to get cheap …nancing and low
competition) also has to include considerations on whether the burning of real option-value
through the mistiming of the investment required for a succesful signaling move is worth it.
Both separating equilibria, where corporations’type will be perfectly revealed, and pooling
equilibria where corporations are indistinguishable, can occur; the part shows exactly when
each type of equilibria will prevail and characterizes the optimal strategies and values in
these equilibria.
Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) claim to be the …rst to show that by accelerating investment, corporations of the good type can prevent corporations of bad type from mimicking,
and thus credibly signal their private information to outsiders, which is an empirically observable behaviour exhibited by some corporations, that standard real options-based model
with perfect information fail to explain. However, not all good corporations exhibit this behaviour, so a model explaining not just that it might be rational for good corporations to not
accelerate investment, but also providing insight into, what determines when corporations
of good type should accelerate and when they should not, is needed. This is exactly the
gap that this part of the dissertation tries to …ll; the product market is a key to unlocking
intuition and insight into, when it is valuable to keep private information private, when
signaling incentive tensions arise, and when it is worth burning real option-value to resolve
informational asymmetries.
Giving corporations the possibility to signal their private information through a corporate
action in general and investment timing in particular, and demonstrating that it is possible
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to do so and can be in their interest to do so, has clear implications for the literature on
capital structure. Most models in the literature predict that external …nancing obeys a
pecking order, and typically argue that the least information-sensitive source of …nancing
should be emptied …rst (debt before equity for instance). Even though this part does not
allow corporations to choose between …nancing sources (external …nance is equity …nance in
this part), it still challenges the pecking order theory-way of thinking; if corporations are able
to resolve informational asymmetries before or just as they come to the capital market, they
will not have to fear the pure e¤ect of adverse selection in the capital market. The valuereduction that occurs in the separating equilibria of the model developed in this part, does
not stem from the capital market not knowing the type of the corporation, when they ask for
…nancing, but from the value-destruction stemming from the inoptimal, when compared to
a setup with perfect information, exercise of the real option. If the communicative corporate
action is a su¢ ciently cheap signaling vehicle, it will be used to resolve the informational
asymmetries and lead the corporation to choose the cheapest source of …nancing (equity over
debt, since debt is burdened by deadweight costs arising from direct and indirect bankruptcy
costs). Frank and Goyal (2003) …nd that small high-growth corporations often issue equity
even when they have access to ample debt, which is fully consistent with the model presented
in this part, since it is likely that these corporations through their corporate decision (and
action) to go public at a very early stage credibly communicated their private information
to outsiders and thus is o¤ered fairly priced equity.
The model of corporate investment under asymmetric information proposed in this part
of the dissertation, substantially di¤ers from most existing models in more respects. Unlike
most dynamic models of investment and costly external …nancing, the …nancing constraints
are endogenous in this model (dictated by adverse selection and expected competitive interactions). Unlike most asymmetric information models, the dynamics are considered. While
this is less important when considering and using the model in isolation, these are nonethe-less the unique features of the model presented in this part (and the models it is based
upon) that gives rise to some interesting empirically testable implications. Especially predictions on abnormal stock returns around investment news can easily be tested empirically;
the model is able to explain a set of di¤erent return patterns depending on the product
market parameters. Interestingly, the model is also able to make (vague) predictions on
long-term return patterns following investment news, which is a complete novel type of prediction in this strand of the literature; slow reversion of competitors’response investments
in the product market will explain mean-reversion in stocks. A quite unusual feature shared
with Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) is that the cost of …nancing is not constant; and while
worsening adverse selection in a model with exogenous …nancing constraints would trivially
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reduce investment incentives, in the model presented in this part of the dissertation could actually capture e¤ects of adverse selection leading to lower …nancing costs and possibly more
than o¤setting the direct impact of worsening adverse selection, thus actually encouraging
investments stronger. While empirical results can be used to test the model, they are just as
useful in estimation of the parameters in the model; even the parameters structurering the
product market’s handling of revelation of private information can easily be estimated.
When compared to the most comparable and acclaimed existing model, Morellec and
Schürho¤ (2011), it should be clear (for instance from the somewhat tedious, trivial and
repetitive technicalities) that the model presented in this part of the dissertation essentially
uses Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) as a prototype for building blocks that are knit together
by the structural model of the product market.
This part also relates to several other contributions in the literature. Myers and Majluf
(1984) were the …rst to analyze the e¤ects of asymmetric information on investment and
…nancings decisions. A crucial assumption in their work is that “the project evaporates if
the does not go ahead at time t = 0”. In this part of the dissertation the corporations are
given ‡exibility in the timing of their investment (thus Myers and Majluf (1984) is nested
in the model developed in this part), and there are informational asymmetries between
the corporation and the product market. Hennesey, Livdan and Miranda (2009) examine
investment and …nancing decisions in a model with repeated signaling and short-lived private
information, and …nd that while bad types do not use debt, good types in their model always
use the least information sensitive …nancing vehicle. In their model, corporations signal
through …nancing choice only, whereas in the model proposed in this part, corporations
signal through investment timing only. Successful signaling through investment timing,
allows corporations to use information sensitive …nancing vehicles without su¤ering costs
(information is already resolved and even equity …nancing will be fairly priced). Grenadier
and Wang (2005) develop a real options-based model to study the e¤ects of moral hazard on
investment timing. Moral hazard is an example of an evitable counterbalancing companion
of adverse selection essentially equivalent in e¤ect to the type of the special justi…cation case
studied in this part of the dissertation (that is, the case with …xed direction perception of
signal content, thus the product market e¤ect working one-sidedly just like a moral hazard
e¤ect). This part however di¤ers from Grenadier and Wang (2005), since this part of the
dissertation assumes that corporations have to acquire external …nancing, and this part
ignores the potential owner-manager con‡icts. The e¤ect of introducing moral hazard in
this part, would essentially decrease the e¤ect of the capital market, since it would work
directly against the pure adverse selection-e¤ect in the capital market, leaving the product
market e¤ect even more important. It is worth noting that in isolation moral hazard leads
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to late investment, while adverse selection leads to early investment; their relative strength
determines the overall e¤ect in a potentially non-trivial way, since equilibrium frontiers
could be a¤ected. Grenadier and Malenko (2010) study a setup very similar to Morellec
and Schürho¤ (2011), and is thus very related to one of the building blocks of this part.
Their setup however involves a continuum of types and includes an agency component, which
slightly blurs the interpretations of their results. None-the-less the results reached are similar
to the part-results in this part, thus indicating the qualitative robustness of the insights
learned from many of these models. Similar to this part Grenadier and Malenko (2010) only
allows corporations to …nance with equity, but unlike this part, they restrict attention to
separating equilibria. The advantage of the approach and reach in this part is that it allows
studying in which economic environments corporations are interested in and able to separate
through corporate actions (rather than just accepting value-transferring caused by pooling
or having to separate through …nancing). Importantly, Grenadier and Malenko (2010) is
another example of a part in the literature that completely ignores the product market.
This part also relates to the literature on the magnitude of investment distortions caused by
con‡icts of interest between inside equity holders and outside investors; that literature, Mello
and Parsons (1992) is an example, does however not examine the e¤ects of adverse selection
on the cost of external …nance and corporations’investment and …nancing strategies.
This part contributes to the literature by producing a framework for analysis of the role
of asymmetric information in corporate investment, when investors as well as (potential)
competitors consider an investing corporation privately informed about the prospects of its
investment. Speci…cally the part introduces the product market to the best acclaimed model
in the existing literature and also puts structure on the product market, and thus produces
results and insights with much …ner nuances, especially about the product market’s perception of not only the content, but also the direction, of the investing corporation’s private
information. The tension between the product market, caring about not only whether an
competitors has good prospects or not, but also very much about why, and the capital market, caring only about whether they can look forward to a good return or not, and not
why, is revealed as the driving force of the quantitatively and qualitatively new insights
and results produced by the model presented in this part. Depending on whether competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation or
conditions relevant for the entire product market, investing corporations will have di¤erent
signaling incentives towards the product market. These incentives can either reinforce the
e¤ect of pure adverse selection from the capital market or work against it; it can even potentially overwhelm the pure adverse selection-e¤ect, such that signaling incentives in the
capital market are completely reversed (turning the capital market-e¤ect to its side, and
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together working in the opposite direction of the pure adverse selection in the capital market
known from studies of this in isolation). A key take-away from this analysis will be that the
mere presence of asymmetric information, when considering the exercise strategy and value
of a real option, is not important, but attention should rather be directed at whether there
is a skewness in asymmetric information caused by for instance an extreme point of view of
competitors determine the e¤ect, if any e¤ect at all, of asymmetric information. Providing
intuitively comprehensible, yet quite comprehensive, insight into how, why and when asymmetric information matters, has a great value in making sense of the otherwise seemingly
contradicting empirical evidence in the literature.
Another source of value of this contribution, is that the framework is neatly prepared
for extensions in a number of directions. While the structural model introduced in the part,
using just simple means, is cable of capturing quite sophisticated mechanisms - including
the variability of the net information relevalation penalty/prize, and its e¤ect on optimal
investment timing strategies and values of timing-‡exible investment opportunities - and
present them in a interpretable manner, it would be interesting to improve the model of
the product market even further. Since the direction of the product market’s perception
of the signal’s direction is modeled by an exogenously given parameter, the most obvious
extension (and an extension the framework is designed to be extended to) is to endogenize
this parameter or make it stochastic. Since this part of the dissertation reveals insights into
when investing corporations have incentives to keep private information private, and when
to try to reveal this information to the capital market and the product market, research into
which signaling vehicle corporations would choose if given the choice (and not being forced
to one speci…c vehicle, like for instance only being allowed to use investment timing as in this
part), would be very interesting - perhaps combinations of corporate actions can be shown to
dominate not signaling, whenever signaling is bene…cal, and thus give the classical pecking
order theories the kiss of death? The model developed in this part is also designed with
an extension to a continous type-space in mind; such an extension would make it possible
to search for partial disclosure-strategies and thus provide a link to the most advanced
pure information economics-models. Another idea would be to partition information, such
that each product market participant is privately informed about corporation-speci…c payo¤determining variables as well as having a partial signal about the market-wide competitorcommon payo¤-determining variables along the lines of Grenadier (1999), where investment
cascades are being explained. Also linking a model like the one presented in this part of the
dissertation to a race-setup as in Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) might prove valuable.
This part of the dissertation is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces this part of
the dissertation, the basics of the model and its assumptions, treats the benchmark case
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with perfect information, and proves the validity of investment timing as a signaling vehicle.
Section 3 solves the model under asymmetric information in all relevant situations and for
both separating and pooling equilibria. The special justi…cation case of the general model
tries to maximize justi…cation of the model in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the value of
introducing a parameter for the direction of the product market’s perception of the signal
content. Section 6 implements the models (numerically) and discusses the implementation,
testable implications and extensions. Section 7 concludes.

2

Model and Assumptions

This part of the dissertation models a corporation that must issue new equity to pursue a
risky investment project. The corporate insiders are better informed about the potential of
the project than outsiders; corporate insiders have information about the climate for that
type of investments and about the corporation’s leanness. Investors in the capital market and
competing corporations in the product market are among the outsiders. The corporation has
discretion over whether to invest or not, and when to invest. The actions of the corporation
will be rationally analyzed by outsiders, and outsiders will form Bayesian updated beliefs
about the prospects of the investment. Under these assumptions an equilibrium model of
the issue-invest decision is developed.
Essentially the model is building onto Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), which in turn essentially builds onto Myers and Majluf (1984) and McDonald and Siegel (1986). Financial
markets are assumed fully competitive. Agents are risk neutral and discount cash ‡ows
at a constant rate r. A set of in…nitely-lived corporations, each of which has rights to an
investment opportunity, is considered. Potential competitors are in possession of rights to
su¢ ciently similar investments that can erode some of the considered corporations’investment value. The direct cost of investment, I, is constant, and is assumed irreversible (in
keeping with the real options framework). Once investment is completed, it will generate
a continuous stream of cash ‡ows. The level of these cash ‡ows depends on corporation’s
ability to make the most of the investment, indexed k. Corporations are partitioned into to
just two types of corporations; a good type (g), which has a high investment exploitation
potential and a bad type (b), which has a low investment exploitation potential. The two
types’characteristics are captured by the parameter k 2 f b ; g g, where g > b > 0 and
P ( k = g ) = p 2 [0; 1]. At any time t after investment, a corporation of type k generates
(instantaneous) cash ‡ow ( k
( p ; p ))Xt f , where k > 0 is private information
known only by corporate insiders, f > 0 is a constant (instantaneous) operating expense
induced by investment, p > 0 is the outsiders’ perception of the signal content (are the
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insiders perceived as feeling good or bad about their investment opportunity), p is the outsiders’ perception of signal direction (is the content of the signal directed inward towards
…rm speci…cs or outward towards market-wide market attractiveness, that is what do outsiders’perceive the reason for the insiders’feeling to be), and is the function capturing the
probability and e¤ect of competitor behavior given perceptions. The outsiders’perception of
the signal direction is normalized such that p 2 [ 1; 1], with -1 being fully inward, 1 being
fully outward, negative values being dominantly inward and positive values being dominantly
outward. The interpretation of the beta-function is that it is the probability weighted share
of normalized market revenue lost by the considered corporation as a consequence of entry
of a competitor (or changed behavior among current competitors caused by the considered
corporation’s move to invest). The restriction ( p ; p ) 2 [0; 1] then follows quite naturally,
since this corresponds to assuming that it will never be possible for competition to steal more
than the entire normalized market with certainty or leave the entire normalized market for
the investing corporation with certainty.
Futher restrictions can be imposed upon the beta-function; the e¤ect of competition is
increasing in perceived type, when the signal is perceived as being directed outward, that
is for p > 0 : @@ > 0. If the competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to market-wide
attractiveness, the better the signal content, the more aggressive they will be. Similarly for
p
< 0 : @@ < 0 , since competitors perceiving the signal as pertaining to …rm speci…cs, will
be scared more o¤ by the lean and self-con…dent corporation, the better the signal content.
If competitors perceive the signal as revealing a good prospect for the investing corporation,
then the more they perceive the signal as being outward directed (thus revealing a favorable
market rather than revealing that there is a competing investing corporation with a favorable
position in the market), the more aggressive they will behave, that is for p = g : @@ > 0.
Similarly for p = b : @@ < 0, since competitors will be attracted to a market with a
competing investing corporation in a weak position, but will be avoiding a weak market.
This model makes it possible to distinguish market-wide and solely corporation-speci…c
information, implying that in the simple, special justi…cation case considered in a following
section with a …xed (strictly positive, yet positive) direction, there will be a larger entry
risk, if a considered corporation reveals itself as being of good type, since it is assumed that
if competitors are scared of having to compete with a corporation of good type (as they
typically should be) the e¤ect is dominated by the market-wide better prospects.
In the simple, special justi…cation case considered it is further assumed for convenience of
interpretation and to maximize power against completely ignoring competitive e¤ects, that
the e¤ect of competition is not too harsh, speci…cally @@ < 1. If this does not hold, being
of better type could potentially be worse due to competitor behavior, which would blur the
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concept of being better. Given the justi…cation to include the product market following from
the simple, special justi…cation case with a …xed direction and a restricted competitive e¤ect,
the ambition of the general model presented in this part is to develop a structural model of
the product market in order to describe the e¤ects of asymmetric information for corporate
investments clearer and more crisply.
Observe that only two levels of perceived type have probability-weight, that is signal content is either considered good or bad, corresponding to (known) g or b , hence
the restrictions on
like @@ > 0 and @@ < 1 can be simpli…ed to ( g ) > ( b ) and
( b) < g
( g ). The simpli…ed restrictions corresponding to the simple, special
b
justi…cation case studied in a later section seem fully reasonable given the purpose of the
special justi…cation case (modeling competition that is not strong enough to reverse roles to
maximize justi…cation of including product market considerations to the literature).
Outsiders’ perception of the corporation is assumed determined on the basis of public
information (including publicly observable (investment) behavior), and is hence assumed
to be identical across markets (that is, product market participants and capital market
participants share belief about the type of the corporation). Notice that the cash ‡ows
are not trivially observable to the corporation, since it depends on outsiders’ perception.
That is, if a corporation instantly and without measurement errors knows its cash ‡ows, it
would be able to backward outsiders’perception of signal direction and use the information
actively. Realistically instantaneous cash ‡ows are however seldom readily observerable
for corporations (otherwise accountants and CFO would see themselves jobless), thus this
assumption is considered plausible. In this model furthermore, it is of no value to the
corporation to be able to conduct this backwardation, since it is already better informed and
in control of the signaling, and considers the signal direction perception exogenously given.
Otherwise it would trigger a game between outsiders and insiders, and generate the need
for examining rational mutual conjectures (as studied in Part 2 of this dissertation). Xt is
an observable cash ‡ow determinant that evolves as dictated by the di¤erential equation (1)
with X0 > 0, where growth rate < r and volatility > 0 are constant , and fZt gt is a
standard Wiener process:
dXt = Xt dt + Xt dZt
(1)
Prior to investment the capital structure of any corporation is normalized to consist of
nk = 1 share of common equity. To fund the investment a corporation instantly issues new
equity. Assuming that the corporate decision makers act fully in the interest of existing shareholders following Myers and Majluf (1984) (that is, they are perfectly incentive-controlled),
the corporation’s objective is to maximize the intrinsic value of existing shares (which is just
the selling price of shares in fully informed capital markets). It is assumed that existing
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shareholders remain passive during issuance of new equity, such that new equity will be held
by new shareholders. n+
k = 1+ nk denotes the number of outstanding shares after …nancing
of the investment.

2.1

Investment timing under symmetric information

For reference, notation building and intuition on the e¤ects of asymmetric information on
equilibrium corporate investment strategies, the situation with perfect information is reviewed for benchmarking. When all investors have full information the optimal investment
strategy is fairly obvious. If given a …nancing choice, it su¢ ces to realize that debt …nancing
induces deadweight costs (given that there is positive probability of default), while equity
…nancing is fair, when investors have equal access to corporation information; hence equity
…nancing dominates debt …nancing. Using the terminology of veri…able disclosure would perhaps be more appropriate, since competitors are modeled to react at the time of investment
(disclosure). If competitors were perfectly informed (like investors), a competitive e¤ect
would most likely occur before the corporation’s investment.
Denote by Vk the value of type k’s investment opportunity before investment. The
present value of a perpetual stream of cash ‡ows, fXt gt , given a starting value of the process
is given by:
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Z
x
(2)
(x) = E 4 e rt Xt dt jX0 = x 5 =
r
0

The present value of operating expenses is similarly given by:

F =

Z1

e

rt

f dt =

f
r

(3)

0

The corporation does not generate any cash ‡ows before investment, hence over the instant
dt, existing shareholders can only earn a capital gain (or loss) on their investment in the
corporation. This gain (or loss) amounts to E dVk . Capital markets require a return on
investing in the corporation’s equity equal to r, since capital markets are assumed risk neutral (otherwise a harmless measure change would be able to handle the risk-compensation).
Applying Itô’s lemma, it follows that the value of the investment opportunity (equivalent to
the value of the corporation) for values of the cash ‡ow determinant, where investment has
not been ful…lled (that is for X < Xk ), satis…es:
rVk =

1
2

2

X2

@ 2 Vk
@V
+ X k
2
@X
@X
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;

k 2 fg; bg

(4)

The general solution to (4) is given by (see Dixit and Pindyck (1994) for a richer display of
mechanisms and arguments in the solution procedure):
(5)

Vk (X) = AX + BX

and are the positive respectively negative root of the corresponding fundamental quadratic
equation, which is given by:
1 2
y(y 1) + y r = 0
(6)
2
The form of the quadratic equation implies that the positive root can be explicitly solved
for, which gives:
v
!2
u 2
2
u
2r
= 2
+t 2
+
>1
(7)
2

2

2

Equation (5) is solved subject to boundary conditions that follow from value-matching and
smooth-pasting. The value of equity at the time of investment is equal to the payo¤ from
investment (true type is known by markets and for a given c (subscript c to stress the
exogeneity)):
Vk (X)X=Xk = ( k ( k ; c )) (Xk ) F I
(8)
To ensure investment occurs along the optimal path, the value of equity at the time of
investment has to satisfy smooth-pasting:
@Vk (X)
@X

X=Xk

=

@(

k

(X) F
@X

I)
X=Xk

=(

k

(

k;

c ))

@ (X)
@X

X=Xk

(9)

The option to invest becomes worthless as the value of the cash ‡ow determinant tends to
zero:
lim Vk (X) = 0
(10)
X!0

Condition (10) implies B = 0. Xk denotes the endogenous and type-speci…c investment
threshold; once the cash ‡ow determinant reaches this threshold, the corporation will invest.
Condition (8) then implies:
A=

(

k

(

k;

c ))

Xk

(Xk )

F

I

(11)

Substituting (8) into (9) and rearranging, yields an expression for the value-maximizing
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investment threshold Xk :
r

Xk =

1

(

k

k;

c)

(12)

(F + I)

Equation (12) reveals that there is a value to waiting (since corporations optimally choose
to wait Xk > Xk0 = (r
)( k
( k ; c )) 1 (F + I)). Substituting equation (12) into (5)
solves for Vk , and yields an expression for the value of equity before investment:
Vk (X) = (

(

k

k;

c ))

(Xk )

F

I

X
Xk

(13)

Equation (13) shows that the value of the investment project can be written as the product
of the surplus created by investment and the present value of one money-unit contingent
on investment. Furthermore, good type no longer necessarily invests before bad type; the
threshold is decreasing in k , that is good type invest before bad type, if and only if:

@ Xk
@
@
@

=
=

k

@
@

1
(

k
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k^

( ;

=

1

(r

)(F + I) < 0 ,
(14)

<1
=

c

2
c ))

k

For p > 0, that is the signal is perceived as pertaining dominantly to market-wide attrativeness, it was earlier assumed that @@ > 0, thus without imposing the restriction that
@
< 1, it could be that bad type is the …rst to invest (contrary to for instance Morellec and
@
Schürho¤ 2011). For p < 0, that is the signal is perceived as pertaining dominantly to the
corporation’s self-esteem, it was earlier assumed that @@ < 0, thus given such an p good
type will invest before bad type. The reason for the reversion of roles is that, if competitive
interactions are su¢ ciently strongly aggressive, the e¤ect of competition will actually make
the bad type the better type when considering not only raw cash ‡ow exploitation ability, but
also inevitable competition. This demonstrates how the perceived signal direction captured
by p has an impact on investment decisions and the value of investment opportunities.
Furthermore, since Vtype k > Vtype k , Xtype k < Xtype k , the type of corporation that
would want to invest …rst (at the lowest threshold) in a …rst-best setting, is the type of
corporation of the highest value in a …rst-best setting. In preparation for potential extensions
to a continuous type-space, it is worth noting that:
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The model in this part does not restrict the e¤ect of competitive interactions by imposing
restrictions on the beta-function such that b
( b; c) < g
( g ; c ) (or analogously
@
< 1), to prevent competition from making a good type in a cash ‡ow exploitation
@
= k
sense to a bad type in a value sense. The goal of this part is to develop a model that can also
be used as a model of markets with very (even overly) aggressive competitors, so imposing
such a restriction, although it would make the model more tractable, would prevent the
model from reaching its goal.
Under symmetric information the investment is …nanced at a fair price (as good as internal
…nancing), hence the number of new shares is given by the equation:
(
I
=
nk

k

(

k ; ac ))

1+

nk

(Xk )

F

(16)

Equation (16) follows from investors being risk neutral (hence requiring an expected return
on investment just given by the risk free rate, r, and thus not considering the risk pro…le,
nor requiring any risk compensation, when deciding what share of the investment to require
in turn for …nancing).

2.2

Investment timing and signaling

Under perfect information corporations optimally choose distinct investment strategies, because they have di¤erent characteristics and outsiders are fully informed about corporations’
type, hence no need (neither incentive) for signaling arises. Introducing asymmetries in the
informational structure violates this; indeed since the value of the good corporation’s equity before an investment is typically (that is, if the competitive e¤ect does not dominate
the underlying cash ‡ow exploitation ability) higher than that of a similar corporation of
bad type, the bad type essentially has incentive to mimic the behavior of the good type,
since if successful, bad type will be able to issue overpriced equity to the bene…t of existing
shareholders at the cost of new shareholders. However, by being perceived as being of good
type, could imply an countering e¤ect through competitive interactions - this e¤ect could
be stronger, such that good type will actually be trying to mimic bad type to minimize
competition at the cost of value dilution. More precisely, the bad type in a value sense, will
have incentive to mimic the good type (again in a value sense), to achieve lower …nancing
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cost. Good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) will have incentive to mimic the bad type
(in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) to minimize competition. When considering the product
market in isolation (equivalent to assuming access to fair …nancing), it is crucial to realize
that compared to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense) will be trying to mimic bad type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) by postponing its
investment, hence timing distortion is essentially deceleration (contrary to the acceleration
studied in Morellec and Schürho¤ 2011). Hence the only possible distortions in such a setup
would be that good type delays investment to achieve pooling with the bad type, or that
bad type delays investment to ensure separation from the good type. This e¤ect is similar
to the e¤ect of moral hazard in owner-manager-con‡icts.
In product markets, where good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is the good
type in a value sense, there will be a tension: good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense)
will have incentives to mimic bad type to minimize competition, while bad type will have
incentives to mimic good type to minimize value dilution caused by equity …nancing. In
situations where product market characteristics imply that the bad type (in a cash ‡ow
exploitation sense) is the good type in a value sense, the incentive will be one-sided: good
type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) will have incentives to mimic bad type for two
reasons (to reduce competition and to be perceived as being of higher value by the capital
markets and thus acquire cheaper …nancing). This hints how the model presented in this part
contributes to the literature; capital markets …nancing a speci…c corporation care only about
whether they will get an appropriate return, not whether this return is due to an especially
good management or just due to the market being fail-proof, but the distinction is however
extremely important to competitors, when they have to decide on their strategy - valuation
and strategizing of real options have to take this into account, if real options are to be
applicable to corporate investments, and since aggregation of e¤ects caused by asymmetric
information are not trivial, a model including the relevant e¤ects simultaneously is needed!
In a pooling equilibrium, where corporations follow indistinguishable investment strategies,
an average of the types’equity values will prevail, and competitors will have to behave as
if faced with an average of the types. Given the above-mentioned tensions, the importance
of studying pooling equilibria as well as seperating equilibria, and especially the frontier
between them seems clear.
Having established the types’ motivations for signaling, it is relevant to consider the
validity and feasibility of investment timing as a signal.
Supposing the considered corporation invests at time t when cash ‡ow determinant has
realized the value Xt , and the corporation is perceived by capital markets as a type b
p
g , capital market will require a share of the corporation that breaks them even
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in expectation, assuming that the capital markets know or can perfectly infer the product
markets perception of the signal direction, p (that is, for any given p 2 [ 1; 1]):
I
nk (Xt ;
nk (Xt ;

p;

p)

p

p

;

=

)=

(

(

(

p

; )) (Xt ) F
,
1 + nk (Xt ; p ; p )
I
p
p
( ; )) (Xt ) F I

(17)

This shows that the required share is decreasing in perceived type, when @@ < 1 (good
type is the most valuable type), and that it is increasing in perceived type, if @@ > 1 (bad
type is the most valuable type), which could be the case if a very strong positive signal is
perceived as pertaining solely to market-wide attractiveness. The required share is always
decreasing in Xt . Hence, this reveals the bene…t of being perceived as the most valuable
type, since it translates to existing shareholders retaining a higher share of the corporation.
That is, the higher the type (in a value sense) and the larger the investment trigger, the
lower the ownership dilution. One could perhaps allow for the situation, where capital and
product markets are informationally separated, and use two sets of beliefs (capital market
beliefs a¤ect …nancing, while product market beliefs a¤ect payo¤ (and hence …nancing)).
In this part, however, the two markets react to the same information, but of course they
react di¤erently; moreover, the capital market is assumed to be perfectly informed about
the product markets perception of signal direction.
The following proposition shows when investment timing can be used as a signal (that
is, when distorting investment hits the bad type in a value sense (and net of competitive
e¤ects) su¢ ciently harder than the good type in a value sense).
Proposition 1 Corporations of the type with the highest value in a …rst-best setting …nd
it less costly to distort investment than corporations of the type with the lowest value in a
…rst-best setting if f > 0
The proposition follows from a generalized version of proof in Morellec and Schürho¤
(2011); the single-crossing property holds for a quite broad class of exercise pay-o¤ functions.
Belonging to this class of functions, is the one that corresponds to the setup presented in
this part.
Denoting by v( k ; k ; X) a general function for pay-o¤, the valuation of type k when
signaling by investing at X and when the perceived type is p and the perceived signal
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direction is

(using generalized (17)):
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Di¤erentiation of equation (18) with respect to investment threshold and perceived type:
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The term of interest, when studying single-crossing, can now be written as:
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Equation (21) depends negatively (and, hence, the elasticity between ownership dilution,
n(X; p ; ap ), and investment threshold, X, depends negatively) on the type k if:
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The relevant speci…cation of the pay-o¤ function is v( k ; p ; X) = ( k
( k ; p )) (X)
F . For this speci…cation (22) holds if and only if …xed instantaneous costs are positive:
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Next consider an iso-value curve:
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The elasticity of substitution between perceived quality,
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p

(24)

, and investment signal, X, is

given by:
@Vk (X;X;
@X
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@

@ X
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X
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p ;ap )

Hence if and only if f > 0, then along any iso-value curve the elasticity of substitution
between perceived quality, p , and investment signal, X, will depend positively on the
type k. This means that the elasticity between competitively required ownership dilution,
n(X; p ; ap ), and investment threshold, X, depends negatively on the type.
The important realization is however that it just takes positive …xed costs to ensure that
the single-crossing property holds:
f > 0 : 8(
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When deciding whether to mimic or accept separation, each corporation considers whether
good or bad type is most valuable under perfect information and taking di¤erences in competitive interactions into account, and if of the least valuable type, tries to mimic, while if
of the most valuable type, tries to prevent mimicking. In the process, investment distortions
will be balanced against ownership dilution (and implicitly competitor behaviour, because
it a¤ects ownership dilution) for a given product market perception of signal direction. As
a result, the possibility for the more valuable type to separate from the less valuable type
relates to each type’s willingness to exchange equity stakes for changes in the investment
threshold. The single-crossing condition underlying Proposition 1 asserts that corporation
type a¤ects the marginal rate of substitution between investment distortion and ownership
dilution in a systematic way. In particular, the elasticity between the ownership dilution and
the investment threshold should depend negatively on moving from the less valuable type
to the more valuable type. This implies that the most valuable type could …nd it valuable
to distort investment timing (if good type is the most valuable, good will try to accelerate
investment to avoid being mimicked by bad type, while if bad type is the most valuable
(due to competitive interactions), bad type will try to accelerate investment to avoid being mimicked by good type) wasting only little present value, while the less valuable type
will have to waste too much more present value to mimic. Hence investment timing can
be used to communicate credibly between insiders and outsiders. In the general formulation of single-crossing, the requirement is that the elasticity with respect to the investment
threshold is decreasing in value type; that is, when changing the timing of investment, the
most valuable type’s value needs to drop by less than the least valuable type’s, for it to
be a useful signal. This occurs exactly whenever instant operating costs are positive. The
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bene…t of the general model, compared to for instance the simple, special justi…cation case
with a …xed (strictly positive, yet small) direction studied in a later section, that is the
bene…t of the introduction of a structural model of the competitive interactions by allowing
‡exibility in the product market’s perception of the direction the signal content, requires
the distinction between value type and cash ‡ow exploitation type (the type that underlies
this part, and the type that is refered to by the notation "type"); that is, if competition has
enough strenght, the bad (cash ‡ow exploitation) type could be the good value type when
taking competition into account. Importantly, that the the single-crossing condition holds,
means that it is consistent to model the investment timing as a signal conveying the private
information in the model presented in this part. Conveniently it also simpli…es the situation,
since more investment distortion is clearly more costly in terms of present value; the most
valuable type will invest sooner than the least valuable type, so when the least valuable type
tries to mimic the most valuable type, it has to do so, by investing sooner than its …rst-best
investment threshold, which in turn means that the most valuable type will try to avoid
the mimicking by investing sooner than its …rst-best investment threshold - and the singlecrossing condition essentially implies that it will be more costly in terms of net present value
for the least valuable type to accelerate beyond the most valuable type’s …rst-best threshold,
than it will be for the most valuable type to accelerate away from its …rst-best threshold.
This demonstrates that the mechanism underlying the equilibrium is essentially the same
as in simpler models like the special justi…cation case (with a …xed, strictly positive, yet
small, direction) studied later, however with the very signi…cant di¤erence that the agents
in the product market have the power to potentially make good (cash ‡ow exploitation)
type less valuable than bad (cash ‡ow exploitation) type, and thus adding new e¤ects to the
situation (new valuations, new exercise strategies of the investment option, new equilibrium
type-frontier...) that calls for clearer intuition and adaptive formulas, and makes it possible
to explain (without resorting to claims of irrationality of decision-makers, obstruction of
decision-maker incentive structures or similar) corporate behavior in a larger span of market
settings! It is worth discussing whether is it plausible to assume that corporations of good
type should be allowed to decay to bad type, if bad type is more valuable than good type
due to product market competition (thus e¤ectively implying a collapse of types into only
bad type and a pooling-like equilibrium). The setting in mind in this dissertation is however
one - as stressed in the introduction of the model above - where corporations have similar,
though not identical, investment opportunities; thus in the context of this dissertation, the
type characteristic is a performance measure comparable across similar investment opportunities, but not to be thought of as a variable e¤ort parameter under the control of any
investing corporation. The two types of investment opportunities are intended to descibe
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di¤erent (…xed) routes to a similar (variable) destination; being given the good route, does
not imply being able to follow the bad route (think barriers caused by corporate culture and
structures for instance) - it does not even imply knowing what the bad route is. This is
also related to another possibly puzzling feature of the model in this dissertation; while the
(potentially) mimicking type can a¤ect the (potentially) mimicked type’s cash ‡ows, there
will be no e¤ect from the (potentially) mimicked type’s timing decision on the cash ‡ows
accruing the (potentially) mimicking type. This feature might deserve an explanation; the
type of investment competition modeled in this dissertation is one, where the most valuable
type is the basic market-size generating player: the least valuable type is an incremental
player that can be thought of as operating in a …xed sized niche segment of the market,
where the most valuable type is not able to reach no matter how succesfully the type times
its investment (and that is unrelated to the market conditions in the segment, where the
types are …ghting against each other, thus no spill-over e¤ect from good market conditions
for the good type will bene…t the bad type), but however also being able to operate in the
market generated by the most valuable type, if the the most valuable type would create
the market (thus this also explains why traditional leader-follower models and pre-emptive
moves by the bad type is ruled out in this dissertation). It is then this overall market-size
potential competitors in the product market might steal or hand over by an (irreversible)
change in their aggression; hence the product market is assumed to be uninformed about
the two types and not a type of its own, since the product market is not given a speci…c
route and are not given any information about which speci…c routes the investing corporations might be following (that is, the unspeci…ced product market players have access to
similar, not identical, actions that allows them to react on information-release, but do not let
them learn, extract or reveal information from the investing corporations before investment
thresholds are reached). A …nal feature of the modeling worth addressing at this point is that
competition is modeled in a one shot-like fashion similar to the capital market; this is done
to re‡ect that product market outsiders cannot readily observe, or at least disentangle, cash
‡ows continuously without at the very least signi…cant measurement errors. This implicit
assumption in the model in this dissertation is well-known from the accounting literate (see
Christensen and Feltham (2003) for examples), since veri…able (which is crucial in the light
of the cocktail of moral hazard and accounting discretion), public information about cash
‡ows stem from accounting reports issued in discrete-time; however at the event of external
…nancing a due diligence process is undertaken and results in a prospectus publicly available,
thus giving the product market information to react upon at this time (and having to wait
long for another report with veri…ed cash ‡ow information essentially bringes the product
market to a one shot-like situation). Aside from these reports information about cash ‡ows
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will only be available to a select few in the …nance department of the investing corporation,
thus robbing outsiders (with timing-‡exibility like the product market) the chance to wait
an instant longer than …nancing is acquired, observe the …rst instant of the cash ‡ow stream,
extract the implied type and react optimally on this information. With these remarks on
the modeling and the assumptions, the actual modeling follows.

3

Investment Timing under Asymmetric Information
with Two Recipients and Variable Direction Perception

This section focuses on developing the full model with both the capital market and the product market as recipients of signaled information from the considered corporations. The …rst
subsection deals with separating equilibria, while the second deals with pooling equilibria.

3.1

Separating equilibrium

The capital outlay required for the considered corporation to pursue the investment opportunity is assumed …nanced by issuance of new equity. The primary objective of this section
is to prove the existence of a separating equilibrium and to provide a useful characterization
of the unique separating equilibrium. This section will show that there exists a timing of
investment for the good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) that makes it possible to
sustain a separating equilibrium (in which the two types invest at di¤erent thresholds and
issue fairly priced equity). That is, there exists a threshold where the type of high value
…nds it pro…table to invest, while the type of low value does not …nd it pro…table to mimic.
The mechanism underlying the equilibrium is in essence quite simple; corporation of the
type of high value will always want to invest …rst, and corporations of the type of low value,
given the choice, would always want to considered of high type (or average type), when
acquiring equity …nancing (though the impact of the necessary investment timing distortion
and by changed competitor behaviour can o¤set this). If is positive, that is competitors
perceive the signal convey by the investing corporation’s investment timing decision as pertaining dominatingly to market-wide attractiveness, corporations of good type (in cash ‡ow
exploitation sense), given the choice, would always want to be considered of bad type (or
average type) to minimize competition in the product market (though the impact of the
necessary investment timing distortion and by changed …nancing can o¤set this). If is
negative, that is competitors perceive the signal as pertaining dominatingly to corporation
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speci…cs (corporate leanness), corporations of bad type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense),
given the choice, would always want to be considered of good type (or average type) to
scare o¤ more competition (though the impact of changed …nancing and investment timing
distortion can o¤set this).
Distorting the investment timing (compared to the …rst-best timing) decreases the value
of the investment for the type with the highest value taking all e¤ects into account, but the
change in investment strategy has a larger value impact on the type of a lower value taking
all e¤ects into account, and hence makes it possible for the type of highest value taking all
e¤ects into account to avoid being mistaken for a lower value type, if a threshold exists such
that the type of high value …nds it pro…table to invest, while the type of low value does not
…nd it pro…table to mimic.
Incentive compatibility constraints will be the building blocks in the solution presented in
this section. Incentive structures will di¤er depending on whether competitors perceive the
signal as pertaining to either dominatingly market-wide attractiveness ( > 0) or corporation
speci…cs ( < 0) and whether the competitive e¤ect is strong (enough to make good type
(in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) to the least valuable in a …rst-best setting) or weak; note
that the use of language in this part, means that a very weak e¤ect might indeed be very
strong, but it pulls towards a weakening of the competition and will have the e¤ect of
competitors strongly becoming weak, which explains the choice of language in this part.
The beta-function should be constructed such that the special case with
= 0, models
that competitors do not react at all (since their stand is that the information is neutral to
them), and hence in this situation competitive interactions disappear and the model reduces
to the model developed by and studied in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). Also note that
the competitive e¤ect cannot be strong (enough), if the signal is perceived as pertaining to
corporation speci…cs.
3.1.1

Signal perceived as market-wide relevant and competitive e¤ect weak

This case corresponds to > 0 and @@ = < 1. It should …rst of all be noted that in
k
this case the good type will have the highest …rst-best value of equity, so in this section
good type is genuinely the better type, since it is better at exploiting cash ‡ows and also
has the highest value in a …rst-best setting (hence there will be no need to distinquish
between good types in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense and good types in a value sense). In
this case, corporations will want to signal good type (that is the highest value) to capital
markets to acquire the cheapest possible …nancing, but on the other hand want to signal
bad type to product markets to avoid attracting more competition (since competitors will
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perceive the revelation of good prospects for the investment as pertaining to the market-wide
attractiveness of investments in the product market, and thus be attracted to the market
by observing good types). This tension will essentially be driving the novel features of this
model. However given that the competitive e¤ect is relatively weak, despite the (perceived)
direction of the signal, the competitive e¤ect for a given will not be strong enough to
outweigh the e¤ect of informational asymmetries in the capital market, so the result will not
be to dissimilar to what is known from models without this tension. Also, very importantly
note that the use of "weak" and "strong" competitive e¤ects in this part of the dissertation
is being used in a "signed" meaning; that is, a very weak e¤ect in the language of this part,
is a very strong e¤ect, but it is a weakening of the competition, hence the choice of language
in this part.
If the type of highest value invests at time t at the value of the cash ‡ow determinant
Xt and the type of lowest value successfully mimics the high type, the value of the existing
shareholders’share in the corporation of the low type will be (using (17) and that perception
determines the e¤ect of competition (revenue is lost, when competitors decide to change
behaviour (and invest irreversibly in being able to do so), even if their decision is made on
misperception)):
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It is immediately apparent from this equation that mimicking reduces the cost of …nancing
(equity dilution), increases competition loss and reduces the net present value of investment;
instead of mimicking the good type, bad type could have just followed its …rst-best investment
strategy (the strategy chosen under perfect information).
To ensure incentive compatibility of the bad type in an equilibrium the following must
hold (that is, bad type prefers mimicking the good type at X Xb ):
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At Xg0 = (F + I) ( g
( g ; )) 1 the left-hand side is 0, whereas the right-hand side is
positive (being an option value); bad type has incentive to deviate from mimicking at this
value of the cash ‡ow determinant (that is, bad type is better o¤ just accepting separation).
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At the value-maximizing threshold for the bad type, Xb , the left-hand side is larger than
the right-hand side since I > 0; at this value of the cash ‡ow determinant the bad type has
incentive to mimic the good type. Combining this with the strict monotonicity of Vb (X),
gives that there exists a unique value Xmw of the cash ‡ow determinant, Xg0 < Xmw < Xb ,
such that corporations of good type can separate from corporations of bad type by investing
earlier (at a lower threshold) than they would do under symmetric information. The critical
threshold value is given by solving the corresponding equation of (28). The equation can be
written as (using (12) and in particular F +I1 = ( k
( k )) rXk
(F + I)):
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The incentives of the good type need to be examined to verify that investing at or below
this critical threshold is an equilibrium strategy; good type prefers separating at X Xb to
being mistaken for bad type, if:
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mw
This inequality is binding for the critical threshold Xmin
, which is the lowest value of the
cash ‡ow determinant such that the good type prefers separation over being successfully
mimicked; if more investment distortion is required to prevent being mistaken for bad type,
then good type prefers being mistaken for bad. Since the value of the good type when being
mimicked is strictly positive (option values are strictly positive), the separating investment
threshold cannot be too close to the 0-NPV threshold.
The equation corresponding to inequality (30) can be written as (using (12)):
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mw
A separating equilibrium exists only if Xmin
< Xmw . By the optimality of Xg in the absence
mw
of informational asymmetries it follows that Xmin
Xg .
Changing focus from incentives to values, it is noted that the market value of a corporation before investment for X < Xmw ^ Xg re‡ects that the type is undisclosed, and hence the
value will be independent of type. If Xmw Xg separation occurs at the …rst-best threshold
of the good type, hence type will be perfectly revealed once Xg is reached; if investment is
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observed the corporation will be of good type, and otherwise of bad type. The value before
investment in this case is thus the probability weighted average of the …rst-best values. The
…rst-best values are most conveniently given by:
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= Vk (X)

If Xmw < Xg separation occurs before the …rst-best threshold of the good type, but only
just before the incentive constraint of the bad type binds, since the good type has incentive
to separate, but wants to minimize investment timing distortion. In this case using (29) the
value of a corporation before investment (thus before the inevitable revelation of type) will
be:
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The intrinsic values of the good type and the bad type respectively before investment are
given by:
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mw
Having argued for the existence of a separating equilibrium (only if Xmin
< Xmw ), reducing
the set of equilibria (ideally ultimately end with a unique separating equilibrium) should
mw
be attempted. Not all of the incentive compatible allocations X 2 [Xmin
; Xmw ] necessarily
mw
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. A su¢ cient condition for X 2 [Xmin
; Xmw ] to
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constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is however that the good type has no incentive to
deviate to any out-of-equilibrium allocation X given some set of out-of-equilibrium beliefs
(X):
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The left-hand side is the value at X in a separating equilibrium and the right-hand side
is the good type’s value when investing at the threshold X given beliefs (X). For Xmw
to constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategy, it su¢ ces to show that condition (35)
holds under the most pessimistic beliefs, which will be true if the competitive e¤ect is not too
strongly aggressive (see the special justi…cation case for a bit more insight into this limit).
Summing up, the following proposition holds:
Proposition 2 For > 0 and @@ = < 1, that is when the product market perceives the
k
signal as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and competition is not too strong, if and
only if f > 0, a separating equilibrium in which corporations invest and fairly issue new
equity exists.
In the least-cost separating equilibrium, corporations of good type invest at the lower
mw
of the thresholds Xmw ( Xmin
) and Xg , while corporations of bad type invest at their
…rst-best threshold Xb .
The market value of corporations is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xmw ^ Xg it is given by:
Vlcs;mw (X) =
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Where Vb (X) is given by (13).
The intrinsic value of corporations of bad type is given by Vb (X).
The intrinsic value of corporations of good type is given by:

Vlcs;g;mw (X) =

8
< Xmw < Xg :
: X
mw

Xg :
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Corporations of good type will end up investing earlier (that is, at a lower threshold)
than …rst-best, if:
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Investment is distorted in the separating equilibrium whenever Xmw is smaller than Xg ,
implying that condition (38) follows from the bad type being willing to mimic the good type
at the good type’s …rst-best threshold, if incentive compatibility constraint (28) holds at Xg
(using expression (12)); hence the incentives of the bad type does not permit separation at
the …rst-best threshold of the good type leading to separation at Xmw rather than Xg .
The proposition shows that there exists a unique investment threshold Xmw such that
corporations of good type can separate from those of bad type by issuing equity and investing
at or below that threshold, when competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to market-wide
attractiveness (meaning that when competitors think they face a good type, they will be more
attracted to the market) and the product market e¤ect is not too strong. Corporations of
good type will only exploit this opportunity if the cost of separating (by investing inoptimally
early) is lower than the avoided value dilution in‡icted upon existing shareholders when
pooling with corporations of bad type and the added value of less competition when perceived
as average type in product markets. The lower bound for corporations of good type to be
mw
< Xmw . Since separation is costly and there is no bene…t to
interested in separating is Xmin
more convincing separation, corporations of good type will either separate at Xmw or invest
…rst-best optimally at Xg (if this threshold is lower).
The equilibrium will often be sustainable under pessimistic beliefs, since the good type
mw
often has no incentive to defect from Xmw ^ Xmin
to any other allocation. Applying the
Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987), the least-cost separating allocation will be
uniquely selected in equilibrium.
This shows that in this case adverse selection in the capital markets is the dominating
e¤ect of asymmetric information, thus if asymmetric information leads investment distortion, it will lead to earlier investment than …rst-best for good types in this case. Though,
even in this case, where the e¤ect of the product market has been limited, the presence of
asymmetric information between competitors does play a signi…cant role (it will in‡uence the
type of equilibrium as will be demonstrated later); it reduces the investment acceleration of
the good type, since revealing good information know has a cost induced by more aggressive
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competitors, that is there is a value to keeping private information private for good types
(though in this case, that value is less than the value of revealing good information to investors). Including the product market will also e¤ect the …rst-best threshold, and hence the
impact of the product market is quite severe (since by acceleration, it is meant acceleration
when compared to the …rst-best threshold).
3.1.2

Signal perceived as market-wide relevant and competitive e¤ect strong

Though it was argued above that even when the competitive e¤ect is weak, there is a signi…cant impact of the product market on the optimal investment strategy and the implied value
of the investment, this section will analyze a case, where the product market is even more
1, that
important. The case analyzed in this section, is the case where > 0 and @@ =
k
is where the product market competitors perceive the signal conveyed by the investment
timing of the investing corporation as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and where
the e¤ect of changed perception of type by competitors result in a change to signi…cantly
stronger competition.
In this case, the competitive e¤ect is so strong, that the value of the good type (in a cash
‡ow exploitation sense) is lower than the value of a bad type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense). The mechanism by which the strong competitive e¤ect works is slighty masked in this
setup, so it is important to stress that the reason that bad type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense) is the more valuable type, is because of the competitive e¤ect, that is the product
market a¤ects through multiple channels (it has a direct impact on pro…tability, but also
indirectly impacts the investing corporation, since capital markets will require a higher stake
of the corporation to …nance the investment, if competition will become harder).
Unlike the case above (also with market-wide relevant information, but with weak competitive e¤ect), there will be no tension between signaling incentives in this case. The
incentives will however di¤er greatly from the previous case. In this case, corporations will
want to signal bad type (that is the highest value) to capital markets to acquire the cheapest
possible …nancing; they will also want to signal bad type to product markets to avoid attracting more competition (since competitors will perceive the revelation of good prospects
for the investment as pertaining to the market-wide attractiveness of investments in the
product market, and thus be attracted to the market by observing good types). This means
that in this case, it is all about analyzing the incentives that would make the good type
distort investment to mimic the bad type (whom being of the highest value will be investing
earliest), and the incentives that would make the bad type willing to distort investment to
avoid being mimicked.
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Working through almost identical derivations and formal arguments, though with the
subtle technical changes corresponding to this profound real change, leads to a proposition
not only claiming the existence of a unique separating equilibrium, but also fully characterizing the investment strategy and consequential investment value in this equilibrium.
If the type of highest value, bad type, invests at time t at the value of the cash ‡ow
determinant Xt and the type of lowest value, good type, successfully mimics the high type,
the value of the existing shareholders’ share in the corporation of the low type will be
(using (17) and that perception determines the e¤ect of competition (revenue is lost, when
competitors decide to change behaviour (and invest irreversibly in being able to do so), even
if their decision is made on misperception)):
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Somewhat similar, yet still quite di¤erent (notice the roles bad respectively good type plays
here compared to before), to the above case it is apparant from this equation that distorting
investment timing to succesfully mimic the bad type will reduce the cost of …nancing and
decrease competition loss for the good type (at the price of burning net present value of the
investment by mistiming it). Instead of mimicking, the good type could choose to invest at
the optimal time and accept being recognized for being a good type (hence having lower value,
such that investors will demand a larger stake of the corporation to …nance the investment,
and revealing information to competitors that attract them to the product market). To
ensure incentive compatibility of the good type in an equilibrium the following must hold
(that is, good type prefers mimicking the bad type at X Xg ):
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At Xb0 = (F + I)
( b
( b ; )) 1 the left-hand side is 0, whereas the right-hand side
is positive (being an option value); good type has incentive to deviate from mimicking
at this value of the cash ‡ow determinant (that is, good type is better o¤ just accepting
separation). At the value-maximizing threshold for the good type in a …rst-best setting,
Xg , the left-hand side is larger than the right-hand side since I > 0; at this value of the
cash ‡ow determinant the good type has incentive to mimic the bad type. Combining
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this with the strict monotonicity of Vg (X), gives that there exists a unique value Xms
of the cash ‡ow determinant, Xb0 < Xms < Xg , such that corporations of bad type can
separate from corporations of good type by investing earlier (at a lower threshold) than they
would do under symmetric information. The critical threshold value is given by solving the
corresponding equation of (40). The equation can be written as (using (12) and in particular
F +I
=( k
( k )) rXk
(F + I)):
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The incentives of the bad type need to be examined to verify that investing at or below this
critical threshold is an equilibrium strategy; bad type prefers separating at X Xg to being
mistaken for good type, if:
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This inequality is binding for the critical threshold Xmin
, which is the lowest value of the cash
‡ow determinant such that the bad type prefers separation over being successfully mimicked;
if more investment distortion is required to prevent being mistaken for good type, then bad
type prefers being mistaken for good. Since the value of the bad type when being mimicked
is strictly positive (option values are strictly positive), the separating investment threshold
cannot be too close to the 0-NPV threshold.
The equation corresponding to inequality (42) can be written as (using (12)):
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ms
A separating equilibrium exists only if Xmin
< Xms . By the optimality of Xb in the absence
ms
of informational asymmetries it follows that Xmin
Xb .
Changing focus from incentives to values, it is noted that the market value of a corporation before investment for X < Xms ^ Xb re‡ects that the type is undisclosed, and hence the
value will be independent of type. If Xms Xb separation occurs at the …rst-best threshold
of the bad type, hence type will be perfectly revealed once Xb is reached; if investment is
observed the corporation will be of bad type, and otherwise of good type. The value before
investment in this case is thus the probability weighted average of the …rst-best values. If
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Xms < Xb separation occurs before the …rst-best threshold of the bad type, but only just
before the incentive constraint of the good type binds, since the bad type has incentive to
separate, but wants to minimize investment timing distortion. In this case using (41) the
value of a corporation before investment (thus before the inevitable revelation of type) is:
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The intrinsic values of the good type and the bad type respectively before investment are:
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= Vg (X)

ms
Having argued for the existence of a separating equilibrium (only if Xmin
< Xms ), reducing
the set of equilibria (ideally ultimately end with a unique separating equilibrium) should
ms
be attempted. Not all of the incentive compatible allocations X 2 [Xmin
; Xms ] necessarily
ms
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. A su¢ cient condition for X 2 [Xmin
; Xms ] to
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is however in this case that the bad type has
no incentive to deviate to any out-of-equilibrium allocation X given some set of out-ofequilibrium beliefs (X):
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The left-hand side is the value at X in a separating equilibrium and the right-hand side is the
bad type’s value when investing at the threshold X given beliefs (X). For X to constitute
a perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategy, it su¢ ces to show that condition (46) holds under
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the most pessimistic beliefs, which will hold (see for instance Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011);
or remember that the e¤ect of competition now works in the same direction as the e¤ect of
the capital market (both in the opposite direction of Morellec and Schürho¤ 2011), such that
any corporation can do not better than invest at its …rst-best threshold and be perceived as
a bad type). Summing up, the following proposition holds:
Proposition 3 For > 0 and @@ =
1, that is when the product market perceives the
k
signal as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and competition is quite strong, if and only
if f > 0, a separating equilibrium in which corporations invest and fairly issue new equity
exists.
In the least-cost separating equilibrium, corporations of bad type invest at the lower of
ms
) and Xb , while corporations of good type invest at their
the thresholds Xms ( Xmin
…rst-best threshold Xg .
The market value of corporations is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xms ^ Xb it is given by:
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Where Vg (X) is given by (13).
The intrinsic value of corporations of good type is given by Vg (X).
The intrinsic value of corporations of bad type is given by:
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Corporations of bad type will end up investing earlier (that is, at a lower threshold)
than …rst-best, if:
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In this case investment is distorted in the separating equilibrium whenever Xms is smaller
than Xb , implying that condition (49) follows from the good type being willing to mimic
the bad type at the bad type’s …rst-best threshold, if incentive compatibility constraint (28)
holds at Xb (using expression (12)); hence the incentives of the good type does not permit
separation at the …rst-best threshold of the bad type leading to separation at Xms rather
than Xb .
Similar to the above case, this proposition shows that there exists a unique investment
threshold Xms such that corporations of bad type can separate from those of good type
by issuing equity and investing at or below that threshold, when competitors perceive the
signal as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness (meaning that when competitors think
they face a good type, they will be more attracted to the market) and the product market
e¤ect is quite strong. Notice the reversion of roles caused by the stronger e¤ect of resolving
informational asymmetry in the product market. Corporations of bad type will only exploit
this opportunity if the cost of separating (by investing inoptimally early) is lower than the
avoided value dilution in‡icted upon existing shareholders when pooling with corporations
of good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense, since these are bad type in a value sense) and
the added value of less competition when perceived as bad type (by succesful separation)
in product markets. The lower bound for corporations of bad type to be interested in
ms
(< Xms ). Since separation is also costly and there is still no bene…t to
separating is Xmin
more convincing separation in this case, corporations of bad type will either separate at Xms
or invest …rst-best optimally at Xb (if this threshold is lower).Given the one-sidedness of
the fundamental signaling incentives, in this case the equilibrium clearly will be sustainable
ms
to any
under pessimistic beliefs, since the bad type has no incentive to defect from Xms ^ Xmin
other allocation, and like in the case above applying the Intuitive Criterion, the least-cost
separating allocation will be uniquely selected in equilibrium.
Comparing this proposition to the proposition from the case with the same perceived
signal direction, but with a limited competitive reaction, reveals why the strength of the
product market is critically important in analysing corporate investment under asymmetric
information. If the product market has enough strength, it will be able to qualitatively
change the incentive structures; informational asymmetries between investing corporations
and their competitors does not just work against the e¤ect of informational asymmetries
between the same investing corporations and their investors. The aggregation of e¤ects is
even more complex than hinted by the special justi…cation case, where it is shown that
even the slightest of competitive e¤ects and essentially ignoring the direction dimension
of the model developed in this part of the dissertation, does not just dampen the e¤ect
of informational asymmetries between investing corporations and their investors, but that
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it will have a profound and non-trivial e¤ect through less obvious channels as well (…rstbest thresholds change and equilibrium types change). For instance, it was shown that
the equilibrium frontiers could change signi…cantly (and even change shape as a function
of input parameters such as interest rates), meaning that, even if for any given separating
equilibrium the e¤ect of a limited e¤ect of informational asymmetry in the product market
the aggregation of e¤ects were not too non-trivial, the e¤ect of the product market could very
easily be that a pooling equilibrium would come to prevail instead. Given the qualitatively
di¤erent optimal exercise strategies (and values) of the underlying real option (‡exibility
in investment timing) for the di¤erent types of equilibria, this demonstrates that studying
these e¤ects in isolation and expecting a trivial aggregation simply will not do. Now it is
furthermore shown, that not restricting the competitive e¤ect, complicates the matter even
more; it is especially interesting to observe how a strong competitive e¤ect is able to not only
outbalance the e¤ect of the capital market, but to actually turn the capital market against
the good type. That is, if the capital market (perhaps mistakenly) expects an otherwise
genuinely better corporation to be faced with hard competition, it will prefer investing in
the worse corporation to protect its investment; the capital market do not care why or how
corporations manage to honor their investment, only that they will honor it. So while the
direction of the signal is critically and directly important to the product market, it will only
be so marginally and indirectly for the investing corporation and the capital market. The
direction of the signal can thus be interpreted as a measure of the degree of skewness in the
informational asymmetries; the higher , the more skewed towards the product market e¤ect
being the stronger e¤ect, the lower , the more skewed towards the capital market e¤ect
being the stronger e¤ect (although the measure is by no means perfect; so = 0 does not
correspond to a non-skewed asymmetric information structure, but the skewed asymmetric
information structure, where only the capital market e¤ect is present).
In this case in the model, bad types will accelerate their investment (since bad type is
now the good type in a value sense, and hence the type that invests …rst and that is the
potential victim of mimicking), if needed to separate from the good type (whom will invest
at its …rst-best threshold). Although very similar to just reversing the roles of the types,
it should be noted that the acceleration incentive now is stronger than ever before, because
the presence of the product market adds to the incentive. So compared for instance to a
situation in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) with g and b denoting cash ‡ow exploitation
ability net of direct competitive e¤ects, the e¤ect of asymmetric information will be stronger
than suggested in their analysis, thus this case cannot be dismissed as irrelevant knowing
the model in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) and just renaming types, since this would not
capture the increased strength of the e¤ect from asymmetric information; though correcting
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the types for this e¤ect would work in this particular case, this approach falls short in the
case above and will never be able to explain what determines how the roles and types are
supposed to be de…ned (which would be important since de…nitions would become ‡uid, if
the model were to be used to explain cases like the one in this section).
3.1.3

Signal perceived as speci…c to the investing corporation

The case analyzed in this section, is the case where < 0 implying that @@ = < 0 and in
k
particular that @@ = < 1, and thus completing the cases. The case corresponds to when
k
the product market competitors perceive the signal conveyed by the investment timing of
the investing corporation as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation,
and where the e¤ect of changed perception of type by competitors result in a relatively weak
change in competitor behaviour (though now the weakening is quite strong).
Compared to earlier, the change in perceived direction means that the presence of (informational asymmetries in) the product market works in the same direction as adverse
selection in the capital market in isolation; good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is
the genuinely better type, since it will be able to make the most of the market for …xed
competition, and also will have the least competition (since competitors will be scared o¤
by relevation of good prospects by the investing corporation, since they will be interpreted
as pertaining dominantingly to corporation speci…cs, and hence indicate a very strong and
lean corporation that will be able to outperform competitors).
The incentive structure is one-sided, since corporations will prefer signaling good to the
capital market (since capital markets regard good type as the most valuable type, and thus
requires a smaller share of a good type than a bad type) as well as to the product market
(to minimize competition).
Like the case above (with market-wide relevant information and strong competitive effect), there will be no tension between signaling incentives in this case. The incentives will
however di¤er greatly from the previous case; in this case, it is all about analyzing the incentives that would make the bad type distort investment to mimic the good type (whom
being of the highest value will be investing earliest), and the incentives that would make the
good type willing to distort investment to avoid being mimicked by the bad type.
The technicalities are exactly the same as in Section 3.1.1, thus only the proposition (and
not the derivations that lead to it) corresponding to this case is presented:
Proposition 4 For < 0 (and implicitly @@ = < 1), that is when the product market
k
perceives the signal as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation and com-
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petition thus is quite weak, if and only if f > 0, a separating equilibrium in which corporations
invest and fairly issue new equity exists.
In the least-cost separating equilibrium, corporations of good type invest at the lower
cw
of the thresholds Xcw ( Xmin
) and Xg , while corporations of bad type invest at their
…rst-best threshold Xb .
The market value of corporations is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xcw ^ Xg it is given by:
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Where Vb (X) and Vg (X) are given by (13).
The intrinsic value of corporations of bad type is given by Vb (X).
The intrinsic value of corporations of good type is given by:
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Corporations of bad type will end up investing earlier (that is, at a lower threshold)
than …rst-best, if:
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Like in the case with the product market perceiving the signal content as pertaining to
market-wide attractiveness and competition not being too strong, investment is distorted in
the separating equilibrium whenever Xcw is smaller than Xg , implying that condition (52)
follows from the bad type being willing to mimic the good type at the good type’s …rst-best
threshold, if incentive compatibility constraint corresponding to bad type prefering to mimic
rather than being revealed as its true type holds at Xg ; hence the incentives of the bad type
does not permit separation at the …rst-best threshold of the good type leading to separation
at Xcw rather than Xg . Also, the proposition shows that also in this case a unique investment threshold Xcw exists such that corporations of good type can separate from those of
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bad type by issuing equity and investing at or below that threshold also when competitors
perceive the signal as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation (meaning
that when competitors think they face a good type, they will be less attracted to the market; implicitly making the competitive market relatively weak). However opposed to Section
3.1.1 corporations of good type will (only) exploit this opportunity if the cost of separating
(by investing inoptimally early) is lower than the avoided value dilution in‡icted upon existing shareholders when pooling with corporations of bad type and the added value of less
competition when perceived as good type (by succesful separation) in product markets. The
cw
lower bound for corporations of good type to be interested in separating is Xmin
(< Xcw ), and
since separation is costly and there is no bene…t to more convincing separation, corporations
of good type will either separate at Xcw or invest …rst-best optimally at Xg (if this threshold is lower).This equilibrium will also be sustainable under pessimistic beliefs, since the
cw
good type has no incentive to defect from Xcw ^ Xmin
to any other allocation, thus applying
the Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987), the least-cost separating allocation will be
uniquely selected in equilibrium. Unlike the case studied in Section 3.1.1, in this case in
the model, good types will be more willing to accelerate their investment, if needed to separate from the bad type (whom will invest at its …rst-best threshold). Although very similar
to earlier results in the literature studying the capital market in isolation (and opposed to
the case studied in Section 3.1.1), it should be noted that the acceleration incentive now is
stronger than when considering the e¤ect of adverse selection in the capital market, because
the presence of the product market adds to the incentive (revealing good prospects for the
investment also releases value from the product market in the form of less competition). The
similarity with earlier results is abundantly clear from comparing the case with the signal
perceived as market-wide attractiveness and the competitive e¤ect being rather weak; the
comparision reveals that mathematics is identical, but the distinction is done in this part to
stress the di¤erence in intuition and the mechanism driving the results. This part (intentionally) points towards studying settings with a continuum of types and endogenous , and
in such setings the distinction and the way of thinking will become critical.
Comparing this to the propositions from the cases with a perceived signal direction inwards, reveals why the signal direction is critically important. The strength of the competitive reaction cannot be large enough to reverse the roles of the types, if the signal is perceived
as pertaining to corporation speci…cs. Stretching a bit beyond the model, the strength of
the product market is most interesting, when competitors perceive the signal as pertaining
to market-wide attractiveness, since only then will the product market potentially be strong
enough to not only outbalance the e¤ect of asymmetric information between the investing
corporation and the capital market, but also qualitatively change the e¤ect of asymmetric
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information between the investeíng corporation and the capital market (being able to turn
the adverse selection e¤ect from the capital market against the good type). Capital markets
are only interested in getting a fair return; they do not care whether this is a result of an
especially lean corporation or a result of an especially attractive market (that could also
bene…t other corporations), while product market are very interested in knowing why the
corporation will be able to generate a fair return to the capital market. Indirectly the capital
market will have to take account of the e¤ect of changed product market conditions that
would a¤ect the investing corporation, and in doing so, they might end up favoring investing
in a corporation with a poor ability to make the most of the market, but is faced with less
competition, and thus completely change the incentive structures between types.

3.2

Pooling equilibrium

Empirical evidence on abnormal announcement returns suggest that corporations are often
able to signal their private information to outside investors, but studying pooling equlibria
still has relevance, since it provides additional insights and intuition on the determinants of
corporations’ investment strategy choices. Also, the Intuitive Criterion applied to narrow
down the selected separating equilibrium in each of the cases, has the conceptual drawback
that it is insensitive to prior distribution of types. Costly separation is however unlikely
from an ex ante perspective, if the fraction of the type of highest value is very close to one
(it should be expected that the type of highest value will accept pooling, since the pooling
investment strategy and value tends to the …rst-best of the highest type as the fraction of
the high type tends to 1).
In a pooling equilibrium outsiders are unable to distinguish corporations and their types,
since all corporations invest at the same time and issue equity to …nance the investment
cost. The value of a corporation in a pooling equilibrium at investment will therefore be an
average of values:
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Ex post new shareholders has made a good deal on shares in corporations of the type of
highest value, and made a bad deal on those of lowest value, thus asymmetric information
can lead to cross-subsidization between types. Recall that the good type is the type of
highest value, when @@ = < 1 , while the bad type will the type of highest value in the
k
complementary event.
Opposed to earlier studies it will be necessary to develop the pooling equilibria by studying di¤erent cases, like in the above section treating the separating equilibria. Unlike the
section above treating separating equilibria, only one case will be treated thoroughly in this
section. The purpose of studying all three cases thoroughly in the above section was to stress
and clarify the di¤erence in mechanism in the three cases - so although they seem very similar and are very similar mathematically, it should be clear by reading the above section that
it is quite di¤erent incentive structures and thus mechanisms that drive the results. As it
was noted in the above section, the case with the signal being perceived as corporation speci…c and the strength of the competitive reaction being limited to being rather weak needed
not be treated separately mathematically from the case with the signal being perceived as
market-wide relevant and with the same limitation on the competitive reaction. With the
di¤erences in incentives structures already being stressed, pooling equilibra will only be developed rigourously in the case with the signal being perceived as market-wide relevant and
the competitive e¤ect being rather weak. The other two cases will only be compared to this,
and the propositions relevant to these cases will just be stated (since they follow trivially by
properly rede…ning types and adjusting the cash ‡ow exploitation parameters).
3.2.1

Signal perceived as market-wide relevant and competitive e¤ect weak

This case corresponds to > 0 and @@ = < 1. In this case the good type will have the
k
highest …rst-best value of equity, so in this section good type is genuinely the better type,
since it is better at exploiting cash ‡ows and also has the highest value under symmetric
information. Thus, corporations will want to signal good type (that is the highest value) to
capital markets to acquire the cheapest possible …nancing, but on the other hand want to
signal bad type to product markets to avoid attracting more competition (since competitors
will perceive the revelation of good prospects for the investment as pertaining to the marketwide attractiveness of investments in the product market, and thus be attracted to the market
by observing good types). Under the restriction of the competitive e¤ect’s strength, the net
e¤ect will however be, that for a given , there will be a stronger to incentive to signal
good than bad, since in this case the informational asymmetries in this case will be skewed
towards the capital market, where the mechanism is that signaling a better type is the better
signal. Good type being the more valuable type will want to invest the earliest of the types,
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so a pooling equilibrium will require that the good type is willing to potentially postpone
its investment (or not accelerate), while the bad type will be willing to accelerate, although
only rewarded with being taken an average type.
For a pooling equilibrium to exist, bad type must thus prefer pooling with good type
to deviating (and consequently being revealed as bad type and investing at the …rst-best
threshold of the bad type):
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Given the restriction that the e¤ect of the competition is not too strong, such that the net
direct value e¤ect of being perceived as a higher type is positive, then since pool < g , the
threshold at which the condition is binding lies between Xmw and Xb . For values of the cash
‡ow determinant lower than the threshold, a pooling equilibrium cannot exist.
The inequality (55) can be rewritten (using (54)):
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As is standard in signaling games, a multiplicity of equilibria is faced. Only those pooling
equilibria that (weakly) pareto-dominate the least-cost separating equilibrium characterized
by Proposition 2 survive. This is shown in the study of the mechanism design game in which
the corporate insiders ex ante o¤er contracts to outside investors in the capital market carried
out by Maskin and Tirole (1992).
In any pooling equilibrium all corporations invest at the same time and issue common
equity. The incentive compatibility constraint (56) for the bad type puts a perfect Bayesian
best-response restriction on the set of pareto-dominant pooling equilibria. Another restriction is needed; the value of the good type in the pooling equilibrium must be larger than its
value in the least-cost separating equilibrium:
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This restriction is clearly convenient, and will not generally be applicable, but is a consequence of the underlying real option structure (since timing ‡exibility combined with the
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asymmetric information leads to a clear time sequence of the game). In the setting with
investment timing as a signal, that is there is a well-de…ned (uncontrollable) time-dimension
to the signal, a natural sequence of play arises; it will always be at the threshold followed by
the type of highest value that information is revealed, such that the high type e¤ectively has
power in the choice of equilibrium type. If the good type were to be better o¤ in the separating equilibrium, investing at Xmw would force the bad type to accept separation (since
investing at Xmw is simply too accelerated for the bad type to be willing to mimic, even if
this could be done succesfully); thus for a pooling equilibrium to be sustainable this cannot
be the case. The inequality (57) can be rewritten:
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A pooling equilibrium exists if and only if a threshold Xpool;mw for which conditions (55)
and (57) hold, can be found. Whenever Xg
Xmw condition (57) is violated since the
good type cannot do better than the …rst-best value Vg . Consider next the complementing
situation Xg > Xmw . The best pooling equilibrium for type k is the one that leads to the
investment threshold that maximizes the present value of the cash ‡ows accruing to the
existing shareholders. Xpool;mw;k denotes this maximizing threshold and Vpool;mw;k (X) the
present value.
The objective of the corporation’s decision maker is thus to choose an investment threshold solving the following optimization problem (where p is used as short for pool):
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The solution to type k’s problem follows from the smooth-pasting condition:
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The solution to type k’s problem is alternatively formulated as:
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> 0 is the solution to (it is actually larger than 1 and obviously depends on type, so there
will not be a single pareto-optimal pooling equilibrium):
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could equivalently be stated as the solution to:
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Next, it is noticed that condition (55) e¤ectively (requires a restriction on competition)
Xpool , whenever condition (57) is satis…ed (that is
is satis…ed for Xmw < Xg and Xmw
equivalently (58) implies (56)):
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The second implication in (64) holds if and only if the following holds:
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Inequality (65) in turn, holds if the competition does not behave dominantly. If this is
the case, the incentive compability constraint of the bad type is rendered redundant. It is
however important to understand that dominantly can be in any direction; compared to a
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situation with no product market it is seen, that the product market, no matter what is does,
potentially hits the types asymmetrically (( g
( g ; )) ( g
( pool ; )) compared to
( b
( b ; )) ( b
( pool ; ))), and thus has the power to change equilibrium type and
thereby signi…cantly impact on optimal strategy and value through a not so obvious channel.
Without restricting competition further, a pooling equilibrium therefore exists if and only
if Xmw < Xg and condition (56) as well as condition (57) holds at Xpool;mw;g . The two parts
of the last requirement can restated in terms of the fraction of good types (or equivalently
on the probability of any given corporation to be of good type).
The …rst part of the last requirement is equivalent to the fraction of good types in the
market, p, making the positive root of (63) , g , satisfy:
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Note that the tension between the product market signaling incentives and the capital market
signaling incentives implies that the requirement is non-monotonic in p, thus (66) will not
necessarily be binding at a unique value of p, nor can evaluating relative to a single critical
value of p at which (66) is binding be used to simplify when the condition holds.
The second part of the last requirement gets the same treatment, and is thus equivalent
to the fraction of good types in the market, p, making the positive root of (63) , g , satisfy:
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The market value in the pooling equilibrium is related to the intrinsic value of each type as
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follows:
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Summing up gives the following existence result:
Proposition 5 For
> 0 and @@ = < 1, that is when the product market perceives
k
the signal as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and competition is not too strong, a
pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium in which all corporations issue equity and invest the …rst
time the cash ‡ow determinant reaches a threshold Xpool;mw (with Xmw
Xpool;mw
Xb )
exists - if and only if - (38) holds (implying Xmw Xg ) and the fraction of good types in the
market, p, satis…es (66) and (67).
In the pooling equilibrium corporations of good type invest later than …rst-best, while
those of bad type invest sooner than …rst-best (that is Xg Xpool;mw Xb ).
The market value in the pooling equilibrium is independent of type, and is given by:
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The intrinsic values of the corporations of each type are given by:
Vpool;mw;k (X) =
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Worth noting from the proposition is that asymmetric information lowers the threshold of
the bad type and hence speeds up bad type’s investment. Asymmetric information reduces
the value of corporations of good type, while increasing the value of those of bad type.
While this result is similar to models without product markets, the product market has an
impact on the location of pooling equilibria. The presence of the product market makes
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corporations of good type more prone to accept pooling (breaking the pooling induces a cost
or equivalently accepting pooling lowers competition cost) as well as makes corporations of
bad type less prone to induce pooling by trying to mimic (since being perceived as averaged
type in the product market means higher payo¤-erosion).
3.2.2

Signal perceived as market-wide relevant and competitive e¤ect strong

Similar to that the strength of the competitive e¤ect a¤ects the incentive structures critically
when it comes to separating equilibria, the strength also a¤ects the incentive structures when
it comes to pooling equilibria. Whenever the competitive e¤ect is strong enough (and it
perceived as pertaining to market-wide prospects), the bad type in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense can become the most valuable type; the consequence is an essentially reversed incentive
structure (though not perfectly reversed, since the e¤ects of asymmetrical information in
capital markets and product markets will work in the same direction). The case treated
1. Under the
cursorily in this section, is the case corresponding to > 0 and @@ =
k
restriction of the competitive e¤ect’s strength, there will be a stronger to incentive to signal
bad than good, since in this case the informational asymmetries will be skewed towards the
capital market, where the mechanism is that signaling the most valuable type, that is bad
type, is the better signal. Bad type being the more valuable type will want to invest the
earliest of the types, so a pooling equilibrium will require that the bad type is willing to
potentially postpone its investment (or not accelerate), while the good type will be willing
to accelerate, although only rewarded with being taken an average type.
For a pooling equilibrium to exist, good type must thus prefer pooling with bad type
to deviating (and consequently being revealed as good type and investing at the …rst-best
threshold of the good type), and the value of the bad type in the pooling equilibrium must
be larger than its value in the least-cost separating equilibrium. Going through similar steps
as in the section above (or rede…ning cash ‡ow exploitation ability and the competition
function properly) leads to the following result:
Proposition 6 For > 0 and @@ =
1, that is when the product market perceives the
k
signal as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and competition is quite strong, a paretodominant pooling equilibrium in which all corporations issue equity and invest the …rst time
the cash ‡ow determinant reaches a threshold Xpool;ms (with Xms Xpool;ms Xg ) exists if and only if - (49) holds (implying Xms Xb ) and the fraction of bad types in the market,
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In the pooling equilibrium corporations of bad type invest later than …rst-best, while those of
good type invest sooner than …rst-best (that is Xb Xpool;ms Xg ).
The market value in the pooling equilibrium is independent of type, and is given by:
Vpool;ms (X) = (

(

pool

pool ;
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I
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The intrinsic values of the corporations of each type are given by:
Vpool;ms;k (X) =
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k
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pool ;
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It is worth noting that even though the e¤ect of asymmetric information in this case
pulls in same direction in the capital market and the product market (both pulls from good
type to bad type), the situation does not trivially reduce to a reinterpreted setup with only
one (larger) e¤ect. The non-triviality of the aggregation can for example be seen, when
comparing to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), where the incentive constraint of the most
valuable type contains the incentive constraint of the least valuable type; that is, it su¢ ces to
look at the incentive constraint of the most valuable type. Having two reciepients, although
reacting in the same direction, can lead to non-monotonicity of the underlying net of all
e¤ects price of signaling; more speci…cally the terms ( g
( g ; )) ( g
( pool ; ))
and ( b
( b ; )) ( b
( pool ; )) can (and most likely will) be non-zero and as a
function of pool they do not necessarily behave smoothly. Intuitively the combined push
can add to the dispersion between the types, and the product market is not tamed such that
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the e¤ect of the product market is smooth across types from bad to good; that is, it could
be that good has to distort investment timing very strongly to be perceived as average type,
and although it is clear that the good type will bene…t from less competition it could be that
even jumping from being perceived as good type to an average that is very close to bad type,
the e¤ect of the product market when jumping from an average that is very close to bad
type to being perceived as truly the bad type, although only a small jump, leads to a much
larger e¤ect of the product market - and since distorting investment timing becomes more
and more net present value-burning for the good type (and more so than for the bad type),
although it would only take a little more distortion to get signi…cantly less competition, it
can be, that is it not worth it. The product market can create an abrupt gap between being
perceived as an average close to the bad type and being perceived as truly being the bad
type, so even the aggregation of e¤ects of asymmetric information from the capital market
and the product market, when the e¤ects work in the same direction, is non-trivial.
3.2.3

Signal perceived as speci…c to the investing corporation

The case analyzed in this section, is the case where < 0 implying that @@ = < 0 and in
k
particular that @@ = < 1, and thus completing the cases. The case corresponds to when
k
the product market competitors perceive the signal conveyed by the investment timing of
the investing corporation as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation,
and where the e¤ect of changed perception of type by competitors result in a relatively weak
change in competitor behaviour.
Compared to earlier, the change in perceived direction means that the presence of (informational asymmetries in) the product market works in the same direction as adverse
selection in the capital market in isolation; good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is
the genuinely better type, since it will be able to make the most of the market for …xed
competition, and also will have the least competition (since competitors will be scared o¤
by relevation of good prospects by the investing corporation, since they will be interpreted
as pertaining dominantingly to corporation speci…cs, and hence indicate a very strong and
lean corporation that will be able to outperform competitors).
Like the case above (with market-wide relevant information and strong competitive effect), there will be no tension between signaling incentives in this case. The incentives will
however di¤er greatly from the previous case; in this case, it is all about analyzing incentives
similar to those in the section treating the case where the signal is perceived as market-wide
relevant and the competitive e¤ect is quite weak.
The incentive structure is one-sided, since corporations will prefer signaling good to the
capital market (since capital markets regard good type as the most valuable type, and thus
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requires a smaller share of a good type than a bad type) as well as to the product market
(to minimize competition), but as mentioned in the section above this does not mean that
there is no value added by identifying the two e¤ects instead of reinterpreted earlier studies
single e¤ect as an aggregate e¤ect, since the aggregation is non-trivial. One implication of
this non-triviality is that it will not even in this case be possible to use an approach similar
to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), where the incentive compatibility constraint of the most
valuable type essentially contains the incentive compatibility constaint of the less valuable
type. The bene…t of the approach is however pursuasive, since it enables determining the
existence of a pooling equilibrium by just looking at a single critical fraction of good types;
it is not even possible to determine two critical fractions and use those in describing the
equilibrium, since incentive compatibility constraints of the good and bad type are not
necessarily monotonic in p around the average type.
Proposition 7 For < 0 (and implicitly @@ = < 1), that is when the product market
k
perceives the signal as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation and competition thus is quite weak, a pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium in which all corporations
issue equity and invest the …rst time the cash ‡ow determinant reaches a threshold Xpool;cw
(with Xcw Xpool;cw Xb ) exists - if and only if - (52) holds (implying Xcw Xg ) and the
fraction of good types in the market, p, satis…es:
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In the pooling equilibrium corporations of good type invest later than …rst-best, while those of
bad type invest sooner than …rst-best (that is Xg Xpool;cw Xb ).
The market value in the pooling equilibrium is independent of type, and is given by:
Vpool;cw (X) = (

pool

(

pool ;
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The intrinsic values of the corporations of each type are given by:
Vpool;cw;k (X) =
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Noting again that is it no surprise just how similar this result is to the results from
the other cases, this concludes the analysis of the existence and characterization of pooling
equilibria in the model.

4

The Justi…cation of Introducing the Product Market
to the Model

This section studies investment timing under asymmetric information with two recipients in
the special case with …xed strictly positive, yet small, direction perception, thus it essentially
corresponds to the special case with > 0 and @@ = < 1 (that is, signal perceived as
k
market-wide relevant and competitive e¤ect weak). The interest in this particular special
case is due to its potential for maximizing the justi…cation of being interested in e¤ects caused
by asymmetric information stemming from the product market (and is for that reason named
the special justi…cation case in this part of the dissertation); it should essentially be seen
a the reduced-form version of the general model introduced in this part of the dissertation,
where the direction is …xed to work against the direct e¤ect of asymmetric information from
adverse selection in the capital market and otherwise ignored. Throughout this section the
-parameter will thus be suppressed, since focus is on whether the slightest possible direct
e¤ect in the product market has the power to qualitatively and quantitatively a¤ect optimal
investment strategies and values, such that the product market cannot be dismissed just
because the direct e¤ect is small (and thus meaning that existing models ignoring the product
market could mindlessly be used without serious mistakes being made). If on the other hand
even the slightest of direct e¤ect changes strategies and values of investment opportunities
signi…cantly, the motivation - or rather the need - for using the general model developed in
this part of the dissertation is maximized. Without the justication from studying this special
justi…cation case, it would be disputable whether good (poor) empirical performance of the
general model would be down to the product market being important (unimportant) or the
model being particularly good (bad). Given the justi…cation of the study in this section, is
should be clear that the product market is important, and it is the importance rather than
the modeling quality that drives the results and insights o¤ered.
In the special justi…cation case accelerating investment could credibly communicate good
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private information and secure cheap external …nancing. The introduction of the product
market in this special case however one-sidedly implies the introduction of a value to private
information, since publicizing good private information would attract more aggressive competition. In keeping with the objective of this section (to maximize justi…cation rather than
modeling as true as possible), the assumptions made ensures that the e¤ects from investors
dominate the e¤ects from competitors. The conclusions are thus similar to those known from
models that ignore the product market: there will often be incentives to accelerate investment, thus undermining the value of waiting, since acceleration can hit imitators su¢ ciently
harder to prevent them from imitating. Recognizing the competitive interactions does however induce higher propensity to accept pooling. Several empirically testable implications,
some of which shed light on existing empirical …ndings while others remain to be studied,
appear. Interestingly the special case lowers the expectations of …nding unambiguous support for the novel predictions (which most likely ignites future empirical studies) generated
in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). Basically extending Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) with a
product market on the margin as the special justi…cation case essentially does, yet arriving
at similar results, the study of the special case contributes to the robustness of the common
approach to modeling dynamics of corporate investment under asymmetric information. In
questioning the relevance of the speci…cation of the informational asymmetries in the existing
literature, studying the special justi…cation case, however, demonstrates the need for a revival of focus on aggregate e¤ects. While in isolation Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) manage
to construct informational asymmetries signi…cantly decreasing the value of the underlying
real option (adverse selection in capital markets) and Grenadier and Wang (2005) manage to
construct informational asymmetries signi…cantly increasing the value of the underlying real
option (moral hazard between owner and management), all fail to study the often more relevant case of multiple isolated e¤ects aggregating and importantly do not explicitly recognize
the product market as a potential source of e¤ects! Unfortunately including the slightest of
product market e¤ects, (seemingly obviously) means less clear cut results, but the insights
are nonetheless very clear cut and valuable; informational asymmetries as a concept, does
not undermine, nor support, the value of real options - only asymmetric constructions of
informational asymmetries do! Arguably in some realistic settings, informational asymmetries are not likely to be signi…cantly asymmetric, and hence, they would not in‡ict any
signi…cant impact on the value of the real options engulfed in informational asymmetries.
However some situations may best be described by very skewed informational asymmetries,
and the special justi…cation case demonstrates that whenever informational asymmetries can
give rise to changed competitor behaviour, no matter how seemingly unimportant a small effect, the product market can not be ignored without serious mistakes being the consequence.
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Even when allowing only slight e¤ects from the product market and only allowing them on
the margin, the special justi…cation case shows that aggregating the e¤ects will most likely
diminish the overall e¤ect –as expected. Thus the special justi…cation case reminds that it
would be a mistake to blame informational asymmetries for undermining the value of real
options, and motivates research into when and why asymmetric informational asymmetries
occur - and especially justi…es including product market e¤ects in models. So how does this
appear from the general model?

4.1

Investment timing and signaling in the special justi…cation
case

When deciding whether to mimic or accept separation, each corporation balances investment
distortions with ownership dilution (and implicitly competitor attraction, because it a¤ects
ownership dilution). As a result, the possibility for the good type to separate from the bad
type relates to each type’s willingness to exchange equity stakes for changes in the investment
threshold. The single-crossing condition underlying Proposition 1 asserts that corporation
type a¤ects the marginal rate of substitution between investment distortion and ownership
dilution in a systematic way. In particular, the elasticity between the ownership dilution
and the investment threshold should depend negatively on the type. This implies that good
type could …nd it valuable to accelerate investment (though not as much as in Morellec
and Schürho¤ (2011), because of the competitive interactions) wasting only little present
value, while the bad type will have to waste too much more present value to mimic. Hence
investment timing can be used to communicate credibly between insiders and outsiders. In
the general formulation of single-crossing, the requirement is that the elasticity with respect
to the investment threshold is decreasing in type; that is, when changing the timing of
investment, the good type’s value needs to drop by less than the bad type’s, for it to be
a useful signal. This occurs exactly whenever instant operating costs are positive. The
introduction of the product market shifts the interval of separation incentives. Good type
…nds it less tempting to separate than without the product market, all else equal. Bad type
…nds it less tempting to mimic than without the product market, all else equal.

4.2

Investment timing in the special justi…cation case with product market as only recipient

A relevant point of reference for this section on the special justi…cation case is a model with
the product market as the only recipient of the signal. This equates to implicitly assuming
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access to fairly priced equity …nancing in the capital markets. A model like this will isolate
the e¤ect of asymmetric information in relation to product markets, thus demonstrating one
of the two e¤ects that will aggregate to the overall e¤ect that this part of the dissertation
aims at investigating. The e¤ect of asymmetric information will be very similar (although a
consequence of di¤erent causes) to that of moral hazard in owner-manager-con‡icts.
It is important to realize that the notion of good and bad types are linked to goodness
of investment prospects, since roles will be reversed compared to for instance Morellec and
Schürho¤ (2011). Being perceived as good is not good in this model. In this setup only
corporations of good type will have incentive to mimic, since mimicking those of bad type
will reduce the aggression of competition in the product market; being perceived as a better
type has no bene…ts, only costs. In a model with the product market as the only recipient, bad
types will try to avoid being mistaken for good type, by delaying investment, if the reaction
in the product market is su¢ ciently strong to give good type incentive to mimic bad type at
bad type’s …rst-best investment threshold. Good type will never accelerate investment, but
will delay investment, if a sustainable pooling equilibrium puts the good type better o¤ than
being recognized as good and attract competitors like a good corporation at its …rst-best
threshold. Corporations of bad type will accept pooling with those of good type at bad’s
…rst-best threshold, if the cost (due to investment timing distortion) of separating through
delay is larger than the cost of being perceived as an average type, and hence attract more
competition than if perceived as bad type.
Informational asymmetries between corporate decision makers and competitors, could
a¤ect investment timing of corporations. If the competition reacts powerfully on signals,
the asymmetries can lead corporations to delay investment (either good type delays until
bad’s …rst-best threshold, and pooling occurs, or bad type delays until good type no longer
bene…ts from mimicking; the last situation requires single-crossing, such that delaying after
…rst-best threshold of bad has less value-impact on bad than on good).

4.3

Investment timing in the special justi…cation case with capital
market as only recipient

Another relevant point of reference for this section is a model with the capital market as the
only recipient of the information conveyed through investment timing. This model is identical
to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), which is thoroughly motivated, developed and examined
in their paper. Whenever di¤erences in results between their model and the model presented
in this section of this part are captured in an easily comprehensible and interpretable way,
it is pointed out in the following sections on the special justi…cation case. The model of
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corporate investment with investment timing as a signal to only the capital market will be
the special case with ( ) = 0 for all of the special justi…cation case model.

4.4

Investment timing in the special justi…cation case with two
recipients

This subsection focuses on the full model in the special justi…cation case (with strictly
positive, yet small, …xed direction perception parameter) with both the capital market and
the product market as recipients of signaled information from the considered corporations.
The …rst subsubsection deals with separating equilibria, while the second deals with pooling
equilibria. Common for these is that they follow trivially from the general model studied
above, thus only a few key insights and rewritings are presented. Much more interesting is
the third subsubsection, where the special justi…cation case is implemented numerically and
discussed to demonstrate how this implementation (hopefully) clearly powerfully justi…es
including the product market to models of investments under uncertainty and asymmetric
information as intended from the study of the special justi…cation case.
4.4.1

Separating equilibrium

As mentioned above the technicalities of developing the separating equilibrium in the special
justi…cation case is already contained in Section 3.1.1 and Proposition 2. It is however useful
to rewrite the corresponding equation of the incentive compatibility constraint of the good
type that de…nes the critical threshold value, X , since the equation can be rewritten to
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From this it is easy to notice how bb (( gb )) has replaced two 1s compared to the model
with the capital market as the only recipient (that is the model of Morellec and Schürho¤
2011), and how this re‡ects the essential mechanism of including the product market, since a
bad type mimicking a good type, thus revealing favorable (false) information to competitors
in the product market, will be hit by harder competition than a bad type not mimicking.
Mimicking the good type now has a competition-cost as well as a timing distortion-cost,
reducing the incentive to mimic.
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The equation corresponding to the binding value of the incentive compatibility constraint
of the bad type, Xmin , can also be rewritten for reference with Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011)
and insight into the special justi…cation case, where the direction dimension of the product
market reaction model is ignored and the product market reacts simply, slightly and very
predictably:
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Again a cross-term, g
( b ), is what should be highlighted, since it demonstrates how
the product market reaction - ignoring the direction dimension and taking it for granted implicitly a¤ects all incentives in the investment decisions (even for a …xed direction perception).
As a deeper exposition in the special justi…cation case compared to the general model,
the stability of the equilibrium is studied in more detail; (only) if Xmin < X , a separating
equilibrium exists, however not all of the incentive compatible allocations X 2 [Xmin ; X ]
necessarily constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, a
su¢ cient condition for X 2 [Xmin ; X ] to constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is that
the good type has no incentive to deviate to any out-of-equilibrium allocation X given some
set of out-of-equilibrium beliefs (X):
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The left-hand side is the value at X in a separating equilibrium and the right-hand side
is the good type’s value when investing at the threshold X given beliefs (X). For X
to constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategy, it su¢ ces to show that the condition
holds under pessimistic beliefs (that is, 8X : (X) = b , and note that this relies on the
assumptions associated with this special case):
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From the incentive compatibility constraint of the bad type it then follows:
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The …rst inequality is a consequence of the optimality of Xb . The second inequality is a
consequence of ( g
( g )) (X) F
( b
( b )) (X) F being decreasing in X
for g ( g ) > b ( b ) and assuming that the e¤ect of competition is not too severe (such
that ( g )
( b ) is not too positive). Thus in the special justi…cation case the condition for
a perfect Bayesian equilibrium will clearly be satis…ed (remember that the direct competition
e¤ect is intentionally designed to be very small); applying the Intuitive Criterion of Cho and
Kreps (1987) the least-cost separating allocation will be uniquely selected in equilibrium,
since it is sustainable under pessimistic beliefs, that is the good type has no incentive to
defect from X ^ Xmin to any other allocation. Thus not only does Proposition 2 hold in the
special justi…cation case, the following corollary emerges:
Corollary 1 In the special justi…cation case the least-cost separating allocation will be a
perfect Bayesian equilibrium, and even in the special justi…cation case with a small direct
competitive e¤ect the qualitative and quantitative impacts of introducing product market considerations to investment decisions known from the general model are preserved.
The adverse selection in the capital markets also when considering competitive e¤ects
leads to earlier investment than …rst-best in the special justi…cation case. The product
market does however have an e¤ect even in the special justi…cation case with a small direct
competitive e¤ect. Presence of competitive interactions adds value to investment timing
‡exibility. In presence of adverse selection in capital markets corporations of good type will
want to reveal their positive private information and those of bad type will want to mimic,
inducing motivation for corporations of good type to speed up investment, since the timing
distortion will hit the bad type harder, and hence separate the types and make way for
cheaper …nancing that compensates for the loss in investment payo¤. However the inclusion
of slight competitor entry or aggression risk in the product market limits the e¤ect of adverse
selection; revealing positive private information now also has a negative e¤ect since it reduces
the payo¤ of the investment opportunity. Ideally corporations would want to reveal good
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information to capital markets to access cheap …nancing, while revealing bad information
to product markets to keep the market for themselves. In the end timing ‡exibility of
irreversible investments will have signi…cant value, if informational asymmetries are not
extremely asymmetric! It is not just simple product market asymmetries that do the trick,
since including manager-owner-con‡icts in the model of the corporate investment decision
essentially has the same e¤ect. The manager has incentives to reveal positive information
to capital markets to access cheaper …nancing, but also has incentives to withhold positive
information from owners to improve perceived performance in the eyes of the owners (thus
expecting higher compensation). Grenadier and Wang (2005) demonstrate this e¤ect of
moral hazard in isolation, while Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) demonstrate the opposing
e¤ect of adverse selection in isolation. Both conclude massive isolated e¤ects; the special
justi…cation case demonstrates (also numerically in a following section) that the aggregation
of e¤ects from asymmetric information should not be dismissed as trivial, since even a
seemingly small e¤ect, like the one from the product market in the special justi…cation case,
impacts behaviour in any given equilibrium qualitatively and quantitatively and also impacts
which type of equilibrium will be prevailing as perhaps easiest seen from the study of pooling
equilibria in the special justi…cation case below.
4.4.2

Pooling equilibrium

The special justi…cation case, where the direction dimension is supressed and the direct
competitive e¤ect assumed small, is - just like was the case for separating equilibrium basically contained in general model, and thus treated in Section 3.2.1 and Proposition 5.
Worth highlighting in the special justi…cation case (opposed to the general model in
3.2.1) is however the inequality corresponding to (if and only if the inequality holds will) the
incentive compatibility constraint for bad type prefering pooling with good type to deviating
Xpool being an implication of good type being incentivized to pooling
for X < Xg and X
rather than deviation:
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This holds if the competition does not behave dominantly, which limits the direct competitive e¤ect in the special justi…cation case and thus fully characterizes this special case;
a su¢ cient condition for this to hold is that ( b ) > ( g )
( pool ), re‡ecting that the
penalty in‡icted upon a corporation of good type by competitive interactions, when separating instead of pooling, should be smaller than the total e¤ect of competition on a corporation
of bad type. Alternatively formulated this ensures monotonicity of the fraction condition
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below in p.
In the special justication case the models thus truly reduces and simpli…es: a pooling
equilibrium exists if and only if X < Xg , ( b ) > ( g )
( pool ) (competition is not too
harsh) and the following condition holds at Xpool;g :
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Vb (X)

This last part is equivalent to the fraction of good types in the market, p, being large enough
to make the positive root of the simpli…ed (63) , g , satisfy:
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pool )

The critical value of p at which this is binding, is denoted p. Thus following the same
arguments as in Section 3.2.1 the following corollary emerges:
Corollary 2 In the special justi…cation case a pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium in which
all corporations issue equity and invest the …rst time the cash ‡ow determinant reaches a
threshold Xpool (with X _Xg
F
F +I
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b
g
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(implying X

Xb ) exists - if and only if -
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b

g)

g

(
(

b)
g)

Xg )) and the fraction of good types in the market,

p, exceeds the threshold p.
Thus justi…cation for including product market considerations even if the direct product
market e¤ect is very small and seemingly irrelevant compared to the adverse selection e¤ect
in the capital market, is evident; even in the special justi…cation case, where the e¤ect of
including the product market is being challenged the most, the product market still has power
to for instance tip the scales between equilibrium types, expressed in p being non-trivially
dependent on (notice how all of the terms pool
( pool ), g
( pool ), g
( g ),
( g ) and b
( b ) enter in the equation de…ning the equilibrium frontier). Moreover,
b
as was the case in the general model, not only is the shape of the equilibrium frontier changed
non-trivally by the introduction of the product market (which in the light of the very di¤erent
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optimal strategies in the two types of equilibria is of great signi…cance in order to achieve
the optimal value (which in turn is not as signi…cantly a¤ected, remembering the incentive
compatibility contraint of the good type, though no results have been studied about how
much value is lost by following the wrong strategy)), but also the location of the frontier
is changed by the introduction of the product market. Thus it is not possible to dismiss
the importance of the product market (to especially the investment strategy) even if the
direct e¤ect is very small, nor is it possible to let the type parameter eat the e¤ect of the
product market, since the shape of the equilibrium is changed (or equivalently: crosses of
type and product market reactions requires more ‡exibility than a single net type parameter
can capture). The analytical results on equilibria from the special justi…cation case in sum
demonstrates that failing to model even the lowest risk of the slightest direct competitive
reaction can lead to serious mistakes in investment strategies, thus given the point of view
that corporate investments are often subject to analysis from competitors, developing the
general model proposed in this part of the dissertation seems justi…ed.
4.4.3

Implementation and discussion of the special justi…cation case

So far the model developed in Section 3 as well as the special case of it studied in this section
has been interpreted based entirely on theoretical observations. Though this has revealed
valuable insights and developed some intuition, implementing the model and producing numerical examples richens the insights and intuition on the role of information in corporate
investment. An implementation of the full model in the special justi…cation case has been
developed in MatLab, which allows ‡exible simulation, numerical solution and production
of intuition-enhancing …gures (the full, general model is also implemented in MatLab as the
discussion of this implemention follows in Section 6).
To help maintain the overview (of especially the notation) in the implementation and
discussion of the special justi…cation case, the following summary of important thresholdand value-notation is presented:
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Xk
Xk0
Xg0 < X < Xb
Xmin
X vXg
Xpool;k

Vk
Vlcs;k
Vlcs
+
Vpool
Vpool;k

Vpool

Xg
Xpool

Xb

Value-maximizing investment threshold for type k
0-NPV threshold for type k
Below the threshold X bad has incentives
to just accept separation
Above the threshold Xmin good has incentives
to distort if it prevents mimicking
Xpool is a threshold with pooling
The optimal pooling threshold for type k
A separating equilibrium exists only if Xmin < X
A pooling equilibrium exists only if Xg > X
The value of type k ’s investment opportunity
before investment
The intrinsic value of type k ’s investment
opportunity before investment under separation
The market value (under separation) of
corporations before investment
The value in pooling equilibrium at investment
The intrinsic value of type k ’s investment
opportunity before investment under pooling
The market value (under pooling) of
corporations before investment

The following function speci…cation is used throughout this section:
( ) = 0:43

( + 3)

0:8

This speci…cation of the function of competitors’reaction to perceived corporation type is
plotted in Figure 1. Being smoothly and gently increasing in perceived type it re‡ects the
expected typical reaction; privately informed corporations are perceived as being informed
about solely corporation-speci…c as well as market-wide growth prospects, and good information is dominatingly attributed to market-wide growth prospects. Also, note just how
small the direct e¤ect of changed content perception is; from a type as bad as 0.67 to one
as good as 2.00 - that is changing perception of the investing corporation to one 3 (!) times
better at turning the raw cash ‡ow determinant into cash ‡ows - only attracts competition
such that the part of the market lost to competitors increases with 7.7%-point (!)!
Contributable to the real options-approach is has been realized in the literature that with
uncertainty and irreversibility, there will be a signi…cant value to investment timing ‡exibil82

Figure 1: The chosen speci…cation of the reduced form product market function .

ity; corporations should only invest, when the net investment payo¤ is signi…cantly positive,
contrary to the naïve net present value criterion. It is well-documented (see for example
Dixit and Pindyck 1994) that for realistic parameter values, premiums on (gross) payo¤ to
investment cost can be 2-3 times! Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) uses asymmetric information between corporate insiders and capital markets to lower the premium requirement,
reapproaching the classical net present value criterion. Studying the special justi…cation
case of the general model developed in this part of the dissertation recognizes that asymmetric information in more realistic settings does not necessarily have the same signi…cant
one-sided e¤ect, and shows that even introducing a product market with the slightest of
direct e¤ect and introducing it on the margin of the model adds value to waiting. To more
clearly demonstrate the signi…cance of including competition, and thus to justify trying to
model the product market and include it in models of investment decisions as done in this
dissertation, …gures similar to those in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) are produced.
The following input parameters are chosen for the base case (with parameter values
chosen reasonably realistically for a generic corporate investment):
r = 0:05 ;

= 0:25 ;

= 0:01 ; F = 10=r ; I = 100 ;

g

= 1:25 ;

b

= 1 ; p = 0:4

Figure 2 plots the prevailing equilibrium –the least-cost separating equilibrium, the paretodominant pooling equilibrium or the …rst best equilibrium –as a function of inputs against
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investors’belief about the fraction of good corporations in the economy. It should be realized
that p > 1 implies that corporations of bad type cannot gain su¢ ciently from trying to mimic
and risking being perceived as average even if investors believe all corporations to be of good
type; hence …rst-best equilibrium arises. For p < 0 corporations of bad type have incentives
to mimic good type even if investors believe all corporations to be of bad type; hence pooling
is inevitable.
The …gure shows the signi…cant impact of including competitive interactions. Morellec
and Schürho¤ (2011) …nds monotonic frontiers and that for low values of operating leverage,
cash ‡ow volatility or growth di¤erential between types, it is too costly for the good type to
separate such that pooling equilibria pareto-dominate the least-cost separating equilibrium.
The special justi…cation case of the model developed in this part of the dissertation leads
to di¤erent and more complicated …ndings. The frontiers are di¤erently shaped and placed;
interpretations on the movements of the frontiers should be done with great care though,
since scaling of the cash ‡ow determinant is di¤erent across the models, so even for the same
input parameters (or changes in these) cash ‡ow scaling will be di¤erent. The di¤erences in
shape of the equilibrium frontier however clearly demonstrate that competitive interactions
matter, and remember that this is in the special case, where the direct competitive e¤ect is
designed to be very small; thus if even the slightest of direct competitive e¤ect su¢ ces for
needing to model the product market’s reaction to information release, the justi…cation of
the general model in this part of the dissertation is maximized. It is for instance revealed
that with the chosen speci…cation of the reduced form product market, higher interest rates
pull towards separation (completely opposite Morellec and Schürho¤ 2011). The intuition
is that the change in the pure adverse selection-e¤ect (as studied in Morellec and Schürho¤
2011) –higher rates reduces the di¤erence between good and bad types, since higher interest
rates hits the most valuable option harder, making mimicking easier, and thus pulls towards
pooling –is so small and the product market-e¤ect becomes relatively more important, since
it depends only on the growth potential di¤erential (which is unchanged, and it is una¤ected
by changes in the interest rate); mimicking might be easier, pulling towards pooling, but
the bene…t of mimicking is less and the competition penalty of successfully mimicking is
unchanged, thus pulling towards separation, and the latter e¤ect is stronger with the speci…ed
competition-function.
The product market-e¤ect always becomes relatively more dominating whenever changes
are made that a¤ect the dispersion between types, without changing the growth potential
di¤erential directly, since the product market-e¤ect only depends on the growth potential
di¤erential. Roughly the overall insight is that the more dispersed corporations, the more
likely pooling. In special justi…cation case of the model presented in this part of the disserta84

Figure 2: Outlining the equilibrium type, and its sensitivity to changes in growth potential
for either type, interest rate, growth rate, volatility and operating leverage. The blue frontier
corresponds to the special justi…cation case of the model developed in Section 3, while the
red frontier corresponds to the model in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011).
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tion, higher interest rate and lower growth rate pulls towards separation. Growth di¤erential,
volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant, and operating leverage have non-monotonic equilibrium frontiers (the e¤ects found in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) prevail until dispersion
becomes too great and the pull towards pooling becomes strongest).
Consider the e¤ect of increasing the growth potential di¤erential. The di¤erence in option
values increases, but so does the competition penalty. In the chosen speci…cation of the function, when the increase becomes large enough, the dominating e¤ect is that good type
is more willing to accept pooling, since it lowers the competition penalty. Smaller increases
in growth potential di¤erential however pull towards separation, since the increase in raw
option value increases su¢ ciently to outdo the increase in penalty, motivating good type to
distort more strongly to avoid pooling. These insights indicate that in some industries with
large dispersions between types, pooling will actually prevail, while similar industries with
not too large dispersions, will experience the greatest dispersion in investment rates (since
a separating equilibrium generates the largest di¤erence between investment thresholds).
Figure 3 plots the possible equilibrium thresholds, external …nancing cost, announcement
returns for the good type in the least-cost separating equilibrium, and underpricing of the
shares issued in the pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium for the good type as a function of
volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant. To illustrate the complex nature of the equilibrium
when recognizing the competitive interactions, the parameter p has been chosen to 0.4.
Figure 3 clearly re‡ects the signi…cant impact of competition; for very low volatility
pooling occurs, for intermediate values separation occurs, and for larger values pooling reoccurs. The pattern is di¤erent from the one known from Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). It is
worth stressing again that this conclusion is based on competition being modeled marginally
and in a simple reduced form, thus emphasizing that the product market should not be
ignored even if the direct competitive e¤ect to information release seems small. Even higher
complexity is expected, when considering the general model that allows for other and stronger
e¤ects than the special justi…cation case currently studied.
As volatility increases, the bad type’s incentive to mimic decreases (since good type’s
option is more in-the-money than bad type’s, and hence increases the cost of mimicking),
implying that good type accelerates investment less (such that distortions in investment
decline and the …rst best-threshold is approached) and pulls towards separation. Contrary
to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) there is however a critical value of the volatility; beyond
this value, good type’s incentive to accept being mimicked and perceived as average type
increases, pulling towards pooling. Having analyzed the investment threshold, the cost of
adverse selection can also be analyzed. By distorting investment, asymmetric information
reduces the value of the good corporation. The reduction in value is equal to the di¤erence
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Figure 3: Static comparative analysis of investment thresholds, external …nancing cost,
announcement return and underpricing cost, when varying volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant. Note that announcement return is only de…ned when separation occurs, while
underpricing is only de…ned when pooling occurs.
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between the value of the corporation under the value-maximizing investment strategy and
the value of the corporation under the chosen investment strategy.
Figure 3 also plots the drop in value for a corporation of good type as a function of
the volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant; the cost of external …nancing, in the special
justi…cation case de…ned by:
EF (X) = Vg (X)

max Vpool;g (X); Vlcs;g (X)

Vg (X)

1

The …gure reveals that the reduction in project value can be very severe, and that is it stepwise monotonic. It is also possible to generate predictions about abnormal equity returns in
the time window around public announcement of investment and …nancing decisions in the
special justi…cation case. At the time of investment for a good type, type becomes public
information and the uncertainty about content (which is the only private information in the
special justi…cation case) is resolved, and since investors cannot predict when investment
will take place, at this time a positive jump in the stock price if investment is observed
and a negative price reaction if investment is not observed awaits. This jump in the value
of type k when the cash ‡ow determinant is X, can be measured by the abnormal returns
given by ARk (Xg ) or ARk (X ) depending on whether Xg X or not, where in this special
justi…cation case:
1
ARk (X) = Vk+ (X) Vlcs (X)
Vlcs (X)
The abnormal return for good type will be positive, while the abnormal return for bad
type will be negative. If investment is observed at the smallest of the thresholds Xg and
X , it reveals favorable information about the corporation, and the stock price will rise; if
investment is not observed, it reveals unfavorable information, and the stock price will fall.
Figure 3 also plots the abnormal announcement returns of the good type as a function of the
volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant. The abnormal return will depend on the volatility
since the timing of investment depends on the volatility, and remembering that the relative
importance of the competitive e¤ect depends on the volatility as well, this stresses how nontrivially even a small direct competitive e¤ect can self-amplify to signi…cant importance.
Underpricing of the equity of corporations of good type is de…ned as:
U P (X) = Vg+ (X)

Vpool (X)

Vpool (X)

1

It is designed to measure the e¤ect of informational asymmetries in pooling equilibria. In this
context the key observation is that volatility matters for the size of underpricing, and that
the competitive e¤ect, even when it is as intentionally unevasive as in the special justi…cation
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case studied here, can be associated with a change in volatility and thus have a strong impact
on underpricing.
Existing literature often also conducts static comparative analysis of the growth potential
of the good type and operating leverage, and while such could be conducted in the special
justi…cation case as well, since the purpose of studying the special justi…cation case is to study
whether ignoring competitive interactions potentially impacts the conclusions of the existing
literature like Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) and given the clear impact of competition
demonstrated by analyzing just volatility sensitivity, it is skipped. Also care has to be taken,
when comparing the model developed in this part of the dissertation in general, and thus also
for the special justi…cation case, to the existing literature; changing the growth potential, for
instance, has di¤erent e¤ects. Even in the special justi…cation case of the model developed in
this part of the dissertation, changing g impacts on competitors’behavior, such that g no
longer is the e¤ective scaling of the cash ‡ow determinant; the e¤ective scaling is g
( g ).
This e¤ect clearly manifests itself in the plot of the prevailing equilibrium type’s sensitivity
towards changes in the growth prospects presented in Figure 2.

5

The Value of Introducing the Parameter for the Direction of the Product Market’s Signal Perception

The contribution of this part is the introduction of a variable perception direction of the
signal conveyed by the investing corporation’s investment timing decision. The direction is
controlled by the parameter . Reiterating the interpretation of the parameter: the product
market’s perception of the signal direction is normalized such that 2 [ 1; 1], with -1 being
fully inward, 1 being fully outward, negative values being dominantly inward and positive
values being dominantly outward. For = 0 product markets will not react at all to the
revelation of new information, since their point of view is that is neutral information to them
in their quest for value maximization; they know that they do not know what to make of
the information. That is for = 0 the product market becomes irrelevant for the analysis of
corporate investment under asymmetric information. As it was seen in the sections above, the
critical value of the parameter, , that makes the overall e¤ect of asymmetric information
net out, must be larger than 0. The part treats the values of , where the product market
does not become irrelevant, separated in di¤erent cases, but always for a given .
Since the model developed in this part takes as given, it is implicitly assumed that
the investing corporations consider themselves unable to in‡uence the direction in which
the product market will perceive the signal as pertaining to and that they know the signal
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direction parameter. Although this will surely be the case in many situations, an obvious
extension of the current part would be to endogenize the parameter ; one source of value of
this part is thus that is serves as preparation for endogonizing the signal direction (and studying mutual best responses in the game between the investing corporation and the product
market). However, even without fully endogozing the perception of signal direction (which
is left for a part planned for the near future), introducing a (simplistic) structural model
for the product market adds value to the literature. It has been rigourously demonstrated
in this part that although mathematically similar results arise under the combinations of
strong or weak competitive e¤ect with inward or outward perceived signal direction, the
mechanisms and distinction between cash ‡ow exploitation type and value type (resisting
the tempation to just reduce into net of all e¤ects types) is qualitatively di¤erent. The
distinction also allows easier investigating the situation with an exogenous, but unknown .
Although situations where is known and exogenous are not unrealistic and can be handled
easily by the results in sections above, extending the reach of these models to situations,
where the direction parameter is unknown, would be valuable. If for instance assuming that
the parameter is uniformly distributed on the interval [ 1; 1], the clear distinction between the di¤erent cases becomes very useful; note however, that this would be interpreted
as neither the investing corporation nor the product market knowning
(especially this
implies that the receipents are not sure what to make of the signal). So while introducing
to the simpler model corresponding to the special justi…cation case does not lead to new
and neat mathematical manouvres or inspires to completely rethinking all existing theory
on corporate investment under asymmetric information, the value of the contribution should
be clear (and hopefully exceed the added discomfort of more tedious notation and repetitive
derivations).
The model corresponding to the special justi…cation case can be thought of as introducing
a reduced-form model for the competive e¤ect, which allows capturing cross-e¤ects (of the
form g
( b )) that an existing, critically acclaimed model like Morellec and Schürho¤
(2011) is not able to capture. This part however not only introduces a reduced-form-like
model, but rather introduces a simplistic structural model of the competitive e¤ect, . In the
general form presented here (with a minimum of restrictions on the -function) essentially
just determines the slope of the -function (implying that the cases studied above could just
be stated as @@ = < 0 , 0 < @@ = < 1 or 1 < @@ = ). Since the model in its current
k
k
k
form consists of just two types the slope of the -function is essentially only interesting
between a few points ( g , b , pool ...). The value of the model and framework is developed
with an extension in the type-dimension in mind, thus the model and framework presented
in this part will increase in value as it is extended (even if the generality in this part seems
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out of place, the value of having prepared for further extensions should not be forgotten).
Moreover, the model is supposed to shed light over the mechanisms and help identify, when
informational asymmetries matter and why they matter; decomposing a hard-compressed
type variable (that should re‡ect everything from raw cash ‡ow exploitation ability to a
non-intuitive and non-trivial net e¤ect of asymmetric information) into easily identi…able
parts sharpens the intuition, the interpretability and eases the use of the model (and would
help empirical testing and calibration).
As an example of how the new insights provided in this part makes comparisions to other
strands of literature possible, consider the link from this model to the concepts of Bertrandstyle (choosing selling prices) and Cournot-style (choosing quantities) competition. Pure
models considering the impact of type of competition on disclosure strategies are studying in
information economics as in chapter 15 of Christensen and Feltham (2003). The results from
these models inspire understanding of how Bertrand-style competition opposed to Cournotstyle competition would be re‡ected in the -function and how they can be captured by
varying ; in Cournot-style markets gains from disclosing good corporation speci…cs are
greater than the losses of disclosing bad corporation speci…cs, while losses from disclosing
good market-wide relevant information are greater than the gains of disclosing bad marketwide relevant information. In Bertrand-style markets disclosing good information relevant
to the entire market is pro…table, while disclosing good corporation speci…c information is
not. This goes perfectly in line with the results in this part by associating positive with
Bertrand-style markets and negative with Cournot-style markets. Needless to state, that
it would be interesting to dig deeper into the similarities between these results and to make
use of the continous setup in Christensen and Feltham (2003) when extending the model in
this part with a continuum of types.
Another obvious extension would be to structuralize ; an assumption on the functional
form of as a function of carefully chosen inputs could be used to gain further inside into
the setting and the impact on corporate investment of informational asymmetries, when
both capital markets and product markets act as less informed entities trying to analyze the
corporate action to back out any relevant information.
Investigating the situations where is either unknown or endogenous would also enable
calculating the value (and thus the price corporations would be willing to pay to get the
information) of actually knowing , which in turn could be linked to the use of consultants
in an industry (thinking of consultants as information vehicles that collect information from
customers and aggregate the private information into best practices (private information
from competitors) that it sells back to customers).
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6

Implementation and Discussion

So far the full model in the general setting developed in Section 3 has been interpreted
based entirely on theoretical observations and only the special justi…cation case has been
(numerically) implemented. Though the study so far has revealed valuable insights and
developed some intuition, implementing the full, general model and producing numerical
examples still o¤ers new insights and intuition on the role of information, and especially the
role of the direction of the perception of the information adhered to by the product market,
in corporate investment.
The following function speci…cation of the competitive reaction function is used throughout this section (and is chosen to re‡ect a realistic setting for a generic corporate investment
and satisfying the functional features discussed in the section introducing the model and the
assumptions):
( + 0:1)3:5
)
( ; ) = min(1;
4
This speci…cation of the function of competitors’reaction to perceived corporation type is
plotted in Figure 4. Being increasing in perceived type, when the information conveyed by
the investment timing decision is perceived as pertaining to market-wide relevant conditions
and decreasing when the information is perceived as pertaining to dominatingly corporation
speci…cs, it highlights the behaviour intended modelled in this part of the dissertation.
The concept of real options captures that for investments under uncertainty and irreversibility, there will be a signi…cant value to investment timing ‡exibility; corporations
should only invest, when the net investment payo¤ is signi…cantly positive, contrary to the
naïve net present value criterion. As mentioned in the discussion of the implementation
of the special justi…cation case, it is well-documented that for realistic parameter values,
premiums on (gross) payo¤ to investment cost can be 2-3 times! While the existing literature on the role of asymmetric information between corporate insiders and outsiders often
concludes that informational asymmetries lower the premium requirement, reapproaching
the classical net present value criterion, the special justi…cation case demonstrated that it is
not the presence of asymmetric information that drives such results; the results are rather a
consequence of the very skewed type of asymmetric information studied in the existing literature. While the special justi…cation case set out to justify including the product market to
the model developed by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), hence its name, the ambition of the
general model is to develop a framework suited for digging deeper into the role of asymmetric information in corporate investment and describing it as good as possible. Technically
the key di¤erentiation point between the special justi…cation case and the general model is
the explicit parametrization of the direction of the the product market’s signal perception.
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Figure 4: The chosen speci…cation of the product market function ( ; ).
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Essentially Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) completely ignores the product market, the special
justi…cation case assumes a …xed direction and a very small direct e¤ect, while the general
model allows for a variable direction (and thus also serves as preparation for endogenizing
the direction parameter).
To more clearly demonstrate the role of asymmetric information between an investing
corporation and its investors and competitors, a set of …gures are produced and discussed in
the following. The input parameters chosen for the base case are:
r = 0:10 ;

= 0:30 ;

= 0:05 ; F = 15=r ; I = 200 ;

g

= 1:3 ;

b

= 0:9 ; p = 0:6

Figure 5 plots the prevailing equilibrium – the least-cost separating equilibrium, the
pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium or the …rst-best (separating) equilibrium –as a function
of inputs against investors’ belief about the fraction of good corporations in the economy
and the product market’s direction of perception. At extreme values of pf rontier (that is for
pf rontier = 1 or pf rontier = 0) either …rst-best separation (that is separation without distort,
so identical to …rst-best) or inevitable pooling.
Figure 5 plots the equilibrium frontier surface; when good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense) is the most valuable type, pooling will occur above the frontier and separation below
the frontier, while whenever bad type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is the most valuable
type, pooling will occur below the frontier and separation above the frontier. In the plots,
the front side of the plots, that is the region to the right bottom of the part of the surface
with …rst-best separation (pf rontier = 1) is the region where good type is the most valuable
type. The back side of the plots, that is the region to the left of the part of surface with
…rst-best separation, is the region where bad type is the most valuable type.
The …gure shows the signi…cant impact of including competitive interactions and especially demonstrates the importance of the direction of the product market’s signal perception
on the type of equilibrium, and thus behaviour, that corporations will adhere to. For some
values of the monotonic frontiers known from Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) are found,
while for other values of non-monotonic frontiers as those seen in the special justi…cation
case appear. Although disturbed by local complexities the generic e¤ect of changing is
clear: higher (meaning that the perception is perceived as pertaining more to market-wide
conditions, and that good information thus attracts competition) pulls strongly towards
separation up to the point where roles have not just reversed, but well beyond.
The framework developed in this part is able to generate almost any type of reaction of
the equilibrium frontier to changes in cash ‡ow exploitation ability of either type, growth
rate of the cash ‡ow determinant, …xed operating cost, interest rate and volatility of the cash
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Figure 5: Equilibrium frontiers, that is a pooling equilibrium prevails above the frontier,
while a separating equilibrium prevails under the frontier (…rst-best separation is thus when
pf rontier = 1), whenever good is the most valuable (front side) and opposite whenever bad is
the most valuable (back side), as a function of and various parameters.
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‡ow determinant. With the choosen speci…cation, higher dispersion between types’cash ‡ow
exploitation ability (higher g or lower b ) will pull towards separation.
One interesting local complexity is the e¤ect of a higher , when …xed cost are high and
is very low; in this situation, if competitors perceive the signal as pertaining not quite
as clearly to solely corporation speci…cs, could actually incentivize corporations stronger to
pool (…xed costs are relatively more important to bad corporations than good corporations,
so when …xed costs are high the bene…t of being perceived as more valuable weighs relatively
stronger compared to the cost of being perceived as less valuable for the good type; combined
with competition marginally becoming less and less important for extreme values of , raising
slightly from the extreme low value of -1 will see good type less worried about scaring
less competition o¤ by accepting pooling than bad type eager to enjoy less competition and
overpricing of new shares, however as gets further away from the extreme value, the product
market e¤ect will become relatively stronger than the non-product market e¤ects, and will
thus see good type becoming more willing to sacri…ce intrinsic value (by distortion, or perhaps
rather burning, the timing option) to prevent (more and more severe) mispricing and (more
and more severe) unnecessary competitor attraction). The …gure also demonstrates another
aspect of the importance of introducing a more structural approach to the modeling of the
product market, and especially doing so by including the -parameter; although frontiers
for given values of most often behave as described in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) (or
the special justi…cation case for that matter), the nature of how this behaviour changes as
changes is very useful. The bell shape of the equilibrium frontier for given values of
appearing in the plot of the frontier as a function of perceived signal direction and …xed
operating cost, is increasingly pronounced as increases (until the reversion point; up to
this point, increases in leads to the bell becoming higher and at very low values of wider,
while becoming (still higher and) narrower for increases from higher values of ).
Also worth noting is how this speci…cation implies that the interest rate-reaction of
the equilibrium frontier documented in the special justi…cation case is actually much more
common than the one presented in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). The plot reveals that with
the chosen speci…cation, higher interest rates will pull towards separation for most values of
, and this holds especially for almost all of the values of corresponding to good type (in
a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) being the most valuable type.
The product market-e¤ect, no matter which direction it works in, always becomes relatively more dominating whenever changes are made that a¤ect the dispersion between types,
without changing the cash ‡ow exploitation potential di¤erential directly, since the product market-e¤ect only depends on the cash ‡ow exploitation potential di¤erential and an
exogenous . Roughly the overall insight is that the more dispersed (in the broad sense)
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corporations, the more likely pooling, when takes intermediate values, while the more dispersed (in the broad sense) corporations, the more likely separation, when takes extreme
values.
Consider the e¤ect of increasing the growth potential di¤erential for a given . The
di¤erence in option values increases, but so does the competition e¤ect. For extreme values
of the competitive e¤ect will work in the same direction as the option value e¤ect, while for
intermediate values of it will work against the option value e¤ect. That is, for intermediate
values of the relative strenght of the two opposing e¤ects becomes the critically important
aspect of the analysis.
In the chosen speci…cation (apart from a small region most noticably captured in the right
bottom corner of the plot of the equilibrium frontier as a function of perceived direction and
cash ‡ow exploitation ability of the bad type), the e¤ect of the change in option value
will be stronger than the competitive e¤ect, such that the overall e¤ect is a pull toward
separation. If one believes in the chosen speci…cation, the insight learned is that in industries
with large dispersions between types will be prone to separation, while similar industries
with less dispersions will be prone to pooling. That is, in industries with large dispersions
between cash ‡ow exploitation abilities, the greatest dispersion in investment rates will be
observed (since a separating equilibrium generates the largest di¤erence between investment
thresholds). It is important to stress that the framework does imply this; it is an implication
of the chosen speci…cation of the -function. The framework is ‡exible enough to allow for
regions of parameter values, where the opposite conclusion (like in the special justi…cation)
is predicted.
Figure 6 plots the equilibrium threshold for a corporation of good type as a function
of the product market’s perception of signal direction and the volatility of the cash ‡ow
determinant, and characterizes the optimal investment strategy for corporations of good
type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation ability sense).
The …gure underlines the clear impact of competition on investment decisions; how the
sheer presence of competition can a¤ect the frontiers was discussed in the special justi…cation case, since the purpose of this case was to justify including the product market by
introducing the slighest direct competitive e¤ect, what is most interesting here is learning
how the perceived direction of the signal conveyed through a corporation’s investment timing
decision a¤ects the optimal investment strategy directly as well as indirectly. For a given
volatility (and all other parameters …xed) a higher (corresponding to the product market
perceiving the signal as pertaining increasingly to market-wide conditions and decreasingly
to corporation speci…cs) implies a higher investment threshold for the good type for values of not around the critical where roles are reversing. Around the reversion point
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Figure 6: Investment threshold (of the cash ‡ow determinant) for a corporation of the good
type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) as a function of and .
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the optimal threshold drops rapidly (good type becomes the least valuable type, although
almost net of all e¤ects identical to the bad type, and thus invests at the (low) …rst-best
threshold of the good type). Through its e¤ect on the behaviour on competitor behaviour
and thus cash ‡ow exploitation ability net of competitive reaction, impacts the threshold
directly. The e¤ect, and thus value of introducing , is however much more profound. For
instance through indirect channels, also a¤ects the corporation via its e¤ect on equilibrium type (and recognizing the qualitative and quantitative di¤erence in optimal behaviour
in the di¤erent equilibria). Another demonstration of the importance of the indirect e¤ect is
evident from the …gure; the reaction to changes in volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant is
dependent on ; the higher the more important the volatility is for the optimal threshold.
Alternatively, it could be stated that direction of the product market’s perception of the
signal conveyed by the investing corporation, is much more important, when the volatility
is high.
The intuition behind the threshold typically being increasing in is quite simple: when
competitors perceive good information as pertaining increasingly to market-wide attractiveness, the good type will be less motivated to revealing its private information (and especially
not burn instrinsic value by accelerating investment to reveal good information). The bad
type’s incentive to mimic will typically decrease as volatility increases (since good type’s
option is more in-the money than bad type’s as noted in the discussion of the special justi…cation case), implying that good type exploits the natural surge towards separating to achieve
separation with less investment acceleation (such that distortions in investment decline and
the …rst-best threshold is approached).
Figure 7 shows these thresholds for given values of , and demonstrates how and when the
optimal threshold coincide with the di¤erent thresholds de…ned in this part. For instance,
it emerges that a shift in equilibrium type (from a pooling equilibrium to an equilibrium
with separation through investment acceleration) occurs around = 0:5 for = 0, since the
actual optimal threshold follows the pooling threshold for values of below and it follows
Xmw (which is lower than Xg , so acceleration compared to …rst best, and higher than the
naive zero-net present value threshold, so there is still signi…cant value to waiting, even when
waiting value is burned to separate) above. The thresholds also clearly show how roles of
good and bad type have reversed when has increased to 0:8 (where the good type accepts
being recognized as the least valuable type and just invests at Xg (later than the bad type)).
The plot for = 0:2 shows a shift, occurring around = 0:25 from an equilibrium with
separation through investment distortion (acceleration) to the …rst-best equilibrium.
Having analyzed the optimal investment strategy (investment thresholds), the cost of
adverse selection in the capital market is up next. By motivating value-burning distortion
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Figure 7: Investment threshold (of the cash ‡ow determinant) for a corporation of the good
type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) as a function of for given values of .

of investment timing, asymmetric information can reduce the value of corporations. The
reduction in value is equal to the di¤erence between the value of the corporation under the
value-maximizing investment strategy (without informational asymmetries) and the value of
the corporation under the chosen investment strategy.
Figure 8 shows how much the value of a corporation of good type falls as a function of
the volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant; the cost of external …nancing is here de…ned by:
EF (X) = Vg (X)

Vg;prevailing

equilibrium (X)

Vg (X)

1

The …gure con…rms the …ndings from the special justi…cation case that the reduction in
project value can be very severe, and furthermore shows that the -parameter introduced in
the general model developed in this part of the dissertation can be very useful in explaining
the di¤erences in magnitudes of the e¤ect on cost of external …nancing across industries,
since it is clearly demonstrated how strongly a¤ects the impact of for instance a change in
volatility on cost of external …nancing (even though capital markets have absolutely nothing
to do with this perception, nor …nd it relevant; the reason for the product market’s perception still playing a role in the relationship between the investing corporation and the capital
market, of course being, that despite that the capital market does not having a direct interest
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Figure 8: Value reduction of a corporation of good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense)
as a result of the need for external …nancing as a function of and .
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Figure 9: Announcement return at investment for a corporation of good type (in a cash
‡ow exploitation sense) as a function of and . Note that announcement return is only
meaningful when a separating equilibrium prevails.

in how or why competitors perceive the information revealed, their change in behaviour has
the power to change the return on the capital markets’investment in the investing corporation). The comparative statics mirror those from the analysis of the optimal threshold, since
greater investment distortions is the driver of reduction in corporate value.
The model developed in this part is able to generate predictions about abnormal equity
returns in the time window surrounding public announcement of investment decisions. In
the separating equilibrium, outside investors have incomplete information about the quality
of the corporations’potential exploitation ability before investment. However, at the time
of investment, type becomes public information and this uncertainty is resolved. Although
rational investors will be perfectly aware of when either type would optimally invest, not
knowing the type of corporation, implies that the investors will have to wait until information
is resolved to adjust their value assessment to re‡ect the true type of the corporation. That
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is, the information released at the time of separation, triggers a positive jump in the stock
price for the type of the highest intrinsic value and a negative price reaction in least valuable
type’s stock price. This is consistent with the …nding of McConnell and Muscarella (1985)
that unexpected increases in investment lead to increases in stock prices, since the most
valuable type in a separating equilibrium will always be the …rst to invest, and will thus be
the one revealing the information, which in turn leads to an adjustment in the expectation
for the other types.
As hinted by the above, the primary purpose of studying the model’s predictions on abnormal equity returns around investment decisions, is to enable linking to empirical research
(since the predictions generated are rather easily testable) rather than actually showing new
results or insights.
Denoting the announcement return in the general model:
AR(X) = Vg+ (X)

Vseparating

eq (X)

Vseparating

eq (X)

1

The jump in the value of good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation ability sense) when the
value of the cash ‡ow determinant is X, then at the time of investment these abnormal
returns are thus given by AR(Xg ), AR(Xmw ) or AR(Xcw ) depending on whether a …rstbest (separating) equilibrium or a separating equilibrium with investment distortion of the
good type prevails (see the propositions for explicit conditions). If investment is observed
at the threshold, where the most valuable type would optimally invest, it reveals favorable
information about the corporation, and the stock price will rise; if investment is not observed,
it reveals unfavorable information, and the stock price will fall. Note that the concept of
announcement return is only well-de…ned in separating equilibria.
Figure 9 plots the (absolute) abnormal announcement returns of the good type as a
function of the volatility of the cash ‡ow determinant (where the ‡oor of the plot corresponds
to AR not being well-de…ned). Since the timing of investment depends on for instance
the volatility and the product market’s direction perception, so will the abnormal return.
In particular, the model predicts that abnormal returns will typically decrease with the
volatility for the most valuable type, which supports Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), where it
is predicted that announcement returns increase with the growth potential of the good type
(more precisely with growth potential di¤erential or valuation uncertainty) and operating
leverage, and decrease with volatility and growth rate. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that the model developed in this part of the disseration predicts that positive abnormal
returns following increases in capital expenditures should be reserved corporations of the
most valuable type, which is consistent with empirical …ndings in Chan, Gau and Wang
(1995) and Chung, Wright and Charoenwong (1998). It would be interesting to statistically
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Figure 10: Mispricing at investment of a corporation of good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation
sense) as function of
and . Note that mispricing is only meaningful when a pooling
equilibrium prevails.

test these predictions using event studies of investment news for di¤erent industries, since
this would test whether is varying across industries; the models predicts that the stock
price reaction to investment news would depend strongly on .
In pooling equilibria a measure similar to announcement return can be introduced. Mispricing of the equity of corporations of good type in the general model is de…ned as:
M P (X) = Vg+ (X)

Vpooling

eq: (X)

Vpooling

eq: (X)

1

This mispricing is depicted in Figure 10. Similar to the …nding in earlier studies the mispricing is decreasing in the volatility. It is worth noting that the non-monotonic of seemingly
is much weaker on the mispricing than on the announcement returns (up to the critical
value of where the equilibrium type changes); this is perfectly in line with the idea, that
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Figure 11: Announcement return (when a separating equilibrium prevails) or mispricing
(when a pooling equilibrium prevails) at investment of a corporation of good type (in a cash
‡ow exploitation sense) as a function of for given values of .

the direction of the signal is much more important to the product market than the capital
market, since the capital market are only interested in getting their return, not why they
get it.
Figure 11 shows the e¤ect of volatility changes on either announcement return or mispricing for given values of .
Static comparative analysis of the growth potential of the good type, operating cost or
any other parameter of interest could of course be carried out in a similar fashion. Volatility
of the cash ‡ow determinant, growth potential and operating leverage however all essentially
capture the e¤ect of dispersing types, although be it more or less symmetric and distorted,
so although new insights could present it from such analysis, it seems likely that any qualitatively di¤erent results from the ones presented so far would apply only very locally.
In an attempt to provide further testable implications by exploiting that the model has
endogenous …nancing constraints, it is worth noting that the probability of investment over
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the next t years can be computed as:
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N is the cumulative density function of standard normal distribution and K is the relevant
threshold (that is K is the threshold for the considered type given by the relevant equilibrium
existence and characterization proposition from earlier in this part). The hazard rate (F 0 (t))
(1 F (t)) 1 is useful for the probability of undertaking an investment as a function of
time. Whited (2006) is an example of how this type of analysis of the relationship between
asymmetric information and the investment hazard rate of corporations can be conducted.
Alternatively to using this as a test of model by comparing this to the empirically observable
investment rates, this could be used to calibrate the model (for instance to estimate the
implied ).
Another approach to testing the dynamic real options-based model proposed in this part
is to compute the probability that the value falls below investment cost over next T years:
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Here X is investment threshold for the considered type as given by the propositions earlier
in this part. If the informational asymmetries are signi…cant, the probability of ex-post losses
should increase for corporations speeding up investment (for instance a good type separating
from a less valuable bad type by accelerating investment) and fall for corporations slowing
down investment (for instance a good type that accepts pooling with a less valuable bad
type); under perfect information corporations invest with a large option premium over the
cost of investment, and hence have a signi…cant cushion against future downturns, implying
a very low probability of incurring ex-post losses, increasing or decreasing this cushion in
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order to convey information will a¤ect this probability.
A very clear example of a market that the current models in the literature struggle to
explain the rationality behind is real estate development; early and aggressive investment
has seemingly not been a result of high cash ‡ow exploitation ability, which would contradict
the predictions of for example Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). With the model framework
developed in this part, this can however be easily explained without retreating to explanations based on irrational behaviour of corporations. If it seems likely that the market for
developments has been, and perhaps still is, one where developers has used each other as
positive benchmarks - that is, if a competing developer believes in the pro…tability of their
latest development, it instills con…dence in the market for developments to other developers
-, the model predicts that developers with a poor ability to make pro…ts of their developments could end up being more eager to invest early and aggresively than developers with a
better ability to make pro…ts of developments. This is just an example of a very high value
of , and another justi…cation of decomposing the e¤ect of the product market’s reaction to
information release into content and direction to allow for easier and clearer analysis of the
role of asymmetric information in corporate investment.
One particularly interesting empirical …nding in the context of evaluating the validity of
models like the one presented in this part is Bustamante (2012), where private corporations’
decisions to go public are studied, and it is found that the age of the corporation is a
signi…cant characteristic in corporations’decisions to exercise their option to do an intitial
public o¤ering. Interestingly the probability of receiving a high rating by Standard and
Poor’s (although their credibility might have been challenged severely by their role in the
latest …nancial crisis) in the years following an initial public o¤ering on the New York Stock
Exchange is negatively (and strongly signi…cantly) related to the age of the corporation at
the time of the initial public o¤ering. In the context of the framework developed in this
part, this is consistent with corporations of the highest value wanting to invest earlier (and
thus on average at younger age). When taking the sample into consideration (technology
corporations around the dot com-bubble are very highly represented in the sample), the
e¤ects of asymmetric information would be expected to be that moral hazard would be
relatively weak, since most initial public o¤erings are management-owned, while the adverse
selection in the capital market would be relatively strong, since most of the corporations
were quite unknown and unintelligible to investors, leading to a large gap in information
between corporation insiders and investors. These would be the only e¤ects of interest in the
literature until the introduction the product market in this dissertation. The introduction
a more structural model of the product market in the general model of this part of the
dissertation (opposed to for instance the simpler special justi…cation case with essentially
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only a content dimension) is much better suited for the task of explaining and gaining
insight into an empirical …nding like Bustamante (2012); as well as the two mentioned
e¤ects, asymmetric information will also very likely occur between the corporation engaging
in the initial public o¤ering and its competitors in the product market. For the particular
corporations it should be expected that
0, implying that the product market would
work in the same direction as the pure adverse selection e¤ect between the corporation and
its new investors - that is, corporations with a strong ability to turn growth opportunities
into pro…ts will be very motivated to invest earlier than corporations with less potential
to exploit growth opportunities. Why is expected to negative? The young technology
corporations taking initiative to an initial public o¤ering, were primarily endeavouring into
completely new markets with completely di¤erent approaches to business than established
corporations. Established corporations with the position to potentially compete with these
corporation would most likely be puzzled be the avantgarde business ideas and either remain
passive until information about the degree of success for the new corporation is reveal or be
complete scared o¤ from the market feeling completely out of touch with the market having
not already seen the seemingly enormous potential. Also the e¤ect of size builds to the
expection of a negative ; the corporations being initially publicly o¤ered at a young age
in the sample were typically very small and were typically entering either wry segments of
mature technology markets controlled by very large corporation (where the new corporation
would be able to operate below the radar of their larger competitor until gaining attention for
being succesful surprising competitors and leaving them wondering, if the so far unknown,
but rapidly strengthening, corporation has valuable inside information, that is has used to
completely rethink doing business in the market (to achieve immense corporation speci…c
leanness)) or seeing potential in completely new and immature markets without any obvious
competitors (being an highly educated avantegarde whose visions were unveri…able without
technical skills typically not acquired by investors or corporations in related market; capital
markets decided to trust the corporations, other competiors either disagreed or trusted the
corporations, but were scared o¤ by their innovative and technical superiority).
Understanding the role of would help explain, why other studies of initial public o¤erings, short-term success and long-term success or failure of these, would …nd other results,
just like it helps understand, why asymmetric information can a¤ect real options in di¤erent
directions as exampli…ed by the brief discussions above of the real estate development market
and the technology markets around the dot com-bubble.
Aside from future research focusing on empirically testing the model presented in this
part, future research improving the theory, especially by exploiting the preparations for
further re…nement of the product market model provided by this part, should also be en108

couraged.
Motivated by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) the model developed in Section 3 could be
extended with corporate …nancing ‡exibility, ideally including not only debt as an alternative to equity, but also retained earnings (that is, letting the gap between investment and
…nancing act as a signal). Introducing a more sophisticated multidimensional signal however
threatens the validity of signaling. Though possibly technically challenging, allowing more
sophisticated signaling could be of great interest, and it could support the point introduced
in this part that information can be revealed through corporate actions (in this part through
investment timing).
The recent study in Eisfeldt and Muir (2011) indicate that internal and external …nance
can be jointly determined, and that they are highly correlated not only on aggregate level,
but also on corporation level, which disencourages venturing along the path of Morellec and
Schürho¤ (2011), since the implication is that corporations seemingly accumulate as much
…nancing capacity as possible, when …nancing is available, and thus not use …nancing choice
as a vehicle of conveying information, nor obey static pecking order theories (that is the
narrow scope of this part, since it focuses only on equity …nancing and not on debt …nancing
or internal …nancing, might not be as narrow as it seems). A possible explanation for the
time-varying nature of the cost of external …nance hinted by Eisfeldt and Muir (2011) is
provided by this part.
Arguments for a pecking order of …nancing sources often rely on uninformed investors,
hence pushing corporations towards the least information sensitive …nancing vehicle. Having
realized that corporate actions might be able to resolve informational asymmetries naturally
generates interest in whether corporate actions (as investment timing distortion), is a more
e¢ cient way for corporations to reveal their private information than through choice of
…nancing. When corporate actions are succesfully used to signal the usual pecking orders
will fall, and (the fairly priced) equity …nancing will be chosen over debt since risky debt
introduces deadweight costs (direct and indirect bankruptcy costs). Understanding that the
endogenity of …nancing constraints caused by informational asymmetries is heavily in‡uenced
by the skewness (relative strength of e¤ects in product markets and capital markets) of the
asymmetric information rather than the mere presence of asymmetric information, becomes
useful when trying to make sense of the seemingly contrary empirical …ndings; if subsets
of corporations in the Eisfeldt and Muir (2011) analysis behave consistingly di¤erent, this
could be due to di¤erences in for instance across the products markets relevant for these
corporations. That is, the willingness of corporations to use corporate actions as signaling
instead of …nancing a¤ects the cost of external …nance (and thus the relation between internal
and external …nance), and this willingness in turn has been demonstrated to behave non109

trivially in this part (in terms of the unique feature of the model presented in this part,
this willingness was demonstrated to be quantitatively and qualitatively a¤ected by ; that
is, di¤erent ’s will often imply that corporations are signi…cantly di¤erently driven to use
corporate actions to signal to avoid being faced with skeptiscism in the capital markets, and
thus for some ’s the pecking order will surely fall, while for other ’s the relevance of the
pecking order theories cannot be ruled out).
Being able to signal through other channels than just choice of …nancial source, helps
explain why corporations with ample debt capacity would choose equity …nancing, especially
when investing in highly information sensitive projects such as research and development
(where informational asymmetries are likely to be skewed towards value-erosion). This part
studies how one such corporate action can be used as a signaling vehicle. It would be
interesting to study, if other types of corporate actions are able to consistently do the same;
and if so, how multiple corporate actions could be used simoultanously to reveal or withhold
private information optimally.
Research attention could alternatively be directed to the type dimension by introducing
a continuum of types (along the lines of Grenadier and Malenko 2010). Considering ex
ante-values could provide insight into whether committing to disclosure strategies would
serve equity holders better; the relevance is however questionable, since this part argues
that corporations signal through corporate actions, such as investment timing. It would
also be interesting and easy to implement default risk in the model. Intuitively the e¤ect
would be that bad type is encouraged more strongly to mimic good type, since limited
liability provides a lower limit on potential loss; however, the anticipated competitive e¤ect
might change these incentives, and do so asynchronously to the other e¤ects of changed
behaviour of competitors, and thus be another source of new insights into the non-trivial
role of asymmetric information in corporate investment. Comparing the model presented
in this part with a di¤erent approach to dynamic modeling of corporate investment under
uncertainty with competitive interactions and asymmetric information like the investment
race-setup of Miltersen and Schwartz (2004), could also prove interesting.
It is worth noticing that a reduced-form product market model without the direction
dimension, like for instance the special justi…cation case studied above, would not bene…t
signi…cantly from introducing asymmetric information between the investing corporations’
management and owners. This type of moral hazard, as studied in Grenadier and Wang
(2005), essentially plays the exact same role as the type of product market in a model like
the special justi…cation case, thus including it would essentially just correspond to changing
the strength of the pure product market e¤ect. This however changes, when a structural
model of the product market as the general model presented in this part of the dissertation
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is considered; it would add new complexity to the situation, if the model developed in this
part was extended with moral hazard e¤ects simultaneously with the information asymmetry
between the investing corporation and the capital market and the informational asymmetry
between the corporation and the product market.
The most obvious direction for future research is however essentially either making
stochastic or endogenously determined using game theoretical considerations; this is the
theme of the second part of this dissertation.

7

Conclusion

This part of the dissertation aimed at studying the e¤ect of informational asymmetries in
corporate investment under uncertainty. It developed a dynamic real options-based model for
investment behavior of corporations in need of external …nancing in pursuing an investment
opportunity, which can be exploited to varying degree of success known only by corporate
insiders. It was shown that a particular corporate action, (mis-)timing the investment, could
be used for credibly transmitting a signal to the two receipients, the capital market and the
product market, revealing the investing corporation’s private information about the prospects
for its investment to the public and thus resolving the informational asymmetries. While
the capital market will be almost only interested in the content of the signal, the product
market will be very interested in not only the content of the signal, but also the direction
of it; this - technically the introduction of the function and the especially a parameter for
the product market’s perception of the signal’s direction, , governing their behaviour to the
signal content, - essentially drives the new insights compared to the existing literature.
An investing corporation will have incentives to signal being of the type of highest value to
the capital market in order to secure the cheapest possible external …nancing (or equivalently
maximize short-term stock performance even if not external …nancing is required). At the
same time an investing corporation will have incentives to signal being of the type that will
attract the least possible competition in the product market. These are the two fundamental
incentives in the model that might work together in accelerating investment, decelerating it
or work against each other and generate tension that an investing corporation will have to
face in order to choose the optimal investment strategy.
Compared to the existing literature, it was necessary to introduce new distinctions to
capture, when signaling good content respectively bad content will accomplish these fundamental incentives, and new signaling tensions were revealed in the process. Speci…cally
the type concept had to be thought through with more attention to detail than previously
in the literature, since being of the type least able to exploit the raw pro…t potential of an
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investment, could be the most valuable, when taking potential changes in competition into
account.
To be able to use this part as a starting point for further research into the nature of
the product markets’perception of the signal direction, care was taken to treat the di¤erent
cases arising rigourously and separately (with tedious and almost super‡ouos derivations as
a consequence); the obvious value being that two interesting extensions of the framework
developed in this part are neatly prepared. The product market’s perception of the direction
of the signal is modeled as being exogenously given in this part, so it seems very valuable that
the framework is ready to be extended with either stochastic or endogenously determined
direction perception. Although exogeniety limits the immediate applicability of the model
developed in this part, it did provide new insights, and among these interestingly linking
the model to di¤erent types of product market competition through the new parameter for
the product market’s perception of the signal direction. Being more general than its obvious
source of inspiration, Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), the model presented is able to replicate
this as a special case. Aside from this special case of the model already well-analyzed, the
special justi…cation case was drawn forward to illuminate why even the slightest of direct
e¤ect in the product market to information release would justify including modeling of the
product market, since even the slightest of e¤ect would be powerful enough (indirectly) to
quantitatively and qualitatively change optimal investment strategy and the value of investment opportunities. The implementation and discussion of the general model established
a set of testable implications, some of which shed light on existing empirical …ndings while
others remain to be studied, and it indicated a possible calibration strategy for determining
the new parameter introduced in this part. Importantly this part enables explaning (using
rational agents) seemingly contradicting empirical results; it can for instance defend Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) against attacks on its validity based tests of the novel predictions
(which most likely ignites future empirical studies) suggested by the model, since some (systematic) variation from the predicted would be explainable by having ignoring the product
market.
Unfortunately developing a more general framework for treating informational asymmetries when considering the optimal strategy and value of real options, like carried through
in this part (seemingly obviously) means less clear cut results, but some insights are nonethe-less very clear cut and valuable. While the key take-away from the special justi…cation
case, was that the mere presence of asymmetric information is not enough conclude anything
about the change in value or strategy of investment, but the skewness of the asymmetric
information is the critically important factor, the key take-away from the general model, is
that the skewness of the asymmetric information is very sensitive to changes in how competi112

tors perceive, not just the content of any signal transmitted from an investing corporation,
but especially how they perceive the direction of the signal.
The important insight learned was how and why the direction that the product market
perceives the information as pertaining to, is critically important both qualitatively and
quantitatively to the value of an investing corporation as well as the optimal investment
strategy for that corporation, which were both derived as (semi-)closed form-solutions, and
the demonstration of it a¤ecting these through (obvious) direct as well as (not so obvious)
indirect channels, thus stressing the importance of modeling the informational asymmetries
engul…ng real options with the greatest care and attention.
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Abstract
This part of the dissertation studies how the investment timing game between a
corporation with a timing-‡exible investment opportunity and its product market competitors can determine the perceived direction (from market-wide relevant to corporation speci…c) of the content in signals conveyed by the privately informed corporation’s
investment timing distortion decision. The study is motivated by and linked to the …rst
part of the dissertation, where it was showed that the perceived direction is a critical
determinant of the skewness of the asymmetrical information structure, which in turn
was argued is what matters for the analysis of corporate real options under asymmetric
information having demonstrated that it is not the mere presence of asymmetric information that a¤ects strategy or value of real options as (all?) earlier literature would
seem to suggest. This part of the dissertation combines game theoretical considerations
with a real option-approach, and searches for (explanations for) the value-optimizing
investment strategy as well as the resulting value of corporate investment opportunities under asymmetric information and with product market as well as capital market
as information recipients; and tries to present this as useful manual for how and why
to play the investment game of interest to both players and observers. The key differentiation point of this part of the dissertation from the existing literature is the
add-on of the investment game to the real options-platform, and the part contributes
with insights about the mechanism of this game and how it a¤ects the underlying platform especially the optimal exercise strategy and the resulting value of the real option.
Key take-aways include the demonstration of the investment game being su¢ ciently
powerful to lead to e¤ective directions di¤erent from the true direction of the signal
content, and exactly how this translates into new investment strategies and values for
the potentially investing corporation, and identifying how this game is driven by the
product market competitors’prior distribution of content directions, since this will be
somewhat self-ful…lling. The degree of self-ful…llment will be driven by the amount of
gloating derived by the potentially investing corporation from in‡icting direct losses to
its competitors. How this part of the dissertation is also useful as a platform for future
extensions is discussed as well.
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1

Introduction

Strategic corporate investments have occupied researchers for years, and since the seminal
study in Myers and Majluf (1984) the e¤ect of asymmetric information on these investments
has been acknowledged. While Myers and Majluf (1984) demonstrated how adverse selection
by capital markets could severely a¤ect incentive structures for corporate decision-makers,
and inspired a volume of research on this, the underlying idea, that the resolving of these
informational asymmetries would occur as the capital market and the corporation meets to
…nance the investments, was long left uncontested in the main stream of the literature. The
notion of a pecking order of …nancing sources introduced by Donaldson (1961) and explicitly
supported by Myers and Majuf (1984) has driven much of the more recent research on
strategic investments, and especially the literature on capital structures.
However, until Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) the dynamic nature of capital structure
choices and the implications this nature has on adverse selection and the notion of a pecking
order was neglected. Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) used a real option-approach to study
how distortion of investment timing could credibly communicate an investing corporation’s
private information to the capital market, and thus resolve the informational asymmetry
before meeting the capital market for …nancing. The introduced possibility of burning real
option-value implies that corporate actions can be used as a signaling device conveying private information from the privately informed corporation to the uninformed capital market,
and thus challenges the pecking order theory and its diktat cast on investing corporations
to always exhaust the least information-sensitive sources of …nancing …rst. This challenge
is very welcome in the light of the very mixed, and seeming chaotic, empirical results that
rejects the pecking order theory in some studies, and …nds support for it in others with
seemingly no clear pattern for when it holds and when it does not (compare for instance
Frank and Goyal (2003), Leary and Roberts (2010) and Baskin (1989) to see some of the
opposing views), and builds a theory to support the conjecture in Fama and French (2005).
Although the critically acclaimed Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) represents a clash with
the until then uncontested notion of a pecking order of …nancing sources and helps explain
some of the variation in the empirical …ndings, it still supported another uncontested notion.
Prevailing in the purer real options-literature is the notion, that asymmetric information
is primarily a matter of adverse selection between the capital market and the real optionholding corporation (as recent as Bouvard 2012). This has meant a very one-sided perception
of the e¤ect of asymmetric information on real options.
The …rst part of this dissertation in general, and the treatment of the special justi…cation
case in particular, set o¤ to investigate whether only this type of asymmetric information
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matters, such that the lack of research in the existing literature on other sources of asymmetric information could be explained by their lack of importance. The special justi…cation case
however clearly documented that including the e¤ect of asymmetric information between a
real options-holding corporation and the product market to the setting, leads to signi…cant,
qualitatively as well as quantitatively, changes in the optimal investment strategy and the
resulting value of the investment opportunities. While other studies had been conducted
on other sources of asymmetric information before the introduction of the product market
in the …rst part of this dissertation (Grenadier and Wang (2005) for instance studies moral
hazard between owners and managers, and it is immediately apparant that this works almost
directly opposite the isolated adverse selection e¤ect as studied), the simultaneous study of
multiple sources of e¤ect of asymmetric information was lacking until this dissertation; and
while other studies had been conducted also on multiple sources of e¤ect of asymmetric information, doing this study in a dynamic setting based on real options was lacking until this
dissertation. The reduced-form model of the product market introduced through the special
justi…cation case in the …rst part of the dissertation, although suitable to challenge the disregarding of other sources of asymmetric information in general and those from the product
market in particular, does not su¢ ce to describe the mechanisms in the product market; the
general model of the …rst part of this dissertation addressed this by actually introducing a
structural model of the product market to the setting known from Morellec and Schürho¤
(2011), leading to a decomposition of the private information into a content and a direction,
and in the process provided a link between the literature on real options-based corporate
investment studies and purer information economic studies like Christensen and Feltham
(2003), where studying settings with two recipients like the capital market and the product
market was already well-established. The …rst part of the dissertation demonstrated the impact of information asymmetries when the product market could perceive the content of the
signal transmitted from investment decisions as pertaining to di¤erent reasons; this was done
by introducing a direction-dimension (supplementing the content-dimension) to the signal,
where the direction ranges from fully inward, corporation speci…c (such that good prospects
of an investment could be interpreted as the investing corporation being very lean), to fully
outward, market-wide relevant (such that the good prospects could instead be interpreted
as the product market being idiot-proof) using an exogenously given direction perception
of the product market’s interpretation of, and thus reaction on, information released by the
exercise of real options.
This study is motivated by this lack of knowledge about what (and how it) determines
this direction of signal content, and de…nes its goal as developing a theory for this. The
ambition is to contribute to the existing literature with an applicable and intuitive theory
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based on a simple, interpretable and add-on-friendly model in keeping with the spirit of the
concept of real options as pionereed by Brennan and Schwartz (1985). Empirical performance
(and testability) and numerical implementation are welcomed bonusses, but not the primary
objective of this study.
The style of this part of the dissertation is adapted to the ideal of applicability, simplicity
and useful intuition rather than to advance complex mathematical modeling of real option
pricing and implementation of such pricing models. This implies that the technical modeling
of the new theory presented in this part of the dissertation is designed to be as easily
accessible as possible, yet still sophisticated enough to demonstrate how the theory works
and what its consequences likely are. The study is thus intentionally stilistic and meant
to serve as a platform for future research rather than being a fully self-contained, fully
functioning, fully consistent and fully numerically implemented model; and a few words of
caution, though analytic results in this study will seem very strong at a …rst glance, they
are not as deep or as closed as they seem (as more careful reading should reveal).
The purpose is to gain qualitative and quantitative insight on the one side into the
mechanism that determines the direction and acquire compelling raw intuition about this,
as well as understanding the e¤ects of this mechanism on investment strategy and value and
what drives these e¤ects, and on the other side into the di¤erences and their magnitude
when compared to the …rst part this dissertation, where direction is exogenously given. The
focus of the technical side of this part of the dissertation will be on identifying the optimal
(investment exercise) strategy as characterized by an optimal investment threshold for an
underlying cash ‡ow determinant, and calculating the resulting value of the timing-‡exible
investment opportunity; and this taking the endogenenity of the direction of any signal
content into account.
The idea behind the new theory on the determination mechamism of the signal direction
presented in this part of the dissertation, is to introduce an investment game to the setting
and model developed in the …rst part of the disseration thus endogenizing the direction
perception that was exogenous in the …rst part; thus this second part of the dissertation
wants to become a manual for how and why to play this investment game (that determines
the direction any signal content will be perceived as having), and it is intended for both
players and observers, and, moreover, it strives to follow the notation and structure of the
…rst part of the dissertation as closely as possible to ease the reading for readers familiar
with or interested in compared to the model and the special cases of it developed in the …rst
part.
Essentially this new investment game is similiar to the approach of Christensen and
Feltham (2003) used in the literature on purer information economics. The game theory
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presented will be as standard as possible, since this is a …rst attempt at modeling a new
theory using methods from another strand of literature. Clearly this links the study to not
only the literature on information economics and (real) option pricing as discussed above,
but also to the literature on game theory. This last link is not a new link for the real option
literature (for instance Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) considers a game-like race between
R&D projects, Grenadier (1996) studies real estate development games with a real optionapproach and Grenadier and Malenko (2010) develops a model not dissimilar to the general
model developed in the …rst part of the dissertation however with a continuum of types, an
agency component in utilities, no product market and only a content-dimension in the signal,
and studies four di¤erent games using this model), but much more can still be learned about
both strands of literature from bridging the gap between them even better.
Having motivated and introduced this part of the dissertation in general, and its goal,
its idea, its style and its links to existing literature in particular: let the game begin!
The rest of this part of the dissertation is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the technical side of the model, and treats the benchmark setting with (partially) symmetric information, including the introduction of the investment game. Section 3 develops the
technical side of the full model with asymmetric information in both the content and the
direction dimensions by …rst studying separating equilibria given conjectures of the dominating direction and then moving on to studying separating equilibria with the investment
game endogenizing the direction. Section 4 discusses the prospects of developing the model
in this study, including discussion of key take-aways, and application, implementation as well
as limitations of these, and also presents ideas for future add-ons to the platform developed
and testable empirical predictions of the …ndings in this study. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2

Model and Assumptions

This part of the dissertation models a corporation that must issue new equity to pursue a
risky investment project. The corporate insiders are better informed about the potential of
the project than outsiders; corporate insiders have information about the climate for that
type of investments and about the corporation’s leanness. Investors in the capital market and
competing corporations in the product market are among the outsiders. The corporation has
discretion over whether to invest or not, and when to invest. The actions of the corporation
will be rationally analyzed by outsiders, and outsiders will form Bayesian updated beliefs
about the prospects of the investment. Under these assumptions an equilibrium model of
the issue-invest decision is developed.
Essentially the model developed in the …rst part of the dissertation, which relates most
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clearly to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), Myers and Majluf (1984) and McDonald and Siegel
(1986), is the starting point for this second part. Game theoretical considerations are then
added to endogenize the -parameter. Financial markets are assumed fully competitive.
Agents are risk neutral and discount cash ‡ows at a constant rate r. A set of in…nitelylived corporations, each of which has rights to an investment opportunity, is considered.
Potential competition is in possession of rights to su¢ ciently similar investments that can
erode some of the considered corporation’s investment value. The direct cost of investment,
I, is constant, and is assumed irreversible (in keeping with the real options framework).
Once investment is completed, it will generate a continuous stream of cash ‡ows. The level
of these cash ‡ows depends on corporation’s ability to make the most of the investment,
indexed k. Corporations are partitioned into to just two types of corporations; a good
type (g), which has a high investment exploitation potential and a bad type (b), which
has a low investment exploitation potential. The two types’ characteristics are captured
by the parameter k 2 f b ; g g, where g > b > 0 and P ( k = g ) = p 2 [0; 1]. At
any time t after investment, a corporation of type k generates (instantaneous) cash ‡ow
( k
( p ; response ))Xt f , where k > 0 is private information known only by corporate
insiders, f > 0 is a constant (instantaneous) operating expense induced by investment,
p
> 0 is the product market’s perception of the signal content (are the insiders percieved
as feeling good or bad), response is the product market’s choice of (optimal given their
(updated) beliefs on true direction) response perception of signal direction (that is, is the
content of the signal directed inward towards …rm speci…cs or outward towards marketwide market attractiveness), and is the function capturing the probability and e¤ect of
competitor behaviour given perceptions. The product market’s perception of the signal
direction is normalized such that response 2 [ 1; 1], with -1 being fully inward, 1 being fully
outward, negative values being dominantly inward and positive values being dominantly
outward. The interpretation of the beta-function is that it is the probability weighted share
of market revenue lost by the considered corporation as a consequence of changed competitor
behaviour (be it new entries, exits or just changed aggression of existing competitors caused
by the considered corporation’s strategic move (that is, its choice to invest)). The restriction
( ; response ) 2 [0; 1] then follows naturally, since it will never be possible for competition
to steal more than the entire market with certainty.
Futher restrictions can be imposed upon the beta-function; the e¤ect of competition is
increasing in perceived type, when the signal is percieved as being directed outward, that is
for response > 0 : @@ > 0. If the competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to marketwide attractiveness, the better the signal, the more aggressive they will be. Similarly for
@
response < 0 : @ < 0 , since competitors perceiving the signal as pertaining to …rm speci…cs,
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will be scared more o¤ by the lean and self-con…dent corporation, the better the signal. If
competitors perceive the signal as revealing a good prospect for the corporation, then the
more they perceive the signal as being outward directed (thus revealing a favorable market
rather than revealing that there is a competitor with a favorable position in the market), the
more aggressive they will behave, that is for p = g : @@ > 0. Similarly for p = b : @@ < 0,
since competitors will be attracted to a market with a corporation in a weak position, but
will be avoiding a weak market.
Outsiders’ perception of the corporation is assumed determined on the basis of public
information (including publicly observable (investment) behaviour), and is hence assumed
to be identical across markets (that is, product market participants and capital market
participants share belief about the type of the corporation). Notice that the cash ‡ows
are not trivially observable to the corporation, since it depends on outsiders’ perception
(alternatively it could be assumed that despite observing the cash ‡ows, the corporation is
for some reason (noisiness, cost of analysis, lack of rationality...) not able to backward the
perception from the observation and use it strategically). Opposed to the …rst part of the
dissertation, where it is of no value to the corporation, since it is already better informed and
in control of the signaling, and considers the signal direction perception exogenously given,
in this model this would be valuable information to the considered corporation (in the game
between outsiders and insiders, when building rational mutual conjectures and exploiting
them to anticipate and accomodate the opponent’s optimal response). Xt is an observable
cash ‡ow determinant that evolves as dictated by the di¤erential equation (1) with X0 > 0,
where growth rate < r and volatility > 0 are constant, and fZt gt is a standard Wiener
process:
dXt = Xt dt + Xt dZt
(1)
Prior to investment the capital structure of any corporation is normalized to consist of
nk = 1 share of common equity. To fund the investment a corporation instantly issues new
equity. Assuming that the corporate decision makers act fully in the interest of existing shareholders following Myers and Majluf (1984) (that is, they are perfectly incentive-controlled),
the corporation’s objective is to maximize the intrinsic value of existing shares (which is just
the selling price of shares in fully informed capital markets). It is assumed that existing
shareholders remain passive during issuance of new equity, such that new equity will be held
by new shareholders. n+
k = 1+ nk denotes the number of outstanding shares after …nancing
of the investment.
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2.1

Investment timing under symmetric information

For reference, notation building and intuition on the e¤ects of asymmetric information on
equilibrium corporate investment strategies, the situation with perfect information is reviewed for benchmarking. When all investors have full information the optimal investment
strategy is fairly obvious. If given a …nancing choice, it su¢ ces to realize that debt …nancing
induces deadweight costs (given that there is positive probability of default), while equity
…nancing is fair, when investors have equal access to corporation information; hence equity
…nancing dominates debt …nancing. Using the terminology of veri…able disclosure opposed to
symmetric information would perhaps be more appropriate, since competitors are modeled
to react at the time of investment (disclosure). If competitors were perfectly informed (like
investors), a competitive e¤ect would most likely occur before the corporation’s investment.
This section is divided into a section treating the case with fully symmetric information, and
another section treating the case with symmetric information in the content-dimension, but
not in the direction-dimension.
2.1.1

Fully symmetric information

Denote by Vk the value of type k’s investment opportunity before investment. The present
value of a perpetual stream of cash ‡ows, fXt gt , given a starting value of the process is given
by:
21
3
Z
x
(2)
(x) = E 4 e rt Xt dt jX0 = x 5 =
r
0

The present value of operating expenses is similarly given by:

F =

Z1

e

rt

f dt =

f
r

(3)

0

The corporation does not generate any cash ‡ows before investment, hence over the instant
dt, existing shareholders can only earn a capital gain (or loss) on their investment in the
corporation. This gain (or loss) amounts to E dVk . Capital markets require a return on
investing in the corporation’s equity equal to r, since capital markets are assumed risk neutral (otherwise a harmless measure change would be able to handle the risk-compensation).
Applying Itô’s lemma, it follows that the value of the investment opportunity (equivalent to
the value of the corporation) for values of the cash ‡ow determinant, where investment has
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not been ful…lled (that is for X < Xk ), satis…es:
rVk =

1
2

2

X2

@ 2 Vk
@V
+ X k
2
@X
@X

;

k 2 fg; bg

(4)

The general solution to (4) is given by (see Dixit and Pindyck (1994) for a richer display of
mechanisms and arguments in the solution procedure):
(5)

Vk (X) = AX + BX

and are the positive respectively negative root of the corresponding fundamental quadratic
equation, which is given by:
1 2
y(y 1) + y r = 0
(6)
2
The form of the quadratic equation implies that the positive root can be explicitly solved
for, which gives:
v
!2
u 2
2
u
2r
(7)
= 2 2 +t 2 2
+ 2 >1
Equation (5) is solved subject to boundary conditions that follow from value-matching and
smooth-pasting. The value of equity at the time of investment is equal to the payo¤ from
investment for a given direction perception parameter true (true type and true direction is
known by markets):
Vk (X;

response )X=Xk

=(

(

k

k;

true ))

(Xk )

F

I

(8)

To ensure investment occurs along the optimal path, the value of equity at the time of
investment has to satisfy smooth-pasting:
@Vk (X; response )
@X

X=Xk

=(

k

(

k;

true ))

@ (X)
@X

X=Xk

(9)

The option to invest becomes worthless as the value of the cash ‡ow determinant tends to
zero:
lim Vk (X; true ) = 0
(10)
X!0

Condition (10) implies B = 0. Xk denotes the endogenous and type-speci…c investment
threshold; once the cash ‡ow determinant reaches this threshold, the corporation will invest.
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Condition (8) then implies:
A=

(

(

k

k;

true ))

(Xk )

F

I

(11)

Xk

Substituting (8) into (9) and rearranging, yields an expression for the value-maximizing
investment threshold Xk :
Xk (

true )

=

r
1

(

k

k;

true )

(12)

(F + I)

Equation (12) reveals that there is a value to waiting (since corporations optimally choose
)( k
( k ; true )) 1 (F + I)). Substituting equation (12) into (5)
to wait Xk > Xk0 = (r
solves for Vk , and yields an expression for the value of equity before investment:
Vk (X;

true )

= (

(

k

k;

true ))

(Xk )

F

I

X
Xk

(13)

Equation (13) shows that the value of the investment project can be written as the product
of the surplus created by investment and the present value of one money-unit contingent
on investment. Furthermore, good type no longer necessarily invests before bad type; the
threshold is decreasing in k , that is good type invest before bad type, if and only if:
@ Xk
@
@
@

=
=

k

@
@

1
(

k

=

k^

( ;

=

1

(r

)(F + I) < 0 ,
(14)

<1
=

true

2
true ))

k

For true > 0, that is the signal is perceived as pertaining dominantly to market-wide
attrativeness, it was earlier assumed that @@ > 0, thus without imposing the restriction
that @@ < 1, it could be that bad type is the …rst to invest. For true < 0, that is the
signal is perceived as pertaining dominantly to the corporation’s self-esteem, it was earlier
assumed that @@ < 0, thus given such an true good type will invest before bad type. The
reason for the reversion of roles is that, if competitive interactions are su¢ ciently strongly
aggressive, the e¤ect of competition will actually make the bad type the better type when
considering not only raw cash ‡ow exploitation ability, but also inevitable competition. This
demonstrates the importance of the perceived signal direction captured by the -parameter.
Clearly, in the case of fully symmetric information neither the investing corporation nor
the product market are given any respectively chance and incentive to deviate from setting
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(that is, choice (in the product market) of direction belief to base its reaction on)
equal to the (publicly known) true .
Furthermore, since Vtype 1 > Vtype 2 , Xtype 1 < Xtype 2 , the type of corporation that
would want to invest …rst (at the lowest threshold) in a …rst-best setting, is the type of
corporation of the highest value in a …rst-best setting. In preparation for potential extensions
to a continuous type-space, it is worth noting that:
response

@Vk
@

=
=

k

1
(F + I)

1

X

@
@

1

r

=

k

!

1

(

k

k;

response )

(15)

The model in this part of the dissertation does not restrict the e¤ect of competitive interactions by imposing restrictions on the beta-function such that b
( b ; response ) <
@
( g ; response ) (or analogously @ = < 1), to prevent competition from making a
g
k
good type in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense to a bad type in a value sense. The goal of this
part of the dissertation is to develop a model that can also be used as a model of markets
with very (even overly) aggressive competitors, so imposing such a restriction, although it
would make the model more tractable, would prevent the model from reaching its goal.
Under symmetric information the investment is …nanced at a fair price (as good as internal
…nancing), hence the number of new shares is given by the equation:
I
=
nk

k

(

k ; aresponse )

1+

nk

(Xk )

F
(16)

Equation (16) follows from investors being risk neutral and hence requiring an expected
return on investment given by r.
2.1.2

Symmetric information in the content-dimension and information game
in the direction-dimension

Relieving the assumption of an exogenously given (and known) direction perception parameter will of course not change anything, and especially not trigger any game, if the direction
is information that - although essentially given to the investing corporation - is also known
by outsiders; response will just be equal to the true known by the investing corporation as
well as the product and capital markets.
However, relieving the assumption and instead assuming that only the content parameter
is known by insiders as well as outsiders, while the true direction parameter is only known
by the (semi-privately informed) investing corporation, such that outsiders form a perception
and choose response based on this, will trigger a game between participants in the product
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market and the considered corporation. Note that it is the perceived direction that matters
for the product market’s behaviour, thus although the investing corporation knows the true
direction, failing to convey this credibly to the product market implies that the true direction
will not be the prevailing direction (the product market reacts e¤ectively irreversibly on its
perception, even when this perception is wrong). Thus, the investing corporation will be
an actual player in the game, and not just a signaller. In this study it is assumed that the
capital market forms beliefs about the signal direction completely similarly to the product
market.
In order not to blur the new mechanisms and the intuition to be developed from studying them, the behaviour of the product market is modeled stylistically simplistically. The
product market is assumed to be represented by a single representative competitor with
instantaneous cash ‡ows given by:
"( ; ;

p

;

(17)

response )Xt

The "-function captures the e¤ect of misperception and changed behaviour. It is assumed
to take the form, where
> 0,
> 0,
> 0, 0 <
2 Z, 0 <
2 Z and
> 0 are
given and known parameters (note the distinctions between known parameters and unknown
parameters (either being perceived or conjectured) below):
"( ; ;

p

;

response )

=

( ; ) +

(

p

)

+

(

1)(

response )

(18)

The function thus captures, and appropriately pro…t scales, the actual stolen market
revenue, the impact of misperception of content and the impact of misconjecture of direction
(no direct cross links, that is direct cross e¤ects, between misperceptions of content and
direction are speci…ed, but the function does capture, that the e¤ect of misperceiving the
content can be o¤set or reinforced by misconjecturing (that is being mislead by the investing
corporation) the direction; for instance perceiving good content as being better than it truly
is makes conjecturing the direction as being less market-wide relevant, yet still dominatingly
market-wide relevant, than it truly is, will make the mistakes reduce each other; conjecturing
the direction as being more corporation speci…c, and dominatingly coporate speci…c, would
however make the mistakes increase each other). Content is normalized such that = 1
is considered neutral content, that is,
> 1 corresponds to absolutely positive content
(though it could still be relatively bad, if both good and bad type have -values larger than
1) and < 1 corresponds to absolutely negative content (though it could still be relatively
good, if both good and bad type have -values smaller than 1). It is worth noting that
the product market dynamics are allowed ‡exibility in this model to be fairly complex; the
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possibility of misperception a¤ecting the overall market size is allowed (such that the lost
(normalized) market revenue by the investing corporation not necessarily equals the won
(normalized) market revenue by the other product market participants, which could occur
if for instance overinvestment in the product market leads to price wars and reduces overall
market revenue).
Thus, the representative competitor will have the pro…t function (for given perception of
content and conjecture of direction of the signal conveyed by the (distortion of the) considered
corporation’s investment timing decision):
21
Z
rc
4
(x; response ) = E
e

rt

p
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Note that the function e¤ectively reduces, when the type is known, since p will just
equal . The representative competitor has a prior belief about the distribution of signal
directions ( ja(X)) (and remember is assumed to be as informed about the signal content
as the considered corporation) for the given action, a, by the investing corporation; that
is, a, essentially just captures whether the investing corporation invests or not for a given
underlying cash ‡ow determinant value X. The representative competitor updates its distribution as the underlying cash ‡ow determinant evolves, since observing (no) investment
by the investing corporation compared to the rational investment threshold for an investing
corporation knowing (or conjecturing) its type and the direction response it faces, reveals
information about the investing corporation. The looping sequence of play (or rather updating) goes like: 1. the representative competitor forms beliefs about the distribution of signal
directions
( ja(X)), 2. the representative competitor solves its maximization problem:
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1

and, 3. the investing corporation updates its value-optimizing investment threshold
Xk ( response ), which determines for which values of X the corporation would turn to action and invest, and especially whether it will invest at the current value of the underlying
cash ‡ow determinant. This update, based on mutual best-response conjectures, releases
new information to the representative competitor, and the process starts over. The update
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of the distribution will follow Bayes’theorem such that:
( ja(X)) =

a (a(X)j true )

R1

(

a (a(X)j true )d

true )

(

(21)

true )

1

In (21) the distribution of the true
(that is, the
that would be prevailing, if no
game took place) is captured by ( true ), while a (a(X)j true ) is the conditional distribution function capturing how a given true will transform into an action plan given by the
a-function. Note that assuming no interference in the action planning of the considered corporation would imply determinism (and thus a degenerated conditional distribution function
with full weight on the value optimizing threshold given the true ). This study is interested
in illustrating the (endogenous) determination of , thus initially no further restrictions will
be placed on the (form of the) distributions of beliefs (and the maximization problem is
not solved more explicitly). The optimal threshold could however be written in the more
implementation friendly (that is, mistake-proof) way:
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To apply this result, that is to transform it into an actionable threshold value, it would
only take a speci…cation of the distributions, the -function and the various parameters.
Note that with symmetric information in the content-dimension, and the considered
corporation only being interested in prevailing (the …nal response ), the product market will
not be able to learn anything from the considered corporation’s behaviour; the considered
corporation’s optimal choice of threshold is completely independent of the private information
about the true value of . The product market will thus not learn anything about the true
direction from observing the considered corporation’s actions, implying that the game will not
be informative for the product market, and thus the product market should not be updating
its belief distribution throughout the game that determines . The game will be controlled by
di¤erences in the product market’s belief distribution, and the considered corporation’s belief
about the product market’s belief distribution; when the product market’s belief is known
by the considered corporation, the game will thus be very degenerate, and just lead to the
product market’s initial response end up being prevailing (and the considered corporation
choosing the optimal thresholds, essentially taking this initial product market response for
given). Any di¤erences between the true direction and the product markets optimal response
based on its prior belief distribution, favorable or not for the product market, will ex post
only be a¤ecting the product market. The following study of asymmetric information will
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discuss opening up for also the considered corporation being interested in the di¤erence
between true and response in this model.
The key take-aways are summarized in the following:
Proposition 1 With symmetric information in the content-dimension, the considered corporation will be playing the investment game independently of the true direction; thus the
corporate actions decided upon by the considered corporation will not transmit any new information to outsiders, like the product market.
Outsiders, like the product market, will choose ex ante optimal actions based solely on
their prior belief distributions.
Only outsiders, like the product market, will ex post be a¤ected by di¤erences between the
optimal action based on the true value and the chosen action.
Formally this can also be seen by considering the single-crossing condition:
@
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That is, since the value of the investing corporation is una¤ected by the true
(it
depends only on prevailing as chosen by the product market), the single-crossing condition
will not be satis…ed; the investing corporation will not and cannot signal through investment
timing. The gloat-function introduced later in this part of the dissertation will establish a
link between true and prevailing , and thus lead to single-crossing (future research could
focus on characterizing the class of gloat-functions that ensure single-crossing).
Having modelled the basic mechanism of the determinantion of
through the game
between the product market and the considered corporation in a setup with symmetric
information about the type of the considered corporation, the focus will now be turned
to the investment timing decision under asymmetric information (about content as well as
direction) with two recipients (the capital market and the product market), and after that,
analysis and discussion of the results are conducted.

3

Investment Timing under Asymmetric Information
with Two Recipients

This section focuses on developing the full model with both the capital market and the
product market as recipients of signaled information from the considered corporation. This
part of the dissertation focuses on separating equilibria, and only discusses how endogenous
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direction determination would work in pooling equilibria (leaving mathematical modeling
of this for future work). In subsections of the section focusing on separating equilibria two
separate cases are studied following the method and notation of the …rst part of the dissertation. This second part of the dissertation can be strongly simpli…ed by assuming that it is
known whether @@ = < 1 or not, and since this assumption is considered plausible it is
k
used in this part of the dissertation (remember that the -function captures the probability
weighted expected market revenue lost by the considered corporation to the product market
due to changes in competitor behaviour following the information release by the investment
timing decision, and this function could very well be known by all agents and its derivative
not too sensitive to the value of ). Future work could relieve this assumption, and study
how this would a¤ect the dynamics of the game between the considered corporation and the
product market; not knowing whether @@ = < 1 or not would make the game considerk
ably more complex, since updating the beliefs on direction would become much more di¢ cult
(remember that the …rst part of the dissertation demonstrated just how quantitatively and
qualitatively di¤erent strategies and values are optimal depending on whether @@ = < 1
k
or not and the sign of , thus making the updating for the uninformed product market much
more di¢ cult than just comparing observed investment behaviour to an easily conjectured
(mutually best-response) optimized investment threshold). In this study however, the modeling is fairly straight forward; assuming that @@ = < 1, the optimal investment threshold
k
under asymmetric information (in the type-dimension as well as the content-dimension) is
determined in the two subsubsections, when the investing corporation expects response to
be either positive or non-positive. In the subsubsection following that, the game between
the investing corporation and the representative competitor is studied. Finally, this section
contains a subsection on (some of) the (most obvious) shortcomings of the modelling done
in this study.

3.1

Separating equilibrium

The capital outlay required for the considered corporation to pursue the investment opportunity is assumed …nanced by issuance of new equity. The primary objective of this section
is to prove the existence of a separating equilibrium and to provide a useful characterization
of the unique separating equilibrium. This section will show that there exists a timing of
investment for the good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) that makes it possible to
sustain a separating equilibrium (in which the two types invest at di¤erent thresholds and
issue fairly priced equity) even when a game has to be played with the capital market about
the direction of the signal-content. That is, there exists a threshold where the type of high
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value …nds it pro…table to invest, while the type of low value does not …nd it pro…table to
mimic, even when the tensions between the types translate into a more complex, and vulnerable, position in the game against the product market. The mechanism underlying the
equilibrium is in essence quite simple; a corporation of the type of high value will always want
to invest earlist, and a corporation of the type of low value, given the choice, would always
want to considered of high type (or average type), when acquiring equity …nancing (though
the impact of the necessary investment timing distortion, the changed position in the game
against the product market and by changed competitor behaviour can o¤set this). If is
positive, that is the product market perceives the signal conveyed by the investing corporation’s investment timing decision as pertaining dominatingly to market-wide attractiveness,
a corporation of good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense), given the choice, would always
want to be considered of bad type (or average type) to minimize competition in the product
market (though the impact of the necessary investment timing distortion and by changed
…nancing can o¤set this). If is negative, that is the product market perceives the signal as
pertaining dominatingly to corporation speci…cs (corporate leanness), a corporation of bad
type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense), given the choice, would always want to be considered
of good type (or average type) to scare o¤ more competition (though the impact of changed
…nancing and investment timing distortion can o¤set this). When compared to the …rst part
of the dissertation what is new in this second part is that an investing corporation is not
only faced with the dilemma of whether to distort investment timing in order to credibly
communicate its type to the product market, because in this part of the dissertation the direction of the signal is not exogenously given, but determined by a game played between the
corporation and the product market, thus an investing corporation has to take its position
in the game against the product market into account, when deciding how or if to communicate the content of its private information to the product market and the capital market.
Clearly, it is no longer su¢ cient to know whether revealing its content is a good idea or not,
since the e¤ect (especially in the product market and less so in the capital market) of the
revealed content depends on how the direction of this content is perceived; revealing good
content can be good, if the perceived direction is right, but bad, if the perceived direction is
wrong! Since the product market is assumed to react on its perception, and its actions being
e¤ectively irreversible (in keeping with the real options approach), the "true" direction will
only be prevailing, if the product market perceives the direction correctly!
Distorting the investment timing for a given direction perception (compared to the …rstbest timing) decreases the value of the investment for the type with the highest value taking
all e¤ects into account, but the change in investment strategy has a larger value impact on
the type of a lower value taking all e¤ects into account, and hence makes it possible for the
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type of highest value taking all e¤ects into account to avoid being mistaken for a lower value
type, if a threshold exists such that the type of high value …nds it pro…table to invest, while
the type of low value does not …nd it pro…table to mimic. Without such a result (see the
…rst part of the dissertation for a very general proof of the validity of investment timing
distortion as a signal), the search for separate equilibria would be in vain.
Incentive compatibility constraints will be the building blocks in the solution presented
in the two following subsections. Incentive structures will di¤er depending on whether competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to either dominatingly market-wide attractiveness
( > 0) or corporation speci…cs ( < 0), even though the competitive e¤ect (for simplicity)
is assumed not strong (enough to make good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) to the
least valuable in a …rst-best setting), but rather weak; note that the use of language in this
part of the dissertation, means that a very weak e¤ect might indeed be very strong, but it
pulls towards a weakening of the competition and will have the e¤ect of competitors strongly
becoming weak, which explains the choice of language in this part of the dissertation. The
beta-function should be constructed such that the special case with
= 0, models that
competitors do not react at all (since their stand is that the information is neutral to them),
and hence in this situation competitive interactions disappear and the model reduces to the
model developed by and studied in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011). Note that will now
interchangably be used to refer to (it should be apparant from the contexts when which interpretation is relevant) the true known only the considered corporation, the best-response
direction-perception formed by the product market response and the that will end up prevailing after the optimizations and the game. Also note that the competitive e¤ect can never
be strong (enough to reverse roles), if the signal is perceived as pertaining to corporation
speci…cs.
3.1.1

Considered corporpation conjectures that signal is perceived as marketwide relevant

This subsection will (quickly) determine the optimal investment threshold (and implied
value) for a considered corporation given its knowledge of its type, its awareness of the
need to use the timing to credibly signal its type to the capital market and the product
market, and taking a (positive) conjecture of the signal direction perception formed by the
representative competitor for given. This case corresponds to the considered corporation
taking > 0 for given and thus (rationally) ignoring the game against the representative
competitor; that is, it is completely the same as in the …rst part of the dissertation remembering that @@ = < 1 is also taken for given. It should …rst of all be noted that in this case
k
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the good type will have the highest …rst-best value of equity, so in this section good type is
genuinely the better type, since it is better at exploiting cash ‡ows and also has the highest
value in a …rst-best setting. In this case, the corporation will want to signal good type (that
is the highest value) to capital markets to acquire the cheapest possible …nancing, but on the
other hand will want to signal bad type to product markets to avoid attracting more competition (since competitors will perceive the revelation of good prospects for the investment as
pertaining to the market-wide attractiveness of investments in the product market, and thus
be attracted to the market by observing good types). This tension is similar to the tension
that drives the results in the special justi…cation case of the model developed in the …rst
part of the dissertation. Furthermore, given that the competitive e¤ect is assumed relatively
weak, despite the (perceived) direction of the signal, the competitive e¤ect for a given
will not be strong enough to outweigh the e¤ect of informational asymmetries in the capital
market, so the result will also be similar to the results found in the special justi…cation case
of the …rst part of the dissertation.
If the type of highest value invests at time t at the value of the cash ‡ow determinant
Xt and the type of lowest value successfully mimics the high type, the value of the existing
shareholders’share in the corporation of the low type will be (using the investors’investment
willingness constraint (similiar to (16)) and that perception determines the e¤ect of competition (revenue is lost, when the representative competitor decides to change behaviour (and
invests irreversibly in being able to do so), even if its decision is made on misperception)):
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It is immediately apparent from this equation that mimicking reduces the cost of …nancing
(equity dilution), increases competition loss and reduces the net present value of investment;
instead of mimicking the good type, bad type could have just followed its …rst-best investment
strategy (the strategy chosen under perfect information).
To ensure incentive compatibility of the bad type in an equilibrium the following must
hold (that is, bad type prefers mimicking the good type at X Xb ):
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At Xg0 = (F + I) ( g
( g ; )) 1 the left-hand side is 0, whereas the right-hand side is
positive (being an option value); bad type has incentive to deviate from mimicking at this
value of the cash ‡ow determinant (that is, bad type is better o¤ just accepting separation).
At the value-maximizing threshold for the bad type, Xb , the left-hand side is larger than
the right-hand side since I > 0; at this value of the cash ‡ow determinant the bad type has
incentive to mimic the good type. Combining this with the strict monotonicity of Vb (X),
gives that there exists a unique value Xmw of the cash ‡ow determinant, Xg0 < X < Xb ,
such that a corporation of good type can credibly communicate its content by investing
earlier (at a lower threshold) than it would do under symmetric information. The critical
threshold value is given by solving the corresponding equation of (25). The equation can be
written (using (12) and in particular F +I1 = ( k
( k )) rXk
(F + I)):
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The incentives of the good type need to be examined to verify that investing at or below
this critical threshold is an equilibrium strategy; good type prefers separating at X Xb to
being mistaken for bad type, if:
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mw
This inequality is binding for the critical threshold Xmin
, which is the lowest value of the
cash ‡ow determinant such that the good type prefers separation over being successfully
mimicked; if more investment distortion is required to prevent being mistaken for bad type,
then good type prefers being mistaken for bad. Since the value of the good type when being
mimicked is strictly positive (option values are strictly positive), the separating investment
threshold cannot be too close to the 0-NPV threshold.
The equation corresponding to inequality (27) can be written as (using (12)):
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mw
A separating equilibrium exists only if Xmin
< Xmw . By the optimality of Xg in the absence
mw
of informational asymmetries it follows that Xmin
Xg .
Changing focus from incentives to values, it is noted that the market value of the corpora-
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tion before investment for X < Xmw ^ Xg re‡ects that the type is undisclosed, and hence the
value will be independent of type. If Xmw Xg separation occurs at the …rst-best threshold
of the good type, hence type will be perfectly revealed once Xg is reached; if investment is
observed the corporation will be of good type, and otherwise of bad type. The value before
investment in this case is thus the probability weighted average of the …rst-best values. The
…rst-best values are most conveniently given by:
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= Vk (X)

If Xmw < Xg separation occurs before the …rst-best threshold of the good type, but only
just before the incentive constraint of the bad type binds, since the good type has incentive
to separate, but wants to minimize investment timing distortion. In this case using (26) the
value of a corporation before investment (thus before the inevitable revelation of type) will
be:
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The intrinsic values of the good type and the bad type respectively before investment are
given by:
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mw
Having argued for the existence of a separating equilibrium (only if Xmin
< Xmw ), reducing
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the set of equilibria (ideally ultimately end with a unique separating equilibrium) should
mw
be attempted. Not all of the incentive compatible allocations X 2 [Xmin
; Xmw ] necessarily
mw
; Xmw ] to
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. A su¢ cient condition for X 2 [Xmin
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is however that the good type has no incentive to
deviate to any out-of-equilibrium allocation X given some set of out-of-equilibrium beliefs
(X):
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The left-hand side is the value at X in a separating equilibrium and the right-hand side is
the good type’s value when investing at the threshold X given beliefs (X). For Xmw to
constitute a perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategy, it su¢ ces to show that condition (32)
holds under the most pessimistic beliefs, which will be true if the competitive e¤ect is not
too strongly aggressive (as shown in the …rst part of the dissertation). Summing up, the
following proposition holds:
Proposition 2 Given that the considered corporation conjectures > 0, that is if the corporation is adamant that the product market will perceive the signal’s content as pertaining
to dominatingly market-wide attractiveness, if and only if f > 0, a separating equilibrium in
which the corporation no matter of what type invests and fairly issues new equity exists.
In the least-cost separating equilibrium, if the corporation is of good type, it invests at
mw
) and Xg , while if the corporation is of bad
the lower of the thresholds Xmw ( Xmin
type, it invests at its …rst-best threshold Xb .
The market value of the corporation is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xmw ^ Xg it is given by:
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Where Vb (X) is given by (13).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of bad type, is given by Vb (X).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of good type, is given by:

Vlcs;g;mw (X) =

8
< Xmw < Xg :
: X
mw

Xg :
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If the corporation is of good type, it will have to accelerate investment (that is, invest
at a lower threshold) compared to …rst-best, if:
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Investment is distorted in the separating equilibrium whenever Xmw is smaller than Xg ,
implying that condition (35) follows from the bad type being willing to mimic the good type
at the good type’s …rst-best threshold, if incentive compatibility constraint (25) holds at Xg
(using expression (12)); hence the incentives of the bad type does not permit separation at
the …rst-best threshold of the good type leading to separation at Xmw rather than Xg .
The proposition shows that there exists a unique investment threshold Xmw such that a
corporation of good type can use distortion of its investment timing as a vehicle to credibly
convey the content of its private information. Having credibly conveyed the content - for a
given (market-wide attractiveness directed) direction-perception - allows the corporation to
issue equity at a fair price. A corporation of good type will only exploit this opportunity
if the cost of separating (by investing earlier than …rst-best would dictate) is lower than
the avoided value dilution in‡icted upon existing shareholders when being pooled into a
corporation of average type and the added value of less competition when perceived as
average type in product markets (remember that > 0 implies that better content leads to
more competition, and thus more value-erosion). The lower bound for a corporation of good
mw
type to be interested in separating is Xmin
< Xmw . Since separation is costly and there is
no bene…t to more convincing separation, a corporation of good type will either separate at
Xmw or invest …rst-best optimally at Xg (if this threshold is lower).
The equilibrium will often be sustainable under pessimistic beliefs, since the good type
mw
often has no incentive to defect from Xmw ^ Xmin
to any other allocation. Applying the
Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987), the least-cost separating allocation will be
uniquely selected in equilibrium.
This shows that in this case adverse selection in the capital markets is the dominating
e¤ect of asymmetric information, thus if pays su¢ cently better for a corporation of good
type to resolve the asymmetric information by investment distortion, it will lead to earlier
investment than …rst-best for a corporation of good type. These conclusions however depend
on the considered corporation conjecturing that the representative competitor perceives the
signal content as pertaining dominatingly to market-wide attractiveness (that is response >
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0), thus these results are essentially only preparations for the study of the investment game
between the considered corporation and the product market.
3.1.2

Considered corporpation conjectures that signal is perceived as speci…c
to the investing corporation

Another situation has to be studied to become su¢ ciently prepared for the study of the
investment game between the considered corporation and the product market; the case analyzed in this section, is the case where < 0 (which actually implies that @@ = < 0 and
k
in particular that @@ = < 1). The case corresponds to when the product market comk
petitors perceive the signal conveyed by the investment timing of the investing corporation
as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation (noting that the e¤ect of
changed perception of type by competitors result in a relatively weak change in competitor
behaviour (though now the weakening is quite strong)).
Compared to earlier, the change in perceived direction means that the presence of (informational asymmetries in) the product market works in the same direction as adverse
selection in the capital market in isolation; good type (in cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is
the genuinely better type, since it will be able to make the most of the market for …xed
competition, and also will have the least competition (since competitors will be scared o¤
by relevation of good prospects by the investing corporation, since they will be interpreted
as pertaining dominantingly to corporation speci…cs, and hence indicate a very strong and
lean corporation that will be able to outperform competitors).
The incentive structure is one-sided, since the considered corporation will prefer signaling
good to the capital market (since capital markets regard good type as the most valuable type,
and thus requires a smaller share of a good type than a bad type) as well as to the product
market (to minimize competition). Unlike the case studied in the above subsubsection, there
will be no tension between signaling incentives in this case.
Since the case studied above has essentially demonstrated the procedure, the notation
and the similarity with the …rst part of the dissertation, and this case is essentially (mathematically) identical to that case, only the corresponding proposition will be included in this
study.
Proposition 3 Given that the considered corporation conjectures
< 0 (and implicitly
@
< 1), that is if the corporation is adamant that the product market will perceive the
@
= k
signal’s content as pertaining to dominatingly conditions speci…c to the investing corporation,
if and only if f > 0, a separating equilibrium in which the corporation no matter of what
type invests and fairly issues new equity exists.
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In the least-cost separating equilibrium, if the corporation is of good type, it invests at
cs
the lower of the thresholds Xcs ( Xmin
) and Xg , while if the corporation is of bad type,
it invests at its …rst-best threshold Xb .
The market value of the corporation is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xcs ^ Xg it is given by:
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Where Vb (X) and Vg (X) are given by (13).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of bad type, is given by Vb (X).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of good type, is given by:
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If the corporation is of good type, it will have to accelerate investment (that is, invest
at a lower threshold) compared to …rst-best, if:
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Investment is distorted in the separating equilibrium whenever Xcs is smaller than Xg ,
corresponding to bad type being willing to mimic the good type at good type’s …rst-best
threshold, thus preventing the possibility of separation at the …rst-best threshold of good
type, such that good type will have to burn real option-value to convince outsiders of its
quality.
The proposition shows that there exists a unique investment threshold such that a corporation of good type can indeed separate from bad type by issuing (fairly priced) equity and
investing at or below that threshold, also when competitors are conjectured to perceive the
signal as pertaining to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation (meaning that when
competitors think they face a good type, they will be less attracted to the market; implicitly
making the competitive market relatively weak).
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In this case a corporation of good type will only exploit this opportunity if the cost of
separating (by investing inoptimally early) is lower than the avoided value dilution in‡icted
upon existing shareholders when pooling with bad type and the added value of less competition when perceived as good type (by succesful separation) in product markets. The lower
cs
bound for a corporation of good type to be interested in separating is Xmin
(< Xcs ). Since
separation is costly and there is no bene…t to more convincing separation, a corporation of
good type will either separate at Xcs or invest …rst-best optimally at Xg (if this threshold is
lower).The equilibrium will be sustainable under pessimistic beliefs, since good type has no
cs
incentive to defect from Xcs ^ Xmin
to any other allocation. Applying the Intuitive Criterion
of Cho and Kreps (1987), the least-cost separating allocation will be uniquely selected in
equilibrium.
Similar to earlier results in the literature, in this case in the model, good type will
accelerate its investment if needed to separate from bad type (whom will invest at its …rstbest threshold). Although very similar to results from studying the capital market as a
sole receipient, it should be noted that the acceleration incentive is now stronger than when
considering the e¤ect of adverse selection in the capital market in isolation, because the
presence of the product market adds to the incentive (revealing good prospects for the
investment also releases value from the product market in the form of less competition).
Comparing this to the proposition from the case with a perceived signal direction inwards, reveals why the signal direction is critically important; depending on the direction
of the content, good type will either face a tension between signaling incentives to the two
recipients (thus in particular, it reduces the required timing distortion (burns less value) to
achieve separation) or an reinforcement of the e¤ect from the capital market in isolation
(thus in particular, it increases the required timing distortion (burns more value) to achieve
separation). Stretching a bit beyond the model in this study, the strength of the product
market is probably most interesting, when competitors perceive the signal as pertaining to
market-wide attractiveness, since only then will the product market potentially be strong
enough to not only outbalance the e¤ect of asymmetric information between the investing
corporation and the capital market, but also qualitatively change the e¤ect of asymmetric
information between the investeíng corporation and the capital market (being able to turn
the adverse selection e¤ect from the capital market against good type). Capital markets
are only interested in getting a fair return; they do not care whether this is a result of an
especially lean corporation or a result of an especially attractive market (that could also
bene…t other corporations), while product markets are very interested in knowing why the
corporation will be able to generate a fair return to the capital market. Indirectly the capital
market will have to take account of the e¤ect of changed product market conditions that
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would a¤ect the investing corporation, and in doing so, they might end up favoring investing
in a corporation with a poor ability to make the most of the market, but that is faced with
less competition, and thus completely change the incentive structures between types. Quite
as extreme results will not arise in this part of the dissertation, but understanding how the
perceived direction of the content transmitted in the product market a¤ects the optimal
strategy of corporate investment is however the intended key take-away from this part of the
dissertation, and since the underlying mechanism in the more extreme case is quite similar
the intuition and insights learned from the model in this part of the dissertation will be of
great value in real life (despite the limitations of the modeling carried out).
These conclusions however depend on the considered corporation conjecturing that the
representative competitor perceives the signal content as pertaining dominatingly to conditions speci…c to the investing corporation (that is response < 0), thus these results are
essentially only preparations for the study of the investment game between the considered
corporation and the product market.
The …nal preparation before focus is turned to the investment game, is the realisation
that a conjectured
= 0 simply implies that the product market does not know what
to make of any content, and thus does not react on the information release (that is, the
investment timing decision). Using any of the propositions with the -function equal to
0, will thus generate the (same) optimal behaviour and consequencetial value (identical to
Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), that is the model without the product market). This special
case will therefore not be treated explicitly in the rest of this part of the dissertation (for
mathematical purposes the case can without further consideration be thought of as included
in either of the two presented cases).
3.1.3

Playing the investment game

The primary contribution of this part of the dissertation is the introduction of the investment
game to a real options-based model of corporate investment under asymmetric information
with investment timing distortion as a signal conveying private information to the capital
market and the product market. This game was already introduced in a subsection to the
section about (partially) symmetric information, but is studied further in this subsection.
Above, the optimal investment strategy (and implied investment value) was presented
given the considered corporation’s conjectures of the product market’s perception of the
direction of the content transmitted from the considered corporation. However, as hinted,
the considered corporation will have to (rationally) guess the product market’s perception
response since it is not know by the considered corporation, should not be ignored by the considered corporation (as shown above, the product market’s direction perception signi…cantly
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a¤ects the optimal strategy and value quantitatively and qualitatively) and the considered
corporation potentially in‡uences this perception response through its investment decision
(at least if the product market learns about the true value of the direction from the considered corporation’s best-response); the representative competitor will be conjecturing the true
based on the observed behaviour of the considered corporation and might update its belief
distribution about the true direction of the private information’s content. To form a (Nash)
equilibrium in this game each of the players will be (rationally consistently) conjecturing ’s
based on mutual best-responses. The mechanism of the game was discussed earlier in this
part of the dissertation, but is now complicated by the fact, that the representative competitor faces a new challenge in updating its distribution. The asymmetric information in the
content-dimension implies that the representative competitor can no longer update based
on clear anchoring points; the best response to any perception depends on the type of the
considered corporation, thus it is not perfectly clear to the representative competitor how a
corporation of good type will optimize its value for a given perception, since this depends
on the sign of .
Basically the considered corporation will have to solve the following maximization problem to …nd its prefered threshold under the uncertainty of response :
Xk;ig = arg max E

(k;

response

X

(39)

response ; X)

Since the procedure of determining the optimal threshold does not depend on response
under the restriction of @@ = < 1 and the narrowed focus on only separating equilibria,
k
the choice of strategy that maximizes the expected value over response is equivalent to (this
relies critically on the mentioned) to the strategy based on the expected value of response .
Thus Xg;ig is the minimum of Xg and threshold, Xg;ig , that ful…lls:
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This part of the dissertation’s restriction of focus to only separating equilibria of course
implies that Xb;ig is just the …rst-best threshold for bad type, Xb . Refer to the following
subsection on critical limitations for a discussion of how allowing pooling equilibria into the
model, and thus into the investment game, will lead to a more complex approach technically.
Note that only under very strong, and most likely inplausible, restrictions on the 146

function will Xg;ig = P ( response > 0) (Xmw ^ Xg ) + P ( response < 0) (Xcs ^ Xg ); nor will
the value of the corporation be the probability weighted value (since misconjectures might,
and most likely will, hit values asymmetrically).
It should also be noted that the considered corporation does not take the true into
account, when deciding on its strategy, since the response of the product market will determine its reaction, and thus the competitive environment faced by the considered corporation;
remember that this model is very stilistic and simple, so while it is slightly inplausible that
the true direction of the content does not matter at all, it is very plausible that the true
direction is dominated by the perceived direction. Although it hurts the competition more
to be wrong (react on a misconjecture), it still does not make the considered corporation
right (since the misconjecture will determine product markets reaction); being more lean
than your competitors does not imply that more aggressive competition does not hit you it just means that your competitors loss more (than they want to)!
It is clear from comparing (40) to (25) and the corresponding inequality for the other
case, that for given parameter values the thresholds given restrictions on the sign (though
not the size) of the product market’s direction perception (that is, situations identical to the
above subsections on the two cases) obey that Xmw > XM S2011 > Xcs ; how Xg;ig relates to
these thresholds however depends on the distribution of the product market’s belief, thus
not knowing the sign of response implies that the investment game can lead the considered
corporation to for instance accelerate investment compared to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011)
even though true is positive! That is, the investment game does not just accelerate or
decelerate harder than in the similar case known from the …rst part of the dissertation, it
has the power to reverse the e¤ect of the product market. Note that when the considered
corporation’s ex post value does not depend on the di¤erence between true and prevailing ,
whether to accelerate or decelerate compared to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) will in fact
solely depend on (the considered coporation’s take on) the product market’s prior belief
distribution. Thus, in this setting the game alone will determine which way the e¤ect of
informational asymmetries between the product market and the considered corporation has.
Having established how the considered corporation builds it best-response (based on the
expected value of response ) the represensative competitor will build its best-response using
(20) (and its belief about content and direction). However the …rst part of the representative
competitor’s move in the game, is to potentially update its belief about the content and the
direction of the considered corporation’s private information.
Compared to earlier, when the investment game was initially introduced (under (partially) symmetric information), the representative competitor now at the o¤set does not
know either the content, nor the direction. A time distinction should be made; before the
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revealing investment threshold (that is for X < Xg;ig ), the representative competitor has
to form beliefs about the type as well as the direction, while at the conjectured investment
time for the good type (that is for X = Xg;ig ), the representative competitor will know the
type of the considered corporation (if investment is observed, then good type, and if no
investment is observed, then bad type). Since the focus of this part of the dissertation is on
the determination of the direction of the content, it is assumed that the representative competitor sees the considered corperation as of average type (with p denoting the probability
of an arbitrarily considered corporation being good) until revelation of the true type. This
is perfectly in line with the ambition of this part of the dissertation (and building onto the
…rst part of the dissertation), since the type-space is only partitioned into good type and
bad type, thus the only rational conjectures are good type, bad type or average type. This
means that the best-response in the time period before a good type should be investing is
given by:
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The best-response at the time where a good type should be investing is given by (where
I is the indicator-function for whether investment is observed (1) or not observed (0)):
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Just as important as the maximization procedure is the update procedure for ( ja(X)).
Not to stray too far into abstraction, instead of approaching the update by considering Bayes’
theorem like in (21) with an unspeci…ed conditional distribution capturing how a given true
will transform into an action plan through the a-function, focus is placed directly on the
essence of the mechanism; for any application of this model was is essentially needed is an
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speci…cation of how the representative competitor turns its stream of observations on lack
of investment at a given level of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant into a change of the
belief distribution of true .
Note however that no updating should be taking place in the game, when the ex post
value of the privately informed considered corporation does not depend on the di¤erence
between true and prevailing , since the considered corporation will not be using its private
knowledge in determining its best-response, and thus the best-response of the considered
corporation will not re‡ect (nor reveal) its private information about the direction of its
prospects.
If the considered corporation’s best-response did re‡ect its private information about
true , an obvious (albeit still not very speci…c) suggestion is, at any given time, to use distance
in a metric of choice between the current value of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant, X,
and the currently conjectured investment treshold for the good type, Xg;ig ; the idea being
that the further from the conjectured threshold the less informative the currently observed
lack of investment is, thus an adjustment of the belief distribution should move towards the
unconditional belief distribution. Arguably observing no investment at a value very close to
the conjectured investment threshold could lead the product market to updating its beliefs
against its unconditional distribution, and putting more weight on the conjectured value.
Proposition 4 If a considered corporation is not a¤ected by the di¤erence between the true
direction, true , and the perception of the direction that the product market reacts (irreversibly) upon, response , then the ex post prevailing direction, prevailing , will be independent
of true and e¤ectively determined by the game mechanism and the prior direction distribution of the product market
(hence the product market will not be updating the distribution
throughout the game).
In the Nash equilibrium of the investment game between a considered corporation and
the product market, the considered corporation will invest at the threshold Xg;ig (given
by Xg ^ Xig;g , where Xg is given by (12) and Xig;g is given by (40)), if it is of good
type, and at Xb ;if it is of bad type.
In the Nash equilibrium of the investment game between a considered corporation of good
type and the product market, the considered corporation will accelerate its investment
compared to Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), if:
E
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The market value of the corporation is independent of type before investment; and for
X < Xig;g ^ Xg it is given by:
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Where Vb (X) and Vg (X) are given by (13).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of bad type, is given by Vb (X).
The intrinsic value of the corporation, if it is of good type, is given by:
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In the Nash equilibrium of the investment game between a considered corporation and
the product market, ex post the value of considered corporation will not depend on the
di¤erence between true and prevailing , however the pro…tability of the product market
will;
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prevailing

Note that the uniqueness of the thresholds secures the uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium
in the investment game. This proposition characterizes the optimal strategy (and presents
them easily comparable to the investment thresholds in the setting without the investment
game), the value of the investment opportunity (absolutely and easily comparable to the
results on the setting without the investment game), demonstrates how the investment game
determines the prevailing direction of the content and how this a¤ects each of the players.
The prospects of having arrived at a proposition like this are discussed in a section below.
Also, note how the narrowed focus of this part of the dissertation (only separating equilibria) implies, that the pay-o¤ function for the represensative competitor, ", could be simpli…ed
(without loss of neither explanatory power, nor su¢ cient generality to be implemented in
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real settings), to only dependent on the true value of the content (that is, the true type), and
not on the di¤erence between the true type and the perceived type, since in the separating
equilibria, the product market ultimately will not be misperceiving type.
It is likely that the considered corporation will conjecture that any ex post losses in‡icted
upon the product market, though their reaction is assumed irreversible, would raise the probability of default amongst competitors, thus essentially potentially improving the product
market conditions for the considered corporation. In this setting, the considered corporation
will derive utility from causing losses to the product market by misleading them into acting on
misperceived content direction, and thus form its best-response to any conjectured response
taking into account the potential value of a¤ecting the gap between response and true to
cause losses for the product market agents. This in turn, implies that the best-response of
the considered corporation will re‡ect its private knowledge about the true direction, and
thus the product market will be able to learn about the true direction from the considered
corporation and furthermore use this to update its belief distribution (which the considered
corporation will of course anticipate, and make its best-response re‡ect this anticipation).
Introducing this new component of the utility function of the considered corporation will
consequently complicate the investment game, and activate the updating mechanism described in this part of the dissertation. Note that it needs not be that causing losses to the
product market competitors is an economical advantage to the considered corporation, it
su¢ ces for the considered corporation to just derive pleasure from hurting its competitors;
there is plentiful anecdotal evidence of competitors bearing (seemingly irrational) grudges
against each other. This also reveals that essentially the gloat function could be interpreted
as a special case of a utility function (where the true direction parameter is included); a
special case that leads to single-crossing being satis…ed and thus leading to (the possibility
of) signaling.
The gloat function, G, could have the form:
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k;G

Note how this function is able to capture mistakes in either dimension, and the possibility
of these mistakes o¤setting or reinforcing each other; the direction of the e¤ect of changes in
the misconjecturing of the direction depends on whether the type is truly good or bad and
whether (and how) the direction was already being misconjectured:
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Essentially, when it comes to misconjectures of the direction, this functional form allows
for asymmetric speci…cations to capture if for instance being on the aggressive side hits harder
than being on the passive side, or equivalently capture loss (that is, real losses opposed to not
realising potential pro…ts) aversion against the irreversible investment in the product market;
if the product market initially believes the direction of the content is more corporation
speci…c than it truly is, then if the considered corporation is truly of good type, the product
market will be more passive than if it knew the right direction, and being even deeper in the
corporation speci…c-bias would increase this propensity to be more passive than necessary
and earn less than possible; and if the product market considers this a better deviation than
the deviation of being to aggressive (and face real losses due to investing more in the market
based on the misconjecture that the good prospects were market-wide and not a matter of
the considered corporation being especially lean, making the new investment cannon fodder
for the considered corporation), this functional form of the gloat function would be able
capture this (depending on the choosen parameter values). Likewise, the direction of the
e¤ect of changes in the misperception of content depends on the true direction as well as the
initial mistake:
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k=

Again the constants are determined, such that the function captures the intended effects; for instance if the product market underestimates the good type and the direction is
corporation speci…c, the product market will initially be too aggressive, such that further underestimation (even more too aggressive) would lead to a larger loss for the product market,
and thus more gloating for the considered corporation, while increasing the underestimation
if initial overestimating obviously has a positive e¤ect for the product market, and thus a
negative e¤ect on the gloating for the considered corporation.
Compared to the "-function de…ned in (18) it shows that the considered corporation
can put di¤erent weights on the separate components of the loss, as well as the overall
loss, compared to the product market; the considered corporation could be deriving more
pleasure from tricking the product market about the direction than the content, and this
could be independent of which type of deception that would generate the biggest losses
for the product market. It is clear that these di¤erences of weight will drive how (much)
the considered corporation’s strategy in the game will reveal about the true direction of its
content and thus how much the product market can learn about the true direction from the
considered corporation through the game.
Having introduced this source of utility, the maximization problem for the considered
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corporation becomes (for X < Xg;igg and a given conjecture of the product market’s direction
response, response ):
Xk;igg = arg max
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Being aware of this, the product market could use the distance between the threshold
and the current value of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant, X, to update its belief
distribution about the direction of the private content (that inevitably will be revealed as
the cash ‡ow determinant evolves). An updating mechanism could be to use this distance as
a weight-adjustment between the currently conjectured , and the unconditional prior belief
distribution; the idea being, that the product market has more con…dence in what it learns
from the considered corporation, when the revelation of type is closer.
Based on the updated distribution (utilizing the information learned from the bestresponse procedure of the considered corporation) the product market will optimize its response (that is, the direction it acts irreversibly upon); at values, where the content has not
yet been revealed it will be given and found by:
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After this update of the distribution and optimization of direction response by the product
market, the considered corporation will repeat its threshold determination process given this
new distribution of belief, and thus a new conjecture of best-response response (and still
given its knowledge about the true direction), which in turn has the product market reupdating its belief. For a given value of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant, this process
will eventually stabilize the prevailing in a weighted average of the implied conjecture of
in the best-response of the considered corporation and the initial, unconditional expected
value of , with the weight being determined by the currently estimated distance to the
truthful revelation of content.
The above is summarized in the following key take-away:
Proposition 5 If a considered corporation derives utility from product market competitors’
ex post losses, the investment game between the considered corporation and the product market endogenizing the direction of the content will transfer information about the true direction
from the considered corporation to the product market.
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If the updating of the product market’s belief distribution is based on the distance between
the current value of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant and the currently expected threshold
that will reveal the true type of the considered corporation, the endogenized direction of the
content will be determined by the game (and depend on changes in the underlying cash ‡ow
determinant).
This concludes this part of the dissertation’s introduction of a sketchy modeling of the
investment game in the real options-based approach to corporate investment under asymmetric information (though standard tools from game theory such as rational expectations and
the sequential (perfect Bayesian) equilibrium concept essentially do the trick). A discussion
of critical limitions of the model in this part of the dissertation follows.

3.2

Critical limitations

Two obvious critical limitations to the model presented in this part of the dissertation is
the lack of focus on pooling equilibria and the interplay between the two types of equilibria
(as captured by for instance equilibria frontiers like the ones studied in the …rst part of the
dissertation) and the assumption of @@ = < 1.
k
When comparing to the …rst part of the dissertation it strikes that the case with a strong
competitive e¤ect and the signal being perceived as market-wide relevant would be very in1,
teresting to include in the analysis. The omitted case is the one with > 0 and @@ =
k
that is where the product market competitors perceive the signal conveyed by the investment timing of the investing corporation as pertaining to market-wide attractiveness and
where the e¤ect of changed perception of type by competitors result in a change to signi…cantly stronger competition. In this case, the competitive e¤ect is so strong, that the value
of good type (in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is lower than the value of bad type (in a
cash ‡ow exploitation sense). The mechanism by which the strong competitive e¤ect works
is slighty masked in this setup, so it is important to stress that the reason that bad type
(in a cash ‡ow exploitation sense) is the more valuable type, is because of the competitive
e¤ect, that is the product market a¤ects through multiple channels (it has a direct impact
on pro…tability, but also indirectly impacts the investing corporation, since capital markets
will require a higher stake of the corporation to …nance the investment, if competition will
become harder). There will be no tension between signaling incentives in this case, and the
incentives will di¤er greatly from the cases included in this part of the dissertation; corporations will want to signal bad type (that is the highest value) to capital markets to acquire
the cheapest possible …nancing; they will also want to signal bad type to product markets
to avoid attracting more competition (since competitors will perceive the revelation of good
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prospects for the investment as pertaining to the market-wide attractiveness of investments
in the product market, and thus be attracted to the market by observing good content).
This means that in this case, it is all about analyzing the incentives that would make the
good type distort investment to mimic the bad type (whom being of the highest value will
be investing earliest), and the incentives that would make the bad type willing to distort
investment to avoid being mimicked.
Roles of bad and good types are essentially reversed, thus including this possibility (that
is, relieving the assumption that @@ = < 1 and this is common knowledge) would make
k
it more di¢ cult for the product market to update its beliefs about the true .
The other obvious, and critical, limitation, is the omission of pooling equilibria. It
was established in the …rst part of the dissertation that the optimal strategy in a pooling
equilibrium di¤ers strongly from the optimal strategy in a separating equilibrium (for …xed
parameters); moreover, the existence of pooling equilibria was proven, and an examplifying
implementation demonstrated how the parameters would a¤ect which type of equilibrium
would prevail, and especially that pooling would occur for many reasonable parameter values.
In relation to the investment game introduced by this part of the dissertation, the demonstration of being profoundly important, not only for the optimal strategy (and thus value)
for a given type of equilibrium, but was shown to also be a deciding factor for which type
of equilibrium that would be prevailing. Thus, if the model in this part of the dissertation
allowed for the occurence of pooling equilibria, the investment game would become even
more complicated, since the mutual best-response conjectures would have to capture rational elimination of confusion strategies (for instance a corporation with good content with a
true direction outwards that should accept pooling, might mimick its behaviour in a separating equilibrium to trick the product market into believing that the true direction is more
inwards, thus scaring more competition o¤; the e¤ect of reduced competition could outweigh
the burn of value by turning the back against the otherwise optimal pooling equilibrium).
Technically the investment game would also have to be approached di¤erently, since the
best-response threshold by the investing corporation would have to found by solving a new
maximization problem (the optimal threshold is determined by di¤erent procedures in the
two types of equilibria, so it would have to systematically established whether either of the
procedures dominates the other, or if a mixed procedure is superior to any of the procedures):
Xk;ig = arg max E

response

X

(k;

response ; X; X)

(51)

This maximization problem is rather more complicated than by the face of it; the value
expression has to capture whether for every combination of response and Xk;ig a pooling or
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separating equilibrium will prevail, and what the value of considered corporation is. Recall
from the …rst part of the dissertation that the value generally has the form:
(k;

response ; Xk;ig ; X)
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k

(
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k ; response )

(

)

perceived
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(

perceived ;

k

(
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)

(Xk;ig ) F I )

) (Xk;ig ) F
response )

X
Xk;ig

(52)

Thus, the considered corporation will have to determine which threshold it would commit
to at the current level of the underlying cash ‡ow determinant and the current belief distribution of the product market, if it had to commit to an threshold. This threshold would
have to re‡ect the risk of having committed to an ex-post inoptimal threshold, thus in the
proces of coming up with this best-response threshold, the considered corporation will have
to probability weigh value losses following any ex-post inoptimality.
The common theme for these two critical limitations is that they would give the considered corporation access to more re…ned (yet still useless) trick strategies in the game against
the product market, which in turn must put more e¤ort into sorting these out, when updating its belief distribution based on observed investment behaviour (investment or lack
thereof) and its di¤erence to the expected optimal threshold. Future work should adress
both of these limitations, and evaluate the impact of these on the conclusions drawn from
this part of the dissertation.

4

Prospects

Despite the obvious limitations of the model presented in this part of the dissertation, it
still delivers interesting new results that are worthy of deeper cultivation. The main contribution to the literature on real options by this part of the dissertation is the study of how
an investment game between an investing corporation and its product market competitors
can lead the investing corporation to accelerate or decelerate its investment depending on
how good the prospects of the investment are and how the game endogenously determines
whether the product market will conjecture private information transmitted from the investing corporation to its competitors through its timing decision as pertaining dominatingly to
market-wide attractiveness or conditions speci…c to the investing corporation. Compared to
the existing literature and the …rst part of the dissertation, this second part of the dissertation introduces the concept of the investment game and contributes with insights into how
this game about the direction of the signal content will work. The value of this insight is
clear, since the …rst part of the dissertation demonstrated that the direction of the signal
content is a key determinant of how the presence of asymmetric information between an
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investing corporation, the product market and the capital market, a¤ects the optimal strategy and consequential value of e¤ectively irreversible investment opportunities with timing
‡exibility. The …rst part of the dissertation in itself is a leap forward from the critically
acclaimed model developed in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), since it introduces the product
market into the investment scenario studied by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011); in the light
of how the simpler, special justi…cation case demonstrated that the product market should
not be ignored in the real options-based model with asymmetric information presented by
Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), since just the slightest of product market reactions to the
information release has the power to signi…cantly quantitatively and qualitatively the results
in Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011), the novel study in this second part of the dissertation is
thus a further improvement of existing literature.
The key take-away from the this study is that the investment game leads to new optimal investment thresholds and new values (as seen from the propositions in the section
about asymmetric information with two recepients); the main driver of the investment game
having a real e¤ect, is that the game constitutes a mechanism that can make the product
market’s prior beliefs about the direction somewhat self-ful…lling, and this will be especially
critical when investing corporations do not derive direct utility from losses in‡icted by this
game upon the product market, since the game has no direct economical consequence for
the investing corporation (although the game will have clear indirect consequences for the
investing corporation as seen from the value and the strategy’s dependence of the e¤ective
direction). Moreover, even if investing corporations derive utility from losses in‡icted upon
the product market, the game will add new dynamism into the investment scenario, since
an obvious updating mechamism of the product market, would imply that the dynamically
evolving underlying cash ‡ow determinant would be instrumental in controlling the gap
between the true direction and the e¤ective direction wedged in by the investment game.
Another key take-away is how adding a game to a real options-based approach to corporate
investment, leads to non-conventional gaming strategies for the players; the game can slow
down investment for corporations with good investment prospects, speed them up or leave
them una¤ected.
Establishing that the new contribution does a¤ect corporate investment in this setting,
naturally raises the question - is it important or just new? If it is important to make smarter
decisions or at the very least understand what distinguishes a smart decision from a less
smart one, then this new contribution is important.
From the perspective of decions-makers in investing corporations, this part of the dissertation demonstrates that being able to see the isolated e¤ect on their own corporation of the
investment and driver of this e¤ect (whether it is down to their own corporation being (less)
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leaner than competitors or the market (not) being bullet-proof), it by no means su¢ cient to
make a wise decision; attention has to be dedicated to the potential impact of competitors’
monitoring and (mis-)learning of their corporation. How this attention should transform
into an optimal investment strategy is described in one of this part of the dissertation’s
propositions. This also reveals why this study is important for decision-makers in competitors to an investing corporation; knowing when they can learn about their uncertainty from
the observable actions of the investing corporations, is crucial in order to learn at all. A
proposition in this part of the dissertation shows not only when, but also how competitors
should learn from the investing corporation, and how to activate this acquired information
to make the most of the market.
Outsiders of the product market, like the capital market, should also …nd the contribution
of this part of the dissertation important; realising that an investment game e¤ectively can
endogenize the e¤ective direction of the prospects of an investing corporation, and that this
game can easily lead to a situation, where a direction signi…cantly di¤erent from the true
direction steps into e¤ect. Since this will fall back on the investing corporation, even knowing
the true content and the true direction of it, could still see the capital market misjudging the
value of the investing corporation; also the investment strategy of the investing corporation,
that would be revealing of its true type, will depend on the outcome of the investment game,
thus no equity analyst should be making recommendations, or trying to spot winners, based
on even the best fundamental analysis and the rational investment thresholds given that the
true content and true direction will be prevailing (because the game might alter the true
direction, and even small changes in direction can have large e¤ects).
The extend of these considered is even further than any single investment decision and the
value reactions to this; this part of the dissertation preserves the feature of corporate actions
other than …nancing choice being able to fully resolve informational asymmetries between an
investing corporation and its …nanciers in the capital market, and can thus be used to explain
why corporations are not adhering to the pecking order of …nancing sources. This is related
to an interesting possible extension of this part of the dissertation; giving the investing
corporations freedom of choice between debt and equity …nancing would make it possible
to study if a combination fo distortion of investment timing and mix of …nancing source
can increase the value (that is, is a cheaper way of resolving the informational asymmetry).
Also, in the current model, it is assumed that the capital market follows the product market
perfectly (that is, they share the belief distribution); however in reality the capital market
is forming beliefs about the beliefs in the product market, thus wedging a gap between the
markets will have signi…cant and interesting consequences.
The model also helps evaluate other parts, theoretical as well as empirical, of the liter158

ature on (dynamic) capital structure choices. Especially is sheds new light on why there is
no consensus about acceleration versus deleceration neither in theoretical, nor in empirical
studies; the investment game that endogenizes the direction of the content, and in particular
the prior unconditional belief distribution of the product market about the direction, can
explain deviations from narrower models (studying perhaps only one e¤ect of asymmetric
information, multiples e¤ects of asymmetric information, but all with the same direction,
or asymmetries only between capital markets and investing corporations, between corporate
decision-makers and owners, between product markets and investing corporations). This is
strongly related to the importance of real options as a useful concept; attributing these, until
now seemingly unexplainable, mixed results on whether corporations strategically exercise
real options or not, to real options not being valuable in real settings, and especially deducing from the existing literature on the impact of asymmetric information on real options
(even the recent and acclaimed model developed by Morellec and Schürho¤ (2011) suggests
this) that asymmetric information essentially erodes the value (and thus importance) of real
options should be dismissed by the …ndings in this part of the dissertation; the e¤ect of asymmetric information might be able to o¤set the …rst-best value of a real option, but it is by no
means clear that asymmetric information will also work in the direction of value-erosion of
real options (this part of the dissertation contributes with insights in how the prior direction
belief distribution of the product market initiates an investment game that, depending on the
utility of the investing corporation (purely (foreseeable) economically driven or including a
gloating driver as well), can either reinforce or erode the value of real options (and indirectly
the importance of the concept).
Aside from enrichening the existing studies with new explanations, this part of the dissertation also leads the way for new types of empirical studies; it has novel empirical predictions
that are still untested (and could be used as motivation for conducted otherwise unmotivated
empirical studies and in the process would test the validity of the model suggested in this
part of the dissertation). One example of a novel empirical prediction, is that a measure
of the competitive style (from purely Bertrand to purely Cournot) should be a determinant
of whether corporations of good type (thus with subsequent good stock performance) for
instance make their initial public o¤ering earlier (at earlier phase in the life cycle of the
corporation) than suggested by classical real options-methods (or NPV-0-methods for that
matter) or not, and when corporations of good type go public earlier than corporations of
bad type. Moreover, this model also predicts that event studies of reactions to investment
news would show correlation between the type of competition in the product market, and
the reaction (and di¤erent correlations for positive respectively negative reactions, since the
direction parameter in separating equilibria was shown to be very di¤ent for di¤erent types).
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Furthermore, novel to the model presented in this study, reaction investments can also be
linked to the competitive style (through the direction parameter), so a di¤erentiation between leader-investments and follower-investments is predicted (and given parameters the
stock price reaction patterns can be estimated). If the link between the direction parameter
and the competitive style-measure proves too weak, another approach would be to build
an estimate of the direction belief distribution directly (by questioning competitors about
their beliefs of the direction of the investing corporation’s prospects, when an investment is
announced in the market).
Though much directly useful and applicable intuition can be learned from this part of
the dissertation, it also o¤ers a model that can indeed be fully implemented and produce
tangible results through its semi-closed-form solution for a number of key aspects of the
scenario (that is, actual numbers decribing). The implemention would of course require
estimation and more speci…cation of the functions (the generality of their introduction was
meant as an open invitation for future work to design purposive speci…cations); however, it
is worth noting that while many of the parameters used in this model are commonly used
in implemations of pricing of …nancial options, and thus the estimation of these is wellestablished, especially the new parameter for the e¤ective direction of the signal content is
undescribed in the literature (obviously, since the concept of the parameter was introduced in
the …rst part of the dissertation and not studied in detail before this study). A contribution
of this second part of the dissertation when compared to the …rst part of the dissertation
is that it guides the design of an estimation procedure for this new parameter (by studying
how an investment game is a key factor in the endogenization of this parameter).
When estimating the direction parameter in order to implement the model, this part of
the dissertation shows that it is necessary to estimate the belief distribution of the product
market, and by no means su¢ cient to conjecture the true values of content and direction;
the investment game between the investing corporation and the product market might lead
to another direction than the true direction becoming the e¤ective direction. This implies
that the direction parameter cannot be estimated solely by analysing investing corporations
or conjecturing their beliefs or their knowledge about their isolated performance, no matter
how accurate or truthful these estimations are. The study also demonstrates how di¤erences
between the true values and the belief distribution in the product market ought to be brought
together, and what this means for the e¤ective direction (thus it is su¢ cent to estimate these
things isolated and then use the results from this part of the dissertation to merge them into
a single estimate). Furthermore, this study preserves the interpretation of the direction
parameter, and thus the link between the direction parameter and the style of competition
in the product market …rst described in the …rst part of this dissertation, still holds, and can
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be used to avoid having to estimate belief distributions directly (that is, asking yourself or the
product market agents directly, how they would hypothetically perceive di¤erent contents
transmitted from an observed investment decision), if the direct approach seems to ‡u¤y.
The driver of this need for widening the scope beyond true values, is that the investment
game between an investing corporation and the product market, might (see the propositions
in this part of the dissertation to know exactly when) lead to even false beliefs (rationally)
becoming somewhat self-ful…lling.
Re-iterating the essence of this link between the style of competition and the direction
parameter; pure models considering the impact of type of competition on disclosure strategies
are studied in information economics as in chapter 15 of Christensen and Feltham (2003),
and the results from these models inspire understanding of how Bertrand-style competition
(choosing selling prices) opposed to Cournot-style competition (choosing quantities) would
be re‡ected in the -function and how they can be captured by variations in the direction
parameter; in Cournot-style markets gains from disclosing good corporation speci…cs are
greater than the losses of disclosing bad corporation speci…cs, while losses from disclosing
good market-wide relevant information are greater than the gains of disclosing bad marketwide relevant information. In Bertrand-style markets disclosing good information relevant
to the entire market is pro…table, while disclosing good corporation speci…c information is
not. This goes perfectly in line with the results in both the …rst and this second part of
the dissertation by associating positive direction parameter values (that is, the direction
being dominatingly market-wide) with Bertrand-style markets and negative values (that is,
the direction being dominatingly corporation speci…c) with Cournot-style markets. Digging
deeper into this link in future research could provide a stronger link between two strands of
literature, and could very well present some interesting insights as well.
In continuation of the discussion on how this part of the dissertation’s study of the
investment game provides new guidelines for the estimation of the direction parameter, it
is clear that future research could also dig deeper into the e¤ect of this mechanism that
determines the e¤ective direction; this part of the dissertation has focused on demonstrating
that the investment game can wedge a gap between the true direction and the prevailing
direction, and what value and optimal strategy of the real options-embedded investment
opportunity this leads to. Future research could examine the theoretical di¤erence between
this value and this strategy to the value and strategy given no investment game takes place;
these results are easily obtainable numerically by implementing this model as discussed
above and just comparing to an implementation of the general model in the …rst of the
dissertation, but this second part of the dissertation lacks a proper theoretical treatment
of these di¤erences. Conducting this examination would add justi…cation to the focus on
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investment game, and illuminate not only the e¤ects within a setting with the investment
game (as in this part of the dissertation), but also what the theoretical e¤ect of the game
compared to no game is. Although the study of the setting with the game in isolation brings
insights that suggest, when the investment game will have the most e¤ect, actual theoretical
results would be valuable; given the study of this part of the dissertation it seems likely
that the result of such theoretical treatment would lead to conclusions about when the mind
game between the investing corporation and the product market will have the largest real
e¤ect.
Note how the implementation of this model, would also provide corporate decision-makers
with values given a know direction parameter and with the e¤ective direction being determined by an investment game resolving the informational asymmetry, thus provide these
decision-makers with the value di¤erential caused by the asymmetry about the direction.
Having argued that this direction is closely linked to the competitive style in the product
market, it might be that the use of consultants could spread the best-practice of the industry
and shed light on how the market works, and thus reduce the uncertainty about direction
(perhaps as well as content), being able to calculate the value di¤erential, implies that the
decision whether to hire asymmetry resolving consultants is a good deal or not. This avenue
could prove fruitful to travel further along in future research.
Another obvious avenue for future research is to study a two-parameter signaling game,
where the informing investment game not only endogenizes the product market’s perception
of the perceived content’s direction, but also involves the content parameter; research along
the lines of Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), where both mean and variance are conjectured
by outsiders using fraction of o¤ered equity retained by the entrepreneur and the o¤ering
price as signaling vehicles (where low variance corporations are conjectured to only signal
through retained fraction), comes to mind as inspiration. A possible setup would be one,
where (investment) timing is associated with the direction parameter (thus continuous),
while choice of alternative …nancing source is associated with the content parameter (thus
discrete); that is, outsiders conjecture that low type will only signal through investment
timing (and not …nancing source).
The model and thinking framing introduced in this part of the dissertation also has value
as a platform for further research. The critical limitations of the model discussed in the
section above also present obvious avenues for future research. Reintroducing the case with
a strong competitive e¤ect (recall that this part of the dissertation assumes @@ = < 1),
k
would complicate the investment game signi…cant, since misconjecturing the direction of the
content could lead to disastrous decisions for the product market (the general model of the
…rst part of the dissertation demonstrated that a strong competitive e¤ect can indeed have
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the power to reverse the pattern for arch-types). For a study like the one in this second
part to be interesting for the literature on game theory, it would probably require the use
of more advanced game theory (for instance more re…ned equilibrium concepts), and linking
the game strategies to classical strategies (for instance leader-follower-types); since this part
of the dissertation is intended to advance the literature on real options, it has not focussed
as much on the gaming strategies as they might deserve, thus future research could take
this study as starting point for linking the results and game mechanisms from this study
to studies from the literature on game theory with crisper and more advanced treatment of
clear-cut games (that are not an add-on to real options).
Relieving the other critical limitation of the model mentioned in the above section, would
also be very interesting; reintroducing pooling equilibria to the setup, would allow for studies of how the parameters and especially how the investment game a¤ects which type of
equilibrium will be prevailing (and anticipating that a study of pooling equilibria will reveal signi…cantly changed optimal exercise strategy and value, it would clearly be important
to know the sensitivity of the equilibrium type to the parameters). As discussed above this
would also signi…cantly complicate the investment game, and might reveal when obscure, yet
anecdotally observed, gaming strategies are rational. Clearly, many add-ons can be made to
the platform developed in this part of the dissertation.

5

Conclusion

This part of the dissertation aimed at studying how an investment timing game between
a corporation with a timing-‡exible investment opportunity and its product market competitors can determine the perceived direction (from market-wide relevant to corporation
speci…c) of the content in signals conveyed by the privately informed corporation’s investment timing distortion decision. The aim was to develop an intuitive manual for how and
why to play the investment game intended for both players and observers; this motivated
combining game theoretical considerations with a real option-approach, and searching for
(explanations for) the value-optimizing investment strategy as well as the resulting value of
corporate investment opportunities under asymmetric information and with product market
as well as capital market as information recipients.
The study was motivated by earlier studies building on the model developed by Morellec
and Schürho¤ (2011) that ignored the product market and its interactions with the investing
corporation. The special justi…cation case of the general model developed in the …rst part of
the dissertation showed that ignoring the product market is a critical mistake, if the product
market just reacts the slightest on the information released by the investing corporations
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investment timing (distortion) decision; since, for most applications, the product market
should be expected to react, the general model set o¤ to examine how this reaction would
take shape. From this general model is was concluded that a key determinant of how the
product market would react to the information release is the direction (from market-wide
relevant to corporation speci…c) that the signal’s content is perceived as having. In the …rst
part this direction was assumed exogenously given, while this second part of the dissertation
wanted to endogenize the parameter that controls the direction perception, and introduced
the investment game to facilitate this endogenization.
Though the study is most clearly linked to the mentioned papers, it is also related to and
relying on, the literatures on game theory, information economics and generic real options,
and its results have consequences for and sheds light on especially the literature on dynamic
capital structure; it serves as a bridge between di¤erent strands of …nance, strategy and
economics literature, and helps explain so far seemingly contradicting …ndings in theoretical
as well as empirical work on investment behaviour. Aside from the pure academic links, it
is also clearly linked to actual corporate decision-making and analysis of this.
Key take-aways from this part of the dissertation include the demonstration of the investment game being su¢ ciently powerful to lead to e¤ective directions di¤erent from the
true direction of the signal content, and exactly how this translates into new investment
strategies and values for the potentially investing corporation given parameter estimates, as
well as the identi…cation of how this game is driven by the product market competitors’prior
distribution of content directions, since this will be somewhat self-ful…lling. Another useful
take-away is that the degree of self-ful…llment will be driven by the amount of gloating derived by the potentially investing corporation from in‡icting direct losses to its competitors.
The insights provided directs the attention of players and observes to the most important
determinants of the strategy players should be following, and the value that this strategy
would give them; one key insight of direct use (and perhaps to some surprise) for practitioners
is that it does not su¢ ce to know the true content and the true direction to make the optimal
decisions and achieve the optimal value - and basing decision-making on this alone can lead
to very serious mistakes. This holds even (actually especially) when the investing corporation
is not ex post a¤ected by misconjectures of the product market competitors. Based on own
experiences with corporate decision-makers, it seems likely that many, would be puzzled by
and suspicious about this.
Although the aim of this part of the dissertation was to provide insights that allows for
crisper intuition and thus facilitate more informed decision-making without having to fully
implement the model, not only the intuitive advances (learned from the theoretical results
and workings) are applicable; the model also lends itself for full implemenation with semi164

closed-form solutions for key aspects of the investment scenario portrayed by this part of the
dissertation, amongst those are exercise strategies, values and reaction patterns. Another
valuable take-away from this study is that the estimation of the parameter that controls the
direction perception should be based on product market beliefs rather than true values, and
that this most likely will be rather closely linked to the style of competition in the particular
product market. The implementability of the model developed in this study is also re‡ected
in the empirical testability of this theory, and it was brie‡y discussed how an empirical test of
the reliability of the new theory presented in this part of the dissertation could be designed.
Another clear advantage of simplistic and stylistic approach to the modeling in this study, is
that the model developed in this part of the dissertation can serve as a platform for a large
set of new, value-adding add-ons; the study revealed and discussed a subset of this set of
add-ons, and thus motivated future research in this and related …elds.
In the end, despite the novel features and insights reached in this study, it is clearly not
the manual to end all manuals on playing the investment game...
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